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DTROOOCTION 
··1' 
The temper in England in the latter half or the eighteenth 
oent1117 was one or political unrest. · There was revolution in the 
American colonies, a scientific awakening that was spawning a new in-
··--------·-··~·----~--~--------·------ cl~strial age, and a religious revivalism create4 by Methodism that 
gradually intluenced. the general apathy in the established church. 
This age produced a marl wno· became a torea,st moralist, philosopher 
and theologian. 
' -
William Paley was born in 1743. Hi.a li.te span ot sizt7-two 
79ars reached into the ·t1rst ti ve years ot the next century, and in-
cluded tifo or the modern world 9s most significant political revolutions, 
the American and the French. Educated at the Universit1 of Cambridge, 
he ·distinguished himself as an ·able young tutor and lecturer upon his 
return there several· years after his graduation. William Paley became 
famous in his own day and to later generations, not as a university 
teacher or churchman, but as a wri tar of social science· and theology. 
Although his theological and biblical works were not without their 
infiuence, his chief claim to tame lies ~ his Moral and Political 
PbilosopbY., publishe~ in 17850 Running through many editions, this 
. work or Paley's was used- as ·a ·textbook at--Gambrldge Universit7 ·and in·· 
abridged form at various private schools in England and America. In 
intellectual circles it became the subject or discussiop and debate 
tor me117 years. 
Paley approached morals and politics aa a utilitariui. In 
\ 
this he was a follower ot David Humes, but unlike Hume, Paley was a / · 
theological utilitarian, in tact, the last orie or any note. Bentham, 
his contempor117, was- 11111ch closer to Hume in his general philosophical 
viewpoint, and as such became· the leader of the secular utilitarian·· 
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2. 
aohool which was dond nant in the nineteenth century. The temper ot the 
~' 
age was changing., and theological utilitarianism•a heaven and·hell were 
too tar from men's minds and the authority of scripture too weak to be 
ettective. /, 
There was a theological laxity in the eighteenth century that 
al loved rationalism to overshadow biblical doctrine. Paley as a theo-
logian sought to brlng the two together in a single system that neither 
spurned God's revelation in the scnptures nor man I s rational mind. 
Utilitarianism was the first substitute tor the contract theory ot gov-
ernment. This theory taught that in a state or nature man gathered to-
gether and decided to give up certaJn individual liberties in exchange 
tor governmental protection. A compact was made between society and 
state that was perpetually binding, but which made order and happiness 
possible. Thomas Hobbes and John Locke were the chief exponents ot 
this theory, and only shorter variations vere made by other theorists 
before Hume cast it aside. Hume_ .propounded a utilitarian theory which 
;·. 
.., 
held ~hat government cw into being because men found it useful in 
promoting the happiness or society. Government exists because of its 
I 
\,,, 
utility, Hu.me declared, and for no other reasono Paley concurred in 
tbis reasoning. Bu,t as a Christian, he believed tbat God was necessar, 
~ any political or ethi.cal theory, and here/he parted from Bwne. Thia 
' is manifest in his Moral an!f Poli tieal ··PhilosophY;, which is a c~ina~ 
. \ 
tion ot rational philosophy' anc! belief in divine revelation. In this 
... 
he close:cy- tollm~1ed Abraham Tucker, to. whom he was greatly" i.nclebted~ 
Paley was not- a deist. In_ fact, deism had run its course as 
~ ' 
a Tital theology before the end ot the eentueyo .His two works on 
,. 
natural and :rsvealedl religion, the Natural Th®o:t,oq and the Evidences 
2£ Christiani t7, were major contributions to an orthodcm Christian 
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Ba aaw in nature •DJ wonderf'lll oontri. T&DC88, 
serving many useful tasks. The onl,1' ansirer to the exi stence of such 
contrivances was a benefolent God, who bad a personal interest in_ 
J. 
bwnan welfare. In Chrl.stianitT he saw a religion rejaled 1:>1' f°d, who 
had ~1led that his creatures should be happy and should be punished 
on;ty when the7 disob91ed his wil_+_. The Christian conception ot heaven 
41 
and h,11 were very real, Paley thought, and the necessar, rewards ot 
good and evilo That which is useful is right. But this utility must 
_.,,c3 , 
' ~ be ax and ned in i ta general effects, which it true will be the will ot . 
God. This rules out egoistic hedonism as a wq ot life, and makes 
utility subservient to the will of a benevolent Godo Paley criticised 
. the theo1'1 ot the moral sense, which $8.l'S that man recognizes right 
from wrong because ot an inborn "instinct." He could not trust men 
with his selfish nature, tearing ''that a 878tem of moralit7, founded 
on instinct, ,rill .find reasons and excuses tor established op1n1 ons 
and -practices." 
• 
Although proteasing to favor change and Ul)rovement, Pal97 
was basically a conservative whose 878tem contained vi.thin it an almost 
coiuplete justification of establ.ished institutions, judicial no leas 
than religious and political. He used utilitarian principles. as maJor 
) ' ... - ' \\ 
pre1nLses to prove that the parliamentary qstem before the retOl'IIS ot 
i832 was -good and .fair, that judj cial precedent was necessary in inter-
preting the law, that English penal laws were good in spite ot their 
severity, that inequality of wealth was conduciva to the general hap-
piness, and that & religious establishment was necessary tor public 
aorali ty and a stable 1~et7. Be stood strongly beM nd the Bri tieh 
. . 
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Constitution u it waa and tor· the colonial B7atea of the lrpire. J.180, 
he th011ght that distinctive olaaaes pertor1nad a useful function in aociet, • 
t -
Yet Paley was more liberal in reference to industry, approving or more 
automation to improve production., and strong1y opposing slavery and the 
slave trade. Throughout his whole system there is a strong feeling and 
advocacy- tor what is right, 111th an eq11aJJ1 pronounced reliance on util-
.. 
itarian principles. 
In this paper the al• has been to select those topics that 
relate primarily to society and the worktngs of govemment. Ot c·ourae, 
the individual and society cannot be divorced, their infiuencea are re-
ciprocal., but the main thrust or the discussion concems Paley's teaoh-
. ' ings that have social and political importance. These are to,md chief'l.7 
in his Moral and Political fhhlosopb;,y;. RI.a other works are also re-
-
viewed and the various adltiona enumerated. 
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CBAPl'BR ORE 
J,Il'B &ID WBITDllS 
' .. .'-~ . 
William Pal9T was born at Peterborough, Hmltingdonabire, 
--
Bn1lend, in July, 1743. He was deacendecl trova an old and respeoted 
tand.q that bad resided in the West Riding ot Yorkshire. Bia father 
vu the Anglican vicar ot the parish of Helpstone in Northamptonshire 
and a ml.nor camm or the cathedral in Peterboroggh. During William I a 
; 
infancy- his tather was appointed the headmaster ot the school in 
Giggleswiok, and so the tamil7 moved back to Yorkshire. 1/ 
Young Paley was therefore educated under the superri.aion ot 
j 
his ,.-raiher. At school he excelled over his fellow students, beCOJ1Sn1 
a fairly acconplished classical scholaro ms interests ranged over a 
' 
vi~~·'tield, especial.11" to things mechanical. We are told that he bad 
s . 
Yan active and contemplative mind, with litt~~ interest or ability in 
acti va apotts. Nevertheless, his cheertulness and droll humor made h1 • 
a tavori ta ama,,g the students. 
In November, 17S8, Paley began bis education at Chri.•t•a Col-
lege, Cambridge. He was onl7 moderateq studious, but his mind was keen 
and he had the abilit7 to pick ou~ and retain that which vaa ea.sential. 
He received bis Bachelor of ,,Arts degree in Januar.y 1763, and was the 
..... 
senior wrangler ot the1~year. 
After receiving hi.a degree, Paley became a aeoancl uaiatent 
in an aoaden\V in Greenwich, where he taught Latin. This situation 
enabled him to spend much ot his leisure time in London, both in the 
;1• 
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parnit ot knolrledge end recreation. I'.n-1765 he r1ceiwd w of the 
Cambridge prizes tor the two best di1sertations in Latin prose. HI.a 
0 
6. 
subject was, "A Comparison Between the Stoic and Epicurean Phtlos~i,, 
1
_. • ~ 
W1 th Respect to the Influence of Each on the Moral.a ot the People. n 
Later he read it before the UD1versit7, when it was reported that hie 
deli very did not do justice to the marl t ot the work. That year he 
.... ",} vu ordained a deacon in the Church of England, and became the curate 
in the Pariah of Greemdch. He left the school after a diaagre8119Dt 
vi th the headmaster over the , distribution of some gift money, but 
oont1maed his duties at the church. 
In June 1766, Paley was e1ected a tellor, ot -Chri.at I a College, 
Cambridge. He returned to lieaidence at the college, took his degree ot 
Master of Arts and began ·private tui.tion.. Together with John Law., the 
son ot the ~ter . of Peterhouse, he also became a tutor of the college, 
and these two young scholars soon raised the tame ot their school to 
new heights. At the general· ordination tor the diocese of London on . 
..-
December 21, 1767 Palq was ordained a
1
priest by Bishop Terri.ck. ma 
:, 
friendship with John Law promoted bis interest with the latter's father, 
Ednamd Law, who made him hi• cahlpJ:ln vb.en he•• appointed the Biabop 
ot Carlisle in 1769. 
As a tutor of Christ 11 College, Pale, lectured on •tapb¥11iu, ( . , 
aorale, the Greek New Testament and later on theology. He was an able 
lecturer and was popJl ar vi th the students. He usually avoided se~tar-
ian end controftfSial matters ill theologJ. The Tbirt7 Nine J.rt:Loles ot • 
-
... 
.. 
~-- ,. 
Religion be oouiclerad u aere artiolel ot peace, not bel:le'fing that tbe 
tnaera desired ever.,one to u~t to the whole, since it oonte1necl aboat 
two hundred and ~ort:, propositions, ma!l1' of them inconsistent with Ol18 
another. In spite ot this liberal view, Palq refused to lip a petitiOA 
to the Bowle of CODIDDlls 1n 1772 tor relief trom n.b1cription to these 
articles of religion. He ~ ast ~ve a~M of tm substance 
ot the petiticmj but tor reasons ot his OND he withheld hie 118111, sqtg 
IJ' 
that he acoulcl not attord to have a·cODSoienoe11 in the matter. Later m 
took a aore deoided stand a in 1774 M4 a pamphlet publitlhed in defense 
I 
Cpnsic!!E!:M,!)!l.s !! the E~-~A~~;r 2£ ~- ! ~p,:P,Zl~ ~ Articles 
of Faitho In it Paley took the position that subscription to articles 
- --· 
ot religion was neither necessa17 nor advantageous. 0 
Paley's friendship with Bishop Law brought tangible results, 
tor in 177S Law appointed him to the clmrch in Musgrove in Westmoreland, 
where the income was i 80 a year. The tollcnr:blg April he preached hi.a 
lut sermon at WhitehalJ., in Ml\v' hie wos-k at the Dversit:, ended, 
and in J1D1e he was married to a Hise \Hewitt in St. Mary's Church in 
\ -
Carlisle by his triend John Law. shc>J/tiy, after this he became the uoar 
- ~ 
at Dalston in Cumberland, and when he was appointed to the benefice ot 
Appleby in 1777 he resigned his position at Mllsgrove. While holcHng 
the position at Appleby, Palq published a mnall work entitled,-, The 
ClE&Y!!!:A us CoJDP!Pion ~ Yim. ting the Sick. In 1780 Bishop Law ap-
pa.1.n~ him to a prebendal ataJ.J in ti, cathedral at Carlisle~ with o 
1noome ot :f 400 a year. Two years later he· b8Cam8 the .Archdeacon ot 
Carlisle, a sinecure that carried a certain digni t7 or office and an 
"t. ,. 
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inONl88d 1 DOOll8 • 
In 178S Palq reached a ll8lf high point in hie career. Up to 
,,1,", 
this time he had published only an occasional pamphlet and a few ser-
JROD•~•- ID this 788r, · however, he published his tirst major work1 the · 
··· ·Principle§ U Mpftl IDd. PoJitioeJ Pb1191QPQJ. This work soon received 
aome degree of success, and in time proved to be Paley's chief elm.m to 
tame. The ID8IJ1" editions indicate that it was widely read and that ita 
author bad ~chieved national recognition. 
In the preface to Moral.and Political Philosophy Paly stated 
that other treatises on morals general.17 had three imperfections: 
-0 
11eithe~ that the principle was erroneous, or that it was indistinctl.7 
a.plajned, or that the roles deduced from it were not eutficientl.7 
adapted to real life and to actual ai tuations. 11 2/ · Bls purpose was 
to avoid these errors. From his experience as a tutor in a university 
,,. 
he telt that it was important to relate moral principles to situations 
too lengt,lly. 
Paley' explm ned the method ot his work 1n the rollOld.ng z 
)lv method of writing has constantly been this: to 
mract what I could from m,- own stores and D\V' OIID 
refiecti@D.8 in the fi~t place; to put down --·that, 
and aft01M~ds t@ eonsult upon ea@h subj®ct such 
readings as fell in EW' vay~ whieh @rd.er, I am. con-
rlnced, iS1 tbs only @n(a whereby amw l)Cr)~S@n cm,. keep 
his th~httS fr@m slid inlt@@th.sr menus t1J:ains. 
The eff@@t @f W@h &l. p~ ~ml th® pr©W!ll.@tie.:m it-. 
self mll b~9 bt» i1hil0t s@m.a p~ in ~tter or 
, mann@r ~ be n8CJ 9 @the~m 'C'dll b@ li ttl@ @lBG when 
a repstiticm. or the @ldlo I rmake no pretentions to 
perfect fflgina11 ty: 13~ to N eoaetb:lng aore than a mere compiler. 
i Works, p. xx1x. ·· 
3 Works, P• :ud. 
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' One work on wb:l.ch he cla1111d heaVJ reliance waa that of 
Abraba• Tucker, whom he thought bad more original thinking and 
· ob1ervationa on the various moral subjects than all other··wr:ltera .:? ti ) 
.... 
.:17'!_;., 14'• . ' 
combinedo .Paley eatpl&ined his reasons for joining together in one 
work both moral and poll ti.cal philosophy in this wq. Political . .... . .... ----- -·-·-·--····· ... ,,• . . . 
thought is but .m artention ot moral thought. The part that a 
person takes as a member of the eoln'm!Om-1ealth, his vote and support 
ot various measures and policies, is as much a personal duty as the 
concems ot his conscience in atters ot a private nature. The 
•thod Paley tolloved was to lq down as basic the principle ot gen-
eral rules, without whioh, he is certa1n, no s,stem ot morals cam be 
laid •. From there, he says, the discussion ot political subjects ia 
clear and easy, fDr general rules can be applied to them more eaail,7 
than to m, other subject. He observed that political thoaght and 
action as lately axpressed in various parts ot the British &•pire 
bad so much depended on the ideas ot Jolm. Locke, and therefore it 
vaa wise and practical to haw these ideas rightl.7 ax:pl.ai ned and 
fllll7 uod~rstot>d. 
Moral IDd.. PpJ1tiMJ PM-JMAPU is divided into six books. 
In Book I Pal8J' er.plains tb.e basic considerations on which he bm.lds 
bis ,.vsteln. He says that moral philo~ophy is that scimce whioh 
teaches man 9hat their duties in life are and the reasons tor those 
duties. Hen need the gaidauce ot thia science be~ause tba7 are often 
al.sled bJ what he calls the rules of lite, rules which are set out 
', in the cuatoms of eociet7, · or in the law of the land, or in the 
) 
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Christian .Sor1pturee. Paler then goes on to arpe aga1N!lt •117 i~ate · 
aoral aenee in -.m, stating that social approval ot virtue has been 
bu:ll t up in time, continuing ~ authcri ty, imL tation and habit. The 
lava of custom are verr apt to be mistaken tor an order ot nature, n4 
. . 
ao 1n7 8)'8tem built upon instincts will soon find reuona alld ccues 
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tor opinions and practices well established. 
Paley .continues hl.s presentation ot baaic 0GD8ideraticn1 b7 
1) 
stating-that happiness is a relative term which defines a person's 
condition in comp&"lrison with others or in comparison vi th his own tormer 
' 
condition. -ADJ condition can be called happy in which, the total amount 
or pleasure exceeds that ot pain, and the .degree ot this happiness de-
pends on the qwmt.ity of this excesso It is not a matter of enjO)'ing 
aensual pleasures, or or escapimg t1.:om the cares a~d probleu ot lite, 
_ or ot attaim ng a prominent station in 1ociet7. It does consist in 
attection withi.n the tam,-17 circle, of sharing what·-oae has with others 
and ot leading a useful and well-ordered li.fe. Jerel\V Bentham's th:lnk-
, 
iJag about liappiness was s~lar. Pain and pleasure determine what ve 
ought to 11D as well as what we sbalJ do, Bentham says. Standards ot 
right and wrong are dependent upon whether actions give pleasure or 
pa1n. 'l'he principle ct utility recognizes this dependence and assumes 
that its aystem rests upon such a foundations whose purpose· ia to br:lng 
happiness by means of reason and law. 4/ Paley concludes that happiness 
ia pretty e~ dist:ributed among the van• classes ot society, and 
.l 
,,that, as a whole, '~vll has no advantage over goodness. 
, 
EJ:le Baleq, The Growth!! PhiloNpbic BaclfcaJ1aa (Bev York, 1928), ·p.28. 
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Boot· n ot Moral and Political Philoegphy. deal.I v.l.th IIIOral 
obligations. Paley asks ~11\f one is @bliged to !<eep. hie word, and 
answers that it. is because he seeks happiness in this life and in the 
lite to coma. A man keeps bis word in order to avtid the pain which 
brings unhappiness in this life, and something tar worse after death 
in hell. In Book III Paley discusses relative du.ties and div.I.des tballl 
into three categories: determinate, indeterml.nate and the relations 
between the two sexes. Determinate duties are those dealing with pro-
pert,7, promises, contracts. lies, oaths and wills. Indeterminate duties 
are those dealing with chari t7, slavery, resentment, anger., revenge, 
duelling, litigation, gratitude and slander. The relations between 
11. 
the sexes are discussed mider the topics ot marriage, divorce, adul te17, 
polyg8lf\V and the family e Book IV is concerned with duties to ourselves, 
nch as the right of self defense, drmlkenness and suicide. 
Duties toward God is- the subject matter or Book V. •ID me 
sense, ever, duty is a duty towards God, since. it is his will ilhJ.ch 
makes it a duty: but there are some duties ot which God is the object, 
as well as the author: and these are peculi~l.7, and in a more appro-
pr:Lated sense, called duties towards God. n 5 I Paley discusses the 
duty and etticaq ot prqer1 private prqer, family worship and public 
wors~p. He also devotes three chapters to what he calls·the Christ:Jan 
sabbath, and then com;pletes the section discussing reverence to God. 
Book VI is entitled "El.ements of Political Knowledge. 11 It is composed 
ot aixtee1l chapters that oover the field ot govemwmt and the 1nd:tndual•a 
·I,.." 
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relationahip to it. 
Moral and Political PhiloaopAy became the claaaical mamJal 
< 
on IIDrala at Cambridge University, where Palq had lectured ror seven 
JN.r&. Locke's philosophy was by no means new here, but now it became 
•Locke arid Paley. ' For half a century Paley remained the acknowledged 
representative or the utilitarian moralit7, and 1Palqans 1 came to be 
denounced long before the 'Benthami tes. • 
6 / 
In 1789, when there was m11ch expectation that the. HDue ot 
;,. . ~ 
\ I 
' \ 
Ccmaone was going to debate the issue of the slave trade, Paley- wrote 
a short treatise entitled, ~gainst the U!)]ut Pretentions 2!_ Slave 
Dealers and Holders., and sent it to the conmli.ttee of the House that was 
--=====- c=::=:i, q, . . .,._, ~ 
studying the matte1»e It was published in the .newspapers, but not in 
its entirety •. Later it becan1e lost., together with the rest ot Paley's 
correspondence. That same year the mastership of Jesus College, 
Cambridge, was ottered to him by the Bishop or Ely. Though urged by 
his friends to accept this post, he re.fused it, never giving his motive 
or reasons. 
, The Horae Pauli nae was published in 1790, and dedicated to 
·his tri.end Jolm Law, who had become Bishop or Clontert and Kilmacduagh 
in North Ireland eight years before. According to Paley's first bio-
grapher, this book proved to be the least popular or all his major 
writings. It was written on what seems to be an original plan. This 
plan was to show the genuineness or the Acts or the Apostles and the 
epistles of Ste Paul. in the New Testament by bringing out the .-1118DY' 
;,, 
~- :;_: 
undesigned coincidences that occur in the histor., and in the letters. 
,... 
' HaJevy, 9.2.• cit., P• 23. 
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Sttoh intemal av:Lclence 1IOUld not~ confirm the genuineness ot the 
.. 
·-l'Y 
writings discuSsed, but also, b7 inference., the truth. of the events 
' . 
recorded here and elsewhere about Jesus Christ'. · Paley set torth the 
design of· his work in the following statement: 
The volume or Christian Scriptures contains thirteen letters purporting to be written b;y s. Pau1: it contains also a book ..... 
which» amongst othar things, professes to deliver the history, 
• • o ct this same person o By ~smning the genuineness of 
the 1etters» i:re mey prove the s~bstantial t~th cf the biSltoey: 
or, by assmrdng the truth of the history, we may argue strong]J" in.support of the genudlnene~7s of the letters. But I assume neither one ncr the other o l· 
After the exposition of the argument, Pale7 in each chapter 
takes one of Paul vs .epistles, trom Romans to Phi lemon, and discusses e 
certain verses in comparison with other verses in Acts and in o·ther 
letters. Obvious similarities are not taken, but, rather, minor ones 
which come out in casual remarks by St. Paul, or incidental coincidences. 
The ke7 to the whole work, he sqs, is ~:utidssignedness, and the validity 
ot the argument depends on this. A forger would seek to line up certm n 
events or sayings that could easily be seen by' the reader, making it 
- -·~ r 
appear that since this or .that versa agrees with one or more others in 
another or several other letters or in the history,_the authenticity or 
these New Testament tlritings would be obvious. But incidenta.l., minor 
agreements are another matter, so the argument runs., and when agreement 
comes here where a forger would not likely bother, then- there is a 
strong probability that there is no forger,. In the conclusion Pal97 
also bri.ngs out certain extemal evidences to bolster his argument, such 
as the general acceptance in the earq Church ot these writings, and 
.'/' 
_I ~ 
\ 
. '-
....... of ... ,.. ~- ...... 
references to th• both by Christian and pagan authors. Be apla1 ne 
aa wall the soundness ot St. Paul as a man and his complete dedica• 
-. tion as a Christian through his sufferings and miracles. The obvieua 
conclusion to BllT reasonable person, Paley says, nust be that the Acts 
ot the Apostles and the epistles of Sto Pa.ul·are genuine and truthful 
writings by sound and dedicated men of God, and wortiv" ot anyone I a 
consideration for st~ and inspiration. 
In Febru.ar:y, 1792 Paley presided at a public meeting in 
Carlisle which was called to petition Parliament tor the abolition of 
the slave trade. He delivered a speech denouncing this trade as cruel 
and inhuman, and introduced a series or resolutions which called for its 
abolition. A petition was drawn up based on these resolutions, signed 
by a number or the citizens present and presented to the House of CODIDODs 
on February 27. ~ In exercising this leadership Paley was carrying into 
practice the teachings against slaveey which he had written about in 
his Moral and Poli tieal Philosop8f. There is no way of measuring the 
.. 
influence or Paley on his· cont~mporaries in respect to the abolition 
.. 
of the slave trade. There were other leaders such as William Wilberforce 
. 
who were more active in arousing the conscience or the British people 
against the practice, but in view ot the wide circulation of his Moral 
and Political Phtlosoplv" and his nattwoaJ rap11tation Palay's intluence 
mast have been considerable. 
There was anot;t!er event which was stirring up E1lrope evan 
more than the problem ot slave?'T at this time. The French Revolution 
was in full progress, and its ideas were being wide~ di.sseml nated • 
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There was considerable alana IIIODg the people vho Gllnad propert71n 
Great Brltm.n that revolution vOllld spread across the English Channel 
and wreck havoc thezte as it had in France. Paley shared the tear of 
a general uprising or the common people and in an ettort to help pre-
wnt such an occurrence he published in 1792 a pamphlet called, 
Reasons For Contentment Addressed ~ :t,!>,e., ~b.~ Part ·2! the British 
Pllbli9 o Paley- took the ppsi tion that the pee~ X!eed not snvy the rlch, 
/' 
e~cial:17 to such a degree as to want to seime their possessioo~ by 
force. Such action ~1ould not OIU.T be wrong but foolish. It is an 
illusion to think that the rich are happier than the poor and have a 
better way ot lite. It is work, an orderly lite and the blessings of 
if' {]! 
the family that bring ccmtentmnt and the pleasure of rest. These 
things the poor man has. On the other hand, the rich in their 
iclleness seek pleasure in vain amusements and find none; their tam-
iliari ty with abundance only dul ls their sense of them. To upset 
society in an effort to level it will anJ7 take away from both whatever 
measure or happiness each has, and no one can predict what the final 
outcome will be. Paler advocated that each one be content with his 011D 
lot, and let gradual improvement bring happiness to all. 
One can appreciate Paley's influence in helping to m1ntmn 
a stable aociet1when there was much unrest among the comon people. 
No doubt S11Ch an influence was hi.gb:cy- necessary and desirable in Brl tm n 
in order to avoid the excesses that came to France during the revolu-
tion there. But Pale, was no reforiner or cbaxnpion ot the cOJelOll man .. 
be 11as 1 too llllCh of a conservative •.. He had a concern tor the poor, but 
" 
' . 
., 
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aot enough to work Ylgoroual.J' tor his econOld.o betteralat. Ba tailed 
, to. see through the limitations of his Viffl aociet,-, and instead upheld __  
the strlloture of aociet7 ot h1.s ti11e as being the var, best possible. 
Por this ·reason he could advocate gradual improvement or the cOIIIIOD 
an' a let, but he bi11Selt tailed to bring· out any new ideas or methodl 
that voald help the poor an raise hie standard ot lite above the bare 
nbsistence level that was taken tor granted by the upper classes. 
It remained· tor Bentham to become the leader of the utilitarian school 
tbat would work tor reforms in society, cul.ndnating in tbe Retora Bill 
' 
ot 1832. 
. --
In 1794 Palq published !, View !! the Evidences !! Christiani ti, 
a work vhioh became the most popular or his tfri tings and the most pro-
ti table in financial returns. Evidences 2!, Christiani tz. 1::ras a i,ork of 
., 
apologetics tor the truth of the Christian religion. In this work 
Paler doea not insist on the minute agreement ot the various scripture 
writers, ncr on the infallible judgement of the apostles, nor on the 
absolute accuraey or every passage of the Bible. But he argues tor tba 
substantial truth of the scriptural revelation, which, b7 teaching the 
resurrection of the dead and a tuture state ot rewards and puniahllants, 
supplies mti vea tor high aoral coacluot that aatunl religion could 
never do. 
Evidences· ·!!! Christianity begiaa vi th certain praparator, · ·A! 
oonaiclerationso The author takes Christianit7 as a given, neceas&r7 
revelation, ~d that_ illl judging ··it the question is whether it is 
credible in itaelt, nit ovar against &BT oth8r religion. Suppoae that 
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there i1 a Creator, he up, that he has provided all the tbinge tbat 
we know in the world, that he has made men as a moral being capable of 
obedience to hia 1111.J, and that he has provided a aeocmcl etate ot 
uietence for .man depend.ant on his bebs:vicr in the first. SUppoae that 
it. is highly important tor mn to ·know what is intended for him. tor 
the sake of his OND. happiness, but that due to some cause and bis own 
imperfection this knowledge baa been lost, is it improbable tbat God 
shOlll.d step in end grant him a revelation to acquaint bia with th11 
. 
( 
knowledge? And in what other wa7 can a revelation be made except by 
1111.racles'l Therefore the improbabilit7 of miracles stated .as happming 
/ ~ 
1n conjmiction vi th the revelation are no less illprobable than the 
revelation itself. The author goes on then to ret\lte Hume who wrote 
. 
" 
in bis Es~a:t that miracles could not ·have happened because the7 are 
· "contrary to experience0 • The probability ot miracles is not certain 
~ if they are 1miversally uperieneed, as a law of nature, and 
repea~ under certain conditions, Paler sa.71. To expect this woalcl 
mice it cease to be a lllracle and destre7 1 ts usafalneas and purpo1e. 
The work is then divided into three parts. Part I 1• con-
cerned vitb the direct historical eviclence of Chriatianit7, md in 
what V8.1 it is clistinguished .from the evidence alleged tor other 
lllracles. , The first proposition is stated thus: 
"That there is aatiatactor, evidence that MDT protesaing 
to be original .. w1 tnesses of the Christian JIILraclea, pas-
sed thsi~ lives iD labours, dangers» and sutfe~s 9 --
iolml'tmly vmd@~OD~ ilm ~tt®stati@lll @f th@ BCC@mltS 
.. 
which they dell:w~@d, an.oJ. a~lely :Liu @oossqu.®D.ee @f their ... _ .
belief of those accomts; and that they a1so submLtted, 
from the same 11Dtiwa, to new rulea of conduct.• 8/ 
8 Works. p.-, ·300 • 
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•• proposition ia then deTelopecl in nine chapters. To nppc,rt thi.1, 
. ·--~ . 
two points .. are stated as neceaaar.r: that ~eaus Christ, the founder .. of 
'• 
Ch:riatiani 't7, and his tollwera 11 vecl the 1i ves described in the· R• 
Testament and elseMhere; and that they did so as firm believers in the 
--I 
trath of the historical narratives in the scriptures. To develop these 
\ 
. points the author goes on to show that the cJlriatiaa religion does. 
aotuaJJ1 exl et, that it worked againmt mm11" ot the practices of the 
Jewish religion., and therefore aroused oppositicm on the part ot •"1, 
i ; )' 
;, 
vb:lch caused ditticult:, and danger to its adherents. There were non-
. Christians who witnessed in their writings to the exl.atence of Jeftl 
., 
Christ and his Church, such as Tacitus, Juvenal , P1iny anti others. · 
The sacred W?i tings themselves give a mu.eh closer and therefore clearer 
viev of the trials and sufferings ot Jesus and the earl,7 Christiana, 
and of the exhortations to patience. "What could all these texts •an, ; 
1 
/ 
it there was ncth1 ng in the circumstances ot the times which required 
patience, which called tor the exercise of conatanq and reaolut1.on?119/ 
When ve take all these recorded events into consideration., there cannot , 
.... 
remain much doubt in our minds that the people spoken of did appear at 
that time in history and did propagate their gospel and n.tfer ean.r 
tilla8 in consequence of it. The author feels, too, that. it is cl.ear 
that there ia a var, high degree ot probability that the story, for 
which these persons worked and suffered., was a lllracalous one, that 
the7 pretended to some kind of miraculous evidence. The7 had-··no~1 ng 
I 
else on which to stand. The designation ot Jesus ot Nazareth as the 
9 Works,. P• 307 • ... 
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IIINiah rather than aJJJ other person COllld cml7 be tcn•aded llpGll super-
natural tokens attributed to him. 
Pa197 then goes on to answer the. question whether, onoe. 
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ha:tJng proved that the tlrst Christiana did what thay were alleged to 
have donej) the account given in the scriptures is the same9 and that 
therefore the Christian religion todq is the same religion of the 
" -
. t 
early Church. He discusses various reasons tor believing in the 
atf'irmative and goes on to devote much·spaee to proving the authen-
ticity ot the scriptures. He proceeds in this task by stating that 
the historical books ot the Hew Testament were quoted or alluded to bJ 
~ 
wan_, early Christian writers, including some who were conteq,orary 
vi th the apostles. The fact that these books were held in high re-
spect and eventually gathered into one volume is ot great significance, 
'· he sa7s, u is the tact that they were publicl.7 read in the services 
ot worship ot the early Church. Also, they were used by catholics 
and heretics alike, both of whom defended them against the attacks ot 
tbe eneJJtl.es ot Christianity. 
Paley than gives a secand proposition.in Part I as an op-
poai te allegation:~ 
That there is not satistacto17 ·evidence~ that 
persons pretend:I ng to be original witnesses ot 
any other rrimlar miracles s; have acted in the 
"1ft8 ~cer, in att®station. @f the aceoimts 
vhich they delivered, and solel.7 in consequence 
ot their belief ot the trllth ot those accounts. 10/ ., 
Ba then goes OD to relate accom1ta ot 111.raoles attriba.ted to varioua 111m, 
10 
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pagme and Christiane, o~ later history, INf to sholr that tbair oaaea 
do not have the substantial evidence ot the scripture miracles. The 
second chapter deals with three specific nmracles• lD8Jltioned by Rne 
-
-- ' •.•••••• --- . 40 
aa being onq supposed ones, and tries to canv.l.nce the reader that the 
di,eproving ot these in no way disproves those upon which Chr11tianit7 
\ 
is toandea. 
Part II ot Evidences clescribea •the mrx5 lia17 evidences .et 
Christianity. •1 such evidences include the tulfillment of various 
\ prophecies, the exceptional candor of the biblical m ters in respect 
··r: 
. /. 
~ ' 
to both moral and .imllOral acts and the agri)ement of the various Gospels 
111 their description ot the character and personaJ:I ty of Christ. Pal97 
brings out the tact that the New Testament writers exhibited the kind 
of local knmvledge that GW.1" native inhabitants living in that age 
could possess, and that there are many undesigned coincidences re-
lated 1D the books ot the New Testament. 
In the last part Paley defends the New TestaNDt against its 
attackare. Re ex.plains wbJ certain discrepancies between the tour 
., 
Gospels are no cause tor proof that these writings are not tne. The 
Gospel · ffl ters thought ar,.d wrote as men of their age, mid they should 
not be judged adversely in the light of modem knowledge. Just because 
they accepted the Old Testament unc~ ticalq is no reason to make Chris-
tianity answerable with its life for the circumstantial truth ot eveey-
pasS&ge or the Old Testament. Palq retntes those who raise objectiODS 
to Christianity because it vu rejected b7 so many Jews and non-Jews 
alike by describing the· nature ot :the Jewish religion and the Jewish , 
. ', 
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• 
omoept et what a Melliah oagbt te be, and by' c1Ncr1bing the general 
attitude of scorn which the educated. Greeks and Romans had tovard all 
religions. In spite ~t such opposition, Paley sqa, it is remarkable 
that Christianity acle the progress it did, and this prog1ess apea1m 
well tor its truth and power. Men are tree to accept relig.ton or to 
reject it, jut as they are tree to accept ~r reject many other tb1nga. 
For this reason it is incorrect to say that the Christian religion 
ooald be true ~ it it were unver1aJJy given and accepted, tor this 
11 ax.pecting more than it claims or ccnwi be hoped for in men as God 
hu created them. Aµ that is necess~ tor man's eternal salvation 
\ 
'I 
I 
hu been reaealed in the person of J88118 Christ and the aeripture 
acooant.11 ancl men are free to accept it. 
In his conclusion Paley has this to sqi A man who approaches 
religion vi th the idea that every part mst be true 1 approaches ~ t . at ,-. 
a paeat disadvantage. Yet 11 is iq)Gssible ·tor men· not to come to it 
in this way, at least to· some degree. Everyone is prejudiced by earq . 
. teachings in his lite and by the habits of mind and speaking ot the 
society in which he liwa. As a result, the doctrines ot religion CON 
to Mm before the proofs. The effect ot such a presentation is that 
when an article of religion contradicts the understencti ng of a peracm, 
he often hastily and indiscriminatel.7 rejects the whole religicn. Thia 
\ i1 unfort,mate, for the reasonable wa7 is to inquire into the general 
tnth of its principles, and than, when the foundation is secure, go 
• 
on into the interpretation of its records and the doctrines tbat haft 
been cleriftd .troll tbam. The d1•00ftl7 that these conclusians have 
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ft171D1 depeee ot J)l'Obabilit,- IDd i•rtaoe elJot•ld not aadager a 
ma's taithe Rather, 8UCh an approach 'Will uphold personal Christ-
ianity mid guard against prejudices viii.ch are '9817 apt to arise 1D 
ane I a mind., 
This method of reasoning agrees with that given in Moral 
/ 
and Political. ?J:d los9Plty:., Book II, obaptera seven and eight, where 
Paley discusses the necesai ty ot general 1'Ules. This concept is 
-basic to his whole pJ:d losoph3". A thing or act is right or good ac.;. 
cording to 1 ts utili t;7, but its utili tr mast be judged aa to whether 
., 
it is general in its effect. It not, it ia not good or it leads to 
false conclusions. 
, 
! Viar !!! the Evidences ~ Christiani t1 was a llDre popu:J ar 
22. 
11Gl'k than Horae PauJ1naeo It came out just when the writings ot Hae, 
whose argmnent aga:tust miracles this treatise was designed to meet, 
ad :Eclward Gibbon, were innuencimg the upper classes, and the writings 
. 
. ot Thomas Paine were having great effect upon the lower classes. 11/ I. 
Paley was placed in a number ot pastorates and accepted certa:tn 
ainecares during the last decade of his lite which together made bi 11 
a fairly rich man. Arter being installed as sub4&D ot the Lincoln 
cathedral in Jul.J" of 179S, he went to Cambridge to receive his degree 
l 
ot Doctor ot Divinj ty. At the commencement he preached his doctoral 
sermon entitled, 11.Dangers Incidental to the Clerical Character,• 
vbich was later publish~. 
Paley now divided b1 a t, me betlr8en L1 nooJ.n end Id.a ahmeh .at · 
ll · John H. Overton and Fleder.Lc Belten, 
--1906), P• 2$8. 
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Bl.1hop Weanaouth. ror a tim he acted u tbe local magistrate, and 
-.a accused. by some ae being rather ha8t7 and prone to auger. He ~elt 
-that there were too JIIT\Y taverns and public houses in the county, which 
were inducements to intemperance and public disturban~es. 118 attempted 
I • 
to attaell the problem in his neighborhood h7 lild..ting the ntDl!be:r.of 
licenses granted, and by br:I nging the matter to the attention of the 
judges at the quarter sessions. L©eal support tor this crusade of I 
Paley's was feeble, an.d so there were no renlta. 
m health began to bother Paley in 1800, and fl-om that tilnB 
on he was l:Jmi.ted in the amount ot work that he could do. In spite ot 
.. ~ hls phfsical decline, h~r, Paley-1s intellectual powers rema1ned"·•-
111paired, tor it was during this period of his life that he wrote his 
,.!(_ : . ,' . last major work, Natural Theoim, which was published in 180'l. _ This 
wrk was meant tor make the total ot his 1lri tings into a coq,rehensi va 
.. 
qatmn ot religion and moral i t7. 
Paley's Natural Theology is a work in which the author'• 
chi.et a1m is to show tbat it is a reasonable conclusion from the cleaip 
ot nature to believe that there is a God. There is a lot ot detail 
about the structure ct man, animals and plants. This deta:J l descri~ee. 
the various organs of soma bodily structures in order to show the in., 
geniouness of the design of certain parta aa contrivances -ade tor a 
apeci.tic purpose or purposes. When one considers seriously nch design, 
Paley thought., one J111St ~~ answer that there mast be a designer 1 j a rational being capable of creat1ng the wonders of nature, whom ve call 
Ood. 
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The state of the argument is laud out in the opening chapters. 
Paley uses the example of a watch to illustrate the argument from 
desigri, and although· other illustrations are used and described in 
great detail, the gist of the argument still lies in the reasoning 
behind this illustration. Paley uses the illustration in this way: 
Suppose I should stumble over a stone in the road and t-1ere asked 
how the stone happened to be there, I mi.ght possibly answer that it 
had always lain there. But if I found a watch on the ground and 
' 
were ,asked the. same question, I would hardly give the same answer, 
and for only pne reason - that when I inspect the watch I find that 
the several parts or it were designed and made :tor a purpose, to 
keep time. Having observed this, what is the inference? In-
. evitably it mu.st be that this machine must have had a maker, who 
• 
,. had conceived its purpose, designed its structure and put it to-
gether. It does not matter that I did not see the thing made, 
that I do not understand its workings, that it sometimes goes wrong, 
nor that some other design might have been possible. The facts 
that I do lmow justify ~ conclusion, and my ignorance and doubts 
on other points do not affe,e~t the certainty of my reasoning. 
-
Suppose, also, that I should discover that the watch 
/ 
is capable of reproducing itself. The first watch is in a certain 
sense the maker of the second one, yet in a di:fferent way from that 
in which a carpenter makes ·a chair. The first watch did not cause 
.,,., ... 
... 
•: 
2s. 
the second, but only shared in its formation. ~erefore, although 
I now realize that the watch I originally found probably did not come 
from the hand of the designer, this does not.change the inference 
0 ' . • first made, that a 11a tchmaker had.· originally conceived and manu.f actured 
the first watch to come into existence. No matter how far back I go, 
there must have been at some time a contriver, a designing mind, 
who can truly be said to be the author of all the watches that have 
been reproduced since the first one. The inevitable conclttsion, 
Paley says, is that there is a supreme designer, who is God. The· 
only altem.ative is a.theism, and atheism is a denial of what nature 
j 
reveals, tor in nature thereaare contriv£n.ces that exceed in wonder 
. { 
. 
" 
and complexity the contrivances which man has made. I 
The bulk of Natural Theologz_ is an effort to expound this 
basic reasoning by using illustrations from nature, especially the 
\ 
human eye. In quite lengthy detail Paley goes through this descrip-
tion, pointing out the wonderful and delicate structure or the eye and 
how it works to admit light for the purpose of giving sight. The author 
., 
goes on to refute certain arguments sometimes put forth in support of 
atheism, and to explain why lack of knowledge concerning many things in 
nature is no cause for discarding a belief that nature speaks 0£ God. eon-
,.-
tri vance, to Paley, once established, proves everything that is necessary. 
Among other things it proves the personality of the Deity as distinguished from 
i: . 
!" I 
.,:, . 
'"' .. 
• 
L. 
... 
----
'.'.':··, .... ·<·:,·._.·:, .. _,,,.,.' 
,, 
nature, or a principle. Oar reaamlag leada to an intelligent !utllor, 
'-? ... :~. 
bat this Author 11 not the aw •• the um ver1e which he eh.as created. 
It ~a be who aappliea the power tor everything to work and live. Bven 
--philosophy, after all 1 ts schemes and 1truggle1, neceaaariq reaorta 
Nluctantl7,to a Deity. The appearance of d11ign ia too 1tro.rag. Goel 
mat be. 
Paley concludes that the e1\1tence an.4 character ot God 1• 
the aost interesting of all human speculations. Ho aspect ot it 1• 
f 
mre interesting than that it facilitates the beli~f in the tamdamen .. 
'., tal articles of Revelation. It is ,a step to lmow that there is a 
. 
•/ Goel concerned with the production, order aDd aupport ot nature. Par-
t.her than this tcm.udation it ia well to leave to Bevelation the dia-
... .., ... 
closure of knOll'ledge vhlch cannot be discovered otherwise. "The 
theist will be the first to listen to st credible conwm1cat.ion of 
cli'fine knowledge. Nothing which he has learned from natural theoleu, 
will dimi 111 ah hie desire ot farther i nstl'llot,ioa. • • He wishes tor d 
licht: he rejoice, in light. 0 12/ 
The mass of detail in Batural Theologf diaplqa a w,ry 
., 
oenaiderable lmowledge of the aorpholoa and phyaiologr of plant, aa4 
animal• on the p&l't of the author. Hi.a me:Jn intention was to ahw 
that a bel1et in God ia reasonable, while atheism is not. The doc-
trine ot atheiaa bad been disselllnated tbroagh the French Revoluti.111, 
and the appearance ot this work of Pale,'a was a ti•l7 refutation 
intended to support the orthodox Christian concept of God as a per-., 
awl Being nd Creator ot ~ uni verae. 
12 vor1ce. ,. ss2. 
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. , . 
William Palq 4114 in 180S, -9. wa1 bariecl in the cathedral 
1a C.rllale. In his li~etim he bad. attained g.c•eat prowLnence •• a 
writer ot philosopby and theology e His tour aajor works, Moral amd 
Politi~ ~~1-9.~K,. Ho_~a~. Pa,~, ~dances !! Chri1tianitz: aJJd 
Natural Tha@~!gI_s, .f@~dl ~ ratmx:i @~leta eymrtem ot thought and were 
widel.7 readl dlfflng Mo lifetimee But Paley0s iD.fluenoe continued 
' I strong tor over a generation a.tter his death, both in Great Br.Lta:Jn '> 
•nd in America • 
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CHAPTER '!WO 
SOCIAL Tll>UGHT _,-.. 
28. 
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. 
-~ 
. I . -·-
. -~ Ia 1.hl.1 dieou1li• ot Willia Palq'• thought, )•tu look 
I firet into some of the basic caa.aid.era~iou which he ?' into account 
in developing his ethical system. It begins 1:dth th,- indindual and 
why he should be oblig~dl to keep his vord. Other moraU,sts, he say•, 
\ 
,.../ 
give such snsu®rs as: because it is right, or tit-, or-··reuonable, or 
trllthtul, or best for the public good, or because the will of God 
demands it. However, all or these answers ultimately coincide, no 
•tter what set of principles they use and develop, and they all fall 
abort. The proper way to condact the inquiry is first to ask what we 
aaan by being obliged, and then to show why one is obliged, to~l•, 
to "keep his word." 1 / 
A u.n can be aald to be obliged "When he 11 urged bJ' a Yiolent 
•ti ft reaul ting from the coJDNnd of another." 2 / . Simpl7 to do aometbi ng 
tor someone in return for a sxnall favor can hardly be classified as an 
obligationo But it that person depends upon the service. that I can 
render to him, then we can sa7 that there was a real obligation. rar .. 
theraore, the service IIU8t be given as a result or a command, as, tor 
a:ample, from a superior. It follows., then, from this explanation, 
that we are obliged to do onl;y those things by vhicb we stand to gain 
or lose something by, for nothing else can be a "violent motive." Aa 
we would not be obliged to ob97 the law or the civil magistrate except 
there be some reward or punishment, pleasure or pain, so, tor the sa• 
reason, we would not be obliged to obq the will of God, to 'do what 
• I 
1 William Paler, "Moral and Peli tical Pbilosoph7, n in Worlca (Edinburgh, 1830) ;i,p. 12-1.3. 
2 Works, p. 1). 
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ie right and v.Lrtuous. Paley .teel8 it we1a&17 to tab tor grated 
tbat there is a future state of rewards and punishments in a lite to 
COM after death, and to go on tram there to discuss what actiona. 
will be rewarded and whlchMn be punished. This latter is the area 
29 • 
ot 11C>ralit)r and the aubject ot hla work, Moral and Political Pb1loa9by. 
DOTI end RIGHTS 
To 1nqaire into vbat ia oar dutJ', or what•• are obliged to 
do aoOONti.n.g to Paler, is simpl.7 to ask what the will of God ise Thia 
ie the aubatance or moral:t ty or ethics0 There are two ways to discover 
I 
the will of God. One is to axamine the Scriptures when God has •de 
' a declaration abOllt a ce~ point or actJ the other •thocl ia to look 
into the designs ot nature and see what light· is given there. It m1kes 
.G 
.no aenae to div.l.de the tvo; tor both natural and revealed religic,n oe11• 
fltom God and speak of his will. Paley criticizes David Bane, who~ he 
sqa, in his Mn~p_les !£ Morals builds a qstem ot morals without 
Christian:J ty. Staeh a system provided no proper motivation tor the 
prevention of greed, ~avenge, en'V)' and hate, and the lack of adcti tional 
aenctions leaves ethics cold and heartless. Bllt Paley, ~ving accepted 
u established a qstem ot rewards and p,•,aishments in the Goapel, 
teels that it is absurd to reject the Christian relig,1.on as part or the 
tcnmdation or an ethical s.,atem and expect something to com of it. 
Whan lookJ ng into the will ot God coacern:t ng any action by the light of 
nature1 it is necessary to ask whether this aet tends to preaote or 
detract troll the general happ1 neas. In establishing tb11 rale .tbl 
.,. , 
--
' 
·•: 
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... 
preauptien 11 Nde tbat God wiahea the CNatures which he baa created 
to be haPPJ, and as a coronar, it follows that those actions wblch 
promote this happine,,s are agreeable to the div.I.De, benewlence, ad 
thoaei which proaote the opposite are not agre.eable. Thi.a ie the t01mda-
tlon ot Palq' • whole system. 
Paley then go~~ on to develop his cliscaseion et wen•• duties_ 
a rights by stating that whoo God created man he ei~ wished him to 
1· 
" be happy, or to be miserable, or else he was indifferent as to how man 
b felt at al.lo If misery was the aim then our senseswould eOJ1tinuaJJ7 
' 
• cause us to feel pa:ln. Ba.t this is J)Ot ao. Pal97~ rul~~ out God1a in•_ 
. I 
difference because there is ao mch in the wQrlct·· that can give plunrea 
and man does enjoy tbesa pleasures o The inevitable eanelum..on must be 
that God wanted man to find happiness when he created hi•, and he pro-
Tided means to that end. This provisian can be seen in nature. Siapl.7 
1tated 1 t is this: con.tri vanee clearly shows design., ad the tendency 
of the contrivance shows the purpose ot the designer. The world is tall 
.. 
et contrivances, and upon BandJW.tion all can be seen to have beneficial 
ends. Evil does met, yes, but thl s is never the purpose ot the con-
trivance. A tooth can ache, but tb11 is an incidental matter. The 
~\ 
tooth was created to ehew food tor the enjoyment ot eating and the 
pleasure of good health. The examples cOllld be mltiplied. Man bas 
. made inatrmnrmts ot torture, but notbing or this sort can ever be temld 
in nature. The conclusion is inescapable. "God wills and wishes the 
ban,iness of his creat~s. 0 From this preldse ve can go on to the nest, 
•bt the method ot comlng at the will of Ooc.t, concerm.ng • act4-cm, 
i,, the light of nature, is to inquire into the tendency of that action~ 
r 
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i 
prollCte or clilltnn1 ah the general happiness. n 3 / 
It is the tendency of an action by which it ia to be judged • 
"Whatever ia axpedient, is right. It is the utilit7 ot 8117 moral rale 
alone, which ccm.st:itutes the obligation of it. 11 4; Some ml.ght @'li>ject 
·' 
ad aa7 that certain actions might seem to be uaetul which no sane wen 
vould say were right., The assassination ot soa objectionable character 
is an mcample, or the obt&in1ng o:r a seat in Parliament by fraud and 
,. brib81'1 because one• a_ talent could better be used there tor the public 
good than in private life. The true answer is that 811Ch actions are 
not useful when examined full7 as to their implications and results, 
\. 
,, 
'!and therefore are not right. To see this clearly we have to make the 
distinction between particular and general consequences which are bad. 
--The former are consequences which come immediatel.J' as a result of.the 
• 
action, and in the case of the assassination would be the fright, pain 
ad death which would come to the victim. The latter are con.sequences 
vhich come because of the violation ot some necessary or uaetul general 
l'llle: in this case, that no num be put to death tor a crime unless by 
public authority. The action is therefore not usetml, because the 
general consequence is so evil. SUch reasoning mst then conclude ·that 
moral government in the world must proceed on the basis of general ralea. 
It allo.ance is made tor one to kill another because he thought him 
. better out ot ~ way, then others should be allOlfed the same treedoa. 
Stlch·a state of affairs could Onl.7 lead to fear and confusion among 
all 'Mmb~rs of societ7. It is apparent that a general rule must be 
3 Worksp P• 1S. 
Works, p. 16. :,: 
..,.-· . 
~· 
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laid dolln that torbida such indiacrind nate ld.lJ 1ng and le&YN tbe 
taking ot life to the public author! t7 under law. The general con-
sequence of any action to society may be judged by aaJdng what would 
be, the reault it the same type of action were generally permitted. 
On the basis of this judgement, prohibition and puniahllent will alwap 
be determined. ''Whatever is aptMSient is right." S; Ba.t it mst be 
.. 
apedient on the whole and in the long.run, 'both 1n··the direct and 
ooJlateral results. 
Paley then continues with the ad,n;mition that right md 
obligation are reciprocal. If a man has a right to a certain tb:lng, 
then there is an obligation on the part of others in society to respect 
this ri.ghte Because 9bligation depends, as stated above, on the will 
ot God, then right, as a corollary, ~epends upon the same. ''Right 
'there.tore signifies, consistenq with the will ot God." 6; There is 
a division of rights when applied to persons. Natural rights belong 
to a man when there is no ci Y.Ll government. 1Sllch rights are the right 
. I 
~. 
J 
to.lite, limb and libert7, the right to w~ver one produces, the ~ / ~ 
' (. 
./ 
right to the comm.on things of' life such as air, water and light. 
Adventitious rights, on the other hand, stem trom ·civil government. 
lxamples are the right ot a king over his subjects, or an army otficer 
onr his men, a judge over the life and freedom ot a prisoner. Where . ,, . 
. ~ 
do such advanti tious rights come from? According to Pale), we mist 
go back to the general rule that God wills the happiness of his crea-
tures., and the creation of a civil -sac~ety is necessary to bring that 
. \ 
-\ 
S Works, p. 17. 
6 Works,~ p. 18. 
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bapplneaa. It fellows, than, that there are DMID1' things which are 1 
useful for the ·stability and well being of society in general, and 
these things can rightly be said to be consistent with the will ot 
God or right. Rights are alienable or unalienable, depending upon 
the method of acquiring the rlghto It the right originated. from a 
contract and is limited to the person b7 the terms or the contract, 
then it is unalienable. The right of a prince over his people, a 
. " 
husband over his wife., ameter over his servant are examples; 
others are alienable (money, property, lands, etc.). Rights are 
also . perfect . or ig,erteelo The former~ mq be asserted b7 force 
or through -the law, while the latter ma7 not. Examples or perfect 
righu are a man's right to bis lite, person, house, personal pro-
pert7, and the like, and he may defend. himself and his own by force 
'. 
or through the courts.'.· Imperfect rights are ones such as t~ right 
tor the best man to win in an electiOD or tor a poor man to relief, 
but in neither case can he resort to force if he does not receive 
bis due. 
Paley also di.a01l8sea what he cal ls the "General rights ot 
• 
Mankind," b7 which he means the rights which belong to men collect-
i va~. 7 / These are the right to the fruits and vegetables ot the 
earth, and the right to the fiesh of animals. Hia concern Oftr their · 
use is whether there is pain or injury. There is none in the ease ot 
"' 
•' . the produce ot the plant world, and so there can be no argument 
.,. 
7 Works~ p. 20. 
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qa1.nst their use tor man' a bane.tit. · Thia is not so in the case ot 
ani11&ls. Hek .can see little support in nature tor the right to use, 
restrain and slaughter animal s, and so depends upon the ninth ·chapter 
)k • 
/r-,.~ 
---------~:--,----------__________________ of ____ the_Book ot Genesis, where God delivered into Noah's hands all the 
'· 
r 
creatures of the earth for his use and satisfaction. Why Paley did not 
resort to jis usual utilitarian argument does seef\Somewhat strange, 
It would not seem.clif.f,icult to sh6w hov usetal the eating of the neah 
ot an1 mals is and how it . adds to the general happiness. 
·Paley strongly condemns waste. From reason and revelation it 
appears to be Go~' s intention that-1 what the earth produces should be 
- , 
,t tor the use ot mankind. Consequanti, aJ l _ waste and misuse of what has 
been given is con~raey to the divine will and therefore wrong. The 
wise use ot land, not tor selfish purposes but for the general good 
is right. But there can be no condoning ot letting land lie barren 
when it could be productive, or destroying provisions to raise the 
· price on the market, or indiscriml.natel7 consund.ng the young ot animals 
ao that they diminish the species in numbers. It is the duty of man 
to add to hi.a store o_t provisions so that there might be plenty tor all. 
Paley also draws this conclusion: that nothing ought to be-
come the exclusive proper)y of one, if it can conveni,ently be enjoyed 
by all. The Creator intended the produce of the earth to be used 
by nm, and so ona MD baa the 88118 right as another to what has been 
generally gj.ven. No one can elaim the whole noek of sheep or all the 
truit of tha tree and ax:cluda mvon•, unless ha can ahov that it vu 
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Ood'a intention that. this be clone. However, there is one argmaant vbloh 
can justitr the exclusive use b7 one person; namely, that the thing 
cannot be enjoyed at sJ J , or to the same degree if it is left tor co111sai 
use. This is true when there is not enough tor al 1 or when labor and 
care has gone into the production and preservation ot the artic_le in 
question. Othefflse it is a usurpation of the rights of mank:i nd. to cm-
tine its use to anyone. W1 tb1 n th1.a defin1 tion Pale," would include a 
1118dicinal spring even though on private property, fishing grounds in 
the·open seas and the free right ct navigation on the high seas. 
,, 
. There is another general right - that which arises troll 
. 
extreme necessity. This is the right to use or destroy another's pro-
perty- when it is a matter of preservation of one's life to do so. In-
. 
eluded in this would be the taking of toed belonging to another it this 
tood meant the difference between lflei~ mid death, throwing g·ooa 
board to save a ship, or destroying a house to stop the pro 
tire. The basis or this right lies in the. tact that property- was not 
intended to operate for the destruction of aD70De, and when it does, 
all regard tor it is disallowed. These are cases where the particular 
consequences owrbal.ance the general good, and the minor wrongs are 
,.,d' . 
beneficial enough to justit, the breaking ot the general l'llle. 
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PROP.Ul'r 
., 
with tha telling of a parable. 
.... .. ... 
U you sb.ow.d .see a tloclc of pigeons in a field 
ot com; ~d it (instead of each picking where 
and what it lilted» taking ju~t_. ms rnmeh &e i.t 
vantad.9 and !al@ m.1)!e9) 7@m ~ooruad @39® mn@tycm.lle 
ot them g&tb.®rirng all th@y get» imlt@ a h®Sp; re-
serving n@thimg f@~ theme®l V®s !) but the @h~t and the refue®; ke·apr11mg t:bi~ h®ap fort> ~e,an®l that the we~wst, p®1rhap1 m,rst, pigeoo @£_ the flockJ 
sitting; ~d» aud l@@klng @n, ~J.l the w.J..m.t~r, 
whilst tat~ @ne _ ~as dewmD.gS) thr~~ng M@u:~, 
and wasting i ti and if ~ pigeon nw>r.® ~ or hungry t~ ·the reBlt9 t@u@hed a grmft ot the 
hoardl9 ill the @the~s ~ upon, ~d t®~ it to pi®ees; if you ~h@ru.<d\ $.Jee thiffl, ~u u@Uld see 
nothing mere than what is av@r, ay pxaa@tised 
.. 
and fjlSJtabli~hed among m®llo bong ltOOlAJ JOU 888 
the mltlet:,c.:1and Dina toiling and sc~ping to., 
geth.@:r a heap of wpsrflm ties f@F: one o o ; get-ting n@thing for> th@mselw~ &ll th® t1bile, but 
a little ot the coartlest @f tbs prcvisioo9 ~hich their @lffi industey prcdmees J looklng Qm@tly on, 
vb:Lle thsy see the traits of &ll their labour spmt 
or spoilsd; m1d if ooe of the Dtmlber take or touch 
a particle ot the hoard., the othars83o1D1ng aga:tnst him and btmglng hi• tor the theft. / 
Paley sees this as a strange and paradox:Lcal situatiGD. 8arel1' 
there mat be very important advantages, he thinks, to such a s,atea 
vbi.ch appears to be so mmatural. There are advantages, the first being 
the increase of the produce of the earth. In such a climate as ~taim!a, 
little would be produced it the earth were left in its nat~ state 
without cultivation, and rev would be willing to cultivate the ground 
it others could claim an aqaal share of what vaa produced. The same ia 
true ot fiocks and herds. Men voulcl have to live on wild tl:d.ngs like 
8 Works, P• 22. 
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Another ad-
ftlltage 1• the holding ot produce 1111til it matures.· ftdnga left grar-
ing in their natural stata are often taken and used., or wasted by 
people who will not wait until thq are ripe.. Man'• aeltiah nature 
reasons that if he does not lake his share as earl.y u possible, 110111• 
one else will take it and he will be left wanting. A third ad.vantage. 
11 the prevention of contests. Wars and strife would be unavoidable 1 
where there is not enough tor al 1, and. where there are no rules set 
tor the distribution ot whatever is produced. There ia a fourth ad-
vantage in the improvement in the conven:1 enq ot liring. Mankind 
can divide himself into separate professions and then exchange vbat 
he makes or grows tor whatever he lacks. Swsh axcbenge implies pro-
perty, and herein lies 1111ch or the advantage ot ci vili1ecl society' 
over primitive forms. People become skilled . in vari.ous arts and 
IIIIJ7 wonderful tJdngs result, whereas it everyone bad .to be a jack-
ot-aJJ-trades he could ba master of none. Propert7 also encourages 
' 
those arts which supp~ lmman wan.ts by aJJ~ the artist to keep 
tor b1111elt the ben.efi t ot his m~eoveries and improvements. With-
out this incentive, man would little tax their ingenuit1 to make 
lite better tor all. With fw azcepticma va can then sa1 that even 
_the pc,orest are better proviclad tor in a society that recognises the 
right to hold propertT, than where mos,t tbi ngs are held in c • 
Inequ.al1ty ot property to the degree that it exists in IOJl8 of the 
cwtries ot Europe, conaidered in the abstract, ia an eYll. But 
it is an evil, Pal97 aqs, that COJl8s f'roa tho7e ru.les that govun 
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the acqaillition and ·disposal ot propert7 and vbioh ino1\e ••n to av.Lw 
. end work and which guarantees the securi t:, and worth of what they pro-
d.ace. It 1nequJ1t7 doe1 not come hoa tbia origin, then it ahoald be 
corrected. 
Regarwi·S mg the bi1tory ot propert,7, Pal97 tollon Looke in 
•IT.Ina tbat the fir1t things considerecl u .nch were the tru:Lta a ea 
gathered., the v.lld ani.mW he caught, the tools he made ~d the sheltera 
he built e Then came weapons of war. Mazv' saftgea haft not advanced 
beyond this stage. Fl.OG'ks and hards or tame animals soon becaa pro-
perty, as did wells 0£ water. Land probab:cy did not become so until 
1111oh later, when areas became quite populous and the.tillage ot soil 
• 
. 
a comm.on thing. Even then, at first, a man possessed land onl7 so 
long as he remained there with hia other possessions, awl when he t? 
IIOfld on it was left to whoever else wanted to move in. More pei'ii&• 
nent property probably came cmJ.y after oi vil govert,mant aad lava 
'iecew established. In h1.1 rather sketclv" accannt, Paley relies 
aos~ on the early bi.blical aoc011Dts and add• to tbem what ••-
generalq reasonable to hill. 
Paley recogn:l.zea the dittiaalt7 in eq,laining the or1gln et 
pl'Op1rt7 in land, consistent with the law ot nature. Ro doabt at 
tint land was all held 1D CODIBODJ but just how arq part of it was 
tirat taken from the co1mmm lot ancl used excluai wq by OQ.e OilD8!', 
~ 
u to give him a just title to it more than •TIT other person, an4 to 
haft the right to arilude all others, is not eae, to anner. Moral 1 ate 
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baft giTeD clitteHDt. uplanatiou. One 8&7• that when numklnd 
al.land a certain person to occupy a piece ot gromi4 they gan taoit 
OGll88Dt to his mm.ership and the relinq1111h:1 ng ot their ol.aia. 
.,,. 
Paley objects to this on the groancla tba:t consent by silence a.-
be presumed vhen the person who mat g1 ve consent knows nothing abolat 
tie matter, which mst have been the case originalJT except tor the 
tw people who wer® neighbors. Lockets 10111:ticm 181' in the labor • 
upended in occupying and working the land. A man•e labor ia hie 
om, and when this labor is applied to land it becomes inaeparab]T 
t 
111M vi th it. To take away the land voald then be ta1d ng away some-
thing which is indisputab~ bis own. Pal97 g9es along with this 
t.heory with reservation. Be can agree that a fish that,.ia caught or 
a deer killecl when wild in the vooda :instantly' becOlll88 the propertJ' 
of the one who expended the labor in the fishing or mmting. But 
thia vill hardly hold in the matter of land, when an explorer care .. 
moaiousq takes possession ot previoul.7 unknown areas, or it cattle · 
are tum.ad into a piece of ground, landmarks set up, a ditch dug around 
it or. a hedge planted. Nor voa.ld 1 t be satisfactory to go in and 
..,,ure and plow a .tield to c~ 11 poaaeasion in perpetld t7 and then let 
it lie idle. 
P&197 propose• what he thinks 11 a better aplanation. Since 
God bas provided these things tor the us·e ot al J , ,,1he has given the I 
right for each one to take what he needs o A man may take tor hillaelt 
11111tb1ng that he stands in need ot, without asking 1m7one tor perndssion, 
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in the aa-, l'IDDer as. when an entertainment is provided tor the free-
holders of a county, each one goes and eats and drinks whatever please• 
hi•, with no questions asked. But this explanation justifies property 
cmq as tar as necessity goes, or proper provision £or the exegencies 
ot lite. The freeholder ·at an t111tertaimnent fl.eel)" accepts what is 
prov.I.dad, but no one would think it proper tor him to till his pockets 
or his bag and take quantities boa to heard tor himself, or waste, or 
ue in supernous luxur,. 
Jlane ot these account, can V917 well vindicate the prea&t 
claims to property s 'Says Paley, unless it were more probable than 1 t 
actuall7 is, that land was given over to individuals in exactly the 
ffllJJner prescribed, and that a due regard to justice has been metic-
UOll811° observed in every successive transfer ot them ever since. If 
one J 1 nk in the cha:i n ot events tails or this, then ever, title taJ ls 
to the ground. The real foundation of the right to hold title to land 
is the law ct the lando It is the intention ot God that the products 
- - ~ c:=:=,==, 
ot the earth be used by man. This cannot be done without the inatitu-
tion of plfOperty, and therefore, it is consistent with the will ot 
God that propert7 be established. Land cannot be divided into separate 
properties without some laws to govern th11 procedure, ao it is con-
sistent w.L th the same will that laws . be used to regulate the di viaicm. 
It follaws, then, that it is consistent with the will ot ODIi or right 
that one shollld possess the piece ot land· that the law assigns to b1 •• 
Whatevm:a route is taken to justify tha right ot p1N)perty, it must 
e\'8Dtuall7 and in the will of God; hence, Paley argues, the a~at 
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roate 11 tbe beat. 
The reaal ting cmiol1lllion or auch reasoning is that 1 t does 
not matter at the present time how the propert7 which 1· hold was ac-
quired, nor whether the various transitions troa one band to another 
were in accord with justice. lf1" right is not diminished because a , . 
.. 
stronger tribe of Britons took it·from a weaker, or because the Romana ~ . 
tamed out the Britons, the Saxons the Rmnans, and the Normans the
 
Suona. It'" right is not lessened because the land was seized by 
force of arms by' someone at a later time, and went through various 
transactions that might have been fraudulent and ,mfair, until at 
length it came to•• Nor does the expediency of the· law matter. On 
Gl18 side ot a stream the law of inber.ltanc~ gives the land to the 
~ I 
1 
eldest am, on the other side it goes to all "the children equaJJ7. 
In each case, the ownership is secure under whatever law governs, 
even though the expediency or the laws in each case must be 4H :r.teren
t. 
\ 
It ia the law that gives the right. 
, . 
.. 
It might be said that such a clepandeace UJJOJl the ·1aw of the 
land C011ld lead to bad uses. So long as a man kept vitb1n the letter
 
of the law, it would seem to follow that he has a right to take every-
thing that the la will allow, which in Dl8IJ1' cases would cover the 
11Dst fiagrant tricker,. The distinction is this: although the lav 
' 
govems the disposal ot property, transactions mmst be within the 
intention of the law. When we convert to one purpose a rule or law 
which was intended tor another purpose, then we plead in our justifi-
oaticm not the spirit or intention or it, but onJ7 the words. We 
. .,, 
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plead a dead letter, ...... 
no force or effect in justice. 
.') 
In dealing with property PalflT obaervsd that villa bad a 
ftl7 close relatl.onahip to property. He asks the question whether ville 
are of a natural right, gro,mnded in the law of nature, of whether the 
right c~s ti-om the law ot the land. As noted before, the immecliate 
produce Of a man 18 labor is unquestionabl7 his Olftl prll{>erty, and he Pl7 
\ 
give t]iem away in any way he sees fit o But every other kind cf property, 
especially land, rests upon the rule ot civil law. In a state ot natve,c 
a 111n' s right to a certain tract of land comes :trom his desire tor it ~ 
and his use or it, so that at his death it passes back to the communi t7., 
Ji 
no matter what other disposition he mlght have desired. It should go 
to his family only it they happened to be the first possessors tollOlr• 
ing his death. A natural right does not, as does a right ·created by 
an act or a legislature, cease alter a specified number of 19ars. It 
goes cm !2. .. 1 ntJ. __ n_,_. tum_. It a iMll by natural right could will his land 
ane moment after his death, he could also will it according to his desire 
tor a nd.llian ages to come, and such a w111· would be absurd. History 
shows that ancient countries uiYWell as modern ones disposed ot landed 
property according to the laws ot the bOCb politic. 
W1 thout doubt, there are beneti ta to societ7 in allOlling the 
disposition of pne•s property beyond his lite, mo.d beyond ~s natural 
right. It encourages industriousness, promotes marriage, and galns the 
clatifuJneas and dependency of children. But a lim.lt of duration mat be 
set. In &!gland it is tventy~e 7ears beyond the lives ot those who 
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._.,.lifllll at t.118 'tine ot the death ot tbe teetater. 
The question ot the legi t.1.111101 ot •· will 11'1881, if tor ~ 
rea1on ·the will cm some small point, does not conform to the lav, aa, 
ft>r eaaunple, if only· two witnesses aigned 1 t and not three. It the 
-.. 
property were willed to the sister•• ND, ahaltld he give up claim to 
it to the brother•a son, the heir at law, it such a discrepancy were 
t , toand? The intention of the testator is clearJ should it be violated 
because of a tecmdcal error? o.r should the heir at l•, reaJ, zing 
· . tb:J I intention, relinquish his ··,cla:l m? Generally speaking, the heir at ~ 
law is not boand by the intention of the testatoro The person intend-
ing does not have the right to govern the descent, ot the property. 
Tbis right can OJU1' come from the law of the land, 811d this right was 
ocmferred anJ1 under certain condj tirms. The conditiOD8 were not met 
in tu:1.1, and therefore the testator caa la7 no c1aim to the right 
which he has wished to exercise, and by" which right alone he can .w:I.JJ 
the property to his sister's son. 'l'hia devJ.see, it he tries te keep 
poasession by concealing the flaw in the will, is in the same positiGD 
as anycme else · who triN to alike use ot another'• ignorance to keep 
.... 
kl.a property from him. Such an interpretation is not a lld..lUDderatand- · 
1ng of the law, ~or it is olear to Paley that it was in the mind of 
the legislators who passed the law that no will shoalcl take effect 
ual.ess it should be authenticated in the eract aamer prescribed in 
the statute • 
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··~~rzt··.. Ve 111, then., that Paley tUl'D.8 away frOII Locke's theory ot 
prlate property, which allows a 1ll&1l to possess that property on which . ·~ . 
. 
' bee bas expended bis labor, and basea his tbeor., on the law ot. ttm- .land. . 
' 
Be does adld.t that the first rtght cf mm.ership goes to all~- equal:cy,., 
ao that a man may take t@"bat he needs out of the bount7 ot nature which 
Goel has provided. But this justifies property oni, to the point ot the 
necessities ot life, Paley says., and does not at all aeccmt for the 
. 
/ 
claills to propert7 that exist at the present t~me. The correct annar 
1111st be found in the law, which has developed through the years bJ' 
trial and error, and which now regulates the division of property. Evan 
Locke deviates from his basic theory ot property- when he talks about 
"" . money in relation to property. He says ·it is clear that since the 
invention ot money men have agreed to the 1mequal possession ot the 
earth, and by' a tacit and voluntar, consent have toand out hOII a·MD 
I ' J. cen fairl)" possess more land than he can use for his imm.ediate neoeali-
.\ 
~ .. ,. "'"""'.. . 
tiee. In this way Locke rests the natural right to property on a 
tacit consent, aho1m by the use of money-, and shows no awareness ot 
the inconsistency between his ideas of labor and consent as applied to 
the OIID8rsbip ot property. 91 / 
In his justification ot propert7, Palay closal7 toll•• Hmle, 
I 
who ••• that a justification can only_rest on the principle ot utilit7. 
mama admi. ts that equali t7 of ownership is useful and not wholly imprac-
ticable, but perfect equality cannot be attained. U possessions 
•:: 
ooald be made equal, men'• ditterent degrees ot energv and skill would 
iwdiately' 'break that equali t7. .&ncl it mera ad akl.11 are held in 
Prederic w. Maitland, Collected Papra (ed~. bJ' IIJ..C. PiaherJ Callbridge, Bag., 1911) p. ilis. · 
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oheok, then sooiet7 will be recluced to a 1tate ot pc,wrty. - Both Paley 
and Bentham stand b~hind t~s line· ot reason1.ng. Hc,wever, Paley bring• 
. 
. 
into relier ~~--~-- side .... o.f" .... then .. ,litili-tarian .... ·a.rgmuent;· -11e thinks that . ·- - -· -~--~. -· ........ -...... , -·•• 0 --·~- ;:~--------- .-.---··_,. ........ ~---·~••--•WO 
the institution or property is 11paradoxlc_al and unnat~al.,,~ · Inequal1-
... ! .,. ••••••• "" ...... -, ...... --~ .. ~--~.------~~-------·- ----·--··ti"es lo mat and cannot be overlooksd, but it thq are eY.1.1 they are 
, 
nevertheless necessaey, because thq tl.ow from rules by which men are 
incited to work.10 / Palq cannot find hia way out of the ditfical t7, 
but nei tbar do Halle and Bentham. All three tey to justify the right ot 
private property and the resulting inequalities, because the7 value a 
.... ~ 
' 
stable society and the supreme iaportance ot security more tban.tba7 
ftl11e equal 1 t7. 
SIAV.IRt 
One type ot propert7 was alavar,. Pale, was not .- great; 
leader in the MV8Jll8nt to abolish slavery- and the slave trade, but 
he was in great syUJI>athy with it and provided able leadership when 
occasion arose. Bis Moral and Poli tiW ;Philosop9I briet:cy- vent into 
the subject of slavery- and the slaw trade~ 1md he mnst therefore be 
considered as one ot the most i~ortant writers who influenced the 
l 
tb:Jnklng ot thfr'-·British public on the •tter. Farly in 1788 he 
wa.a--ssed a letter to the cwl.ttee in London established to proaote r~ 
the abolition ot the trade. In this letter he ottered a plan to 
' obta:tn thi.1 object; also a plan for the treeing of the slaves in tbe 
Veit Indies, and the otter of bi• aeffloea. He 1teoa• a 'f'ilorou 
10 aid. 
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advocate in tb11 oaue, end beaicles correapond1ng with the coad.ttee, 
he held occasional conferences with Thomas Clarkson, one or the leaders. 
' 
ot the JIIOvement. In 1789., when the first great debates in the House 
-or Commons occurred, there vu 1111ch tear among the aboli tioniete ~~ 
t 
the great amounts of money invested, in the business !light STtJ"lAY the 
aellbera ot ParliaDl8nt against the proposed aboli ti@I\o To stffln.gthen 
the case for abolition, Paley wrote a short treatise _entitled 11Argu-
J1BJ1ts Against the Unjust Pretentions of Slave dealers and Holders, to 
be Indemnified bJ Pecuniary Allowances, at the Public kpense, in Case 
the Slave Trade Should be Abolished." This was sent to the.above men-
\ :i.:i. tioned cOlllld.ttee and published in the newspapers. / 
Paley occasionally' participated in other campaigns t_o aboliah 
the alave trade. In 1792 he presided at a meeting in ~Carlisle held 
for the purpose or petitioning Parliament in favor ot nch abolition. 
The proceectings of the meeting were recorded and the substance ot 
PallJ'a speech afterward published. In this speech he described the 
cenclitions ot the African tribes and how the trade was carried on. He 
said that Africa was a rich continent and D11eh valuable trade could be 
carried on, but the 1a:rative slave trade tended to prevent it, feeding 
the wealth ot the greedy traders and debasing the morals ot all persons 
involved in ito He deprecated the gross cruelties an~ inhumane suffer~ 
i.Dgs that the slaves had to undergo)- both in transit and while in bondage 
in America. So Jll8IV died tbat th97 did not increase in numbers; thia 
was especial.17 true in the West Indies, where the owners had to be 
contJt.antl1" supplied with new slaves from Africa. As long aa the trade 
-- ,... " 
. a~ ~ . 
· \._,.../ii. ~- entire treatise was never. pa.blishlMI, and when Clarkscn aoaght 
it 11111V' years later, it ·could. not be to'1Dd. It bad either been loet or mlalaid, as was the rest of Paley's correspondence. 
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oaratimlN, be said, and lost n11111ben 0111 •ailT and obeap]T 
pleniahed, the crue1ties will continue. He appealed to the 
re-
110ral conscience to halt this traffic in human lives and·· ootlined a 
aeries ot proposals to be adopted and sent to Parliament, based on 
the tacts set forth in bis speech. The resolution conta1 n,.ng the 
proposals was adopted by the meeting, signed by a nUll'ber of tbe in-
\ 
ot elaftl'J and the trade iD African slaves. The same tel9Jing is shown 
µi his_ earlier discussion of the subject in his Moral and Political 
. ~ 
Philosop:tp;, although approached. in a. mre objective manner. Certain 
prohibitiODS in the treatment of servants are axtendecl to slaves, 
811Ch as·· unnecessar, 1abor or continement in order to dOIJll.nate. thea, 
insulting them b7 harsh, scornful and objectionable language, refusal 
ot aimple and harmless pleasures, and the use of baseless and immoderate 
anger, peevi.shness and nspicion. Pal97 then defines slavery as 11an 
obligation to labour tor the benefit of the master, without the con-
tract or consent ot the servant.n1.3/ Thia obligation to labor mq 
?,· ari.11e from three causes, which are consistent with the law of nature: 
.;. 
(1) crimes, (2) captivity and (3) debt. .In the tirst case the length 
ot time of the slavery- ought to be proportioned to the severl t7 of 
the crimee In the cases of the other two the slaveey ought to cease 
u aoon as the demand of the injured nation or part7 ie aatiatiecl. t 
But these principles on which alaYe17 in certain case• ia 
laased -.ntJ. which Palq apparently' appro'81, do not excuse the alava 
12 
I 
"Pro.c®~s a~ a Meeting ot the Inbab1t8Dte ot C1rlille • •• 
to Petitien P~liament tor t!Mtf.lbolition ot the Slave Trade.• 
Por thira tract see G~@rge E. Mead] q, Memoirs 2! William. Pa191 (Sunde1t:ltrnnd, 1809), Appendix, p. 139. , 1 , 
Works, p. h8. ···~ · 
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1'8. 
trade oarried on troll the west ooaat ot J.trioa. It ie certain. that 
tJJe reuona tor the seizure and forcible sale ot the Africans never 
rested on the above principles, and that no questiona·are uked. 
such oversight is the. least of the crimes involved. Tribes engage in 
war and bloodshed in order to gain slaves for the ma-ket, · families 
are broken up and ta.ken away from their homes, possessions and. friends, 
theJ' are transported across the ocean mder the most ml.aerahle con-
di ticms, forced· to work tor lite in nbjection to a system of tJnD•· 
.. ·;. .... 
·nioal and •rcileas laws and brutally treated by their masters. There 
> 
' 
.ia no neoealit7 in such a system as is clai118d by its advocates. What 
proof has been ottered that the land in America:\ cannot be workecl lr.r 
hi.reel servants as cheaply- and conven:i ently'? Certainly, he S&J11, it 
11 time tor reflection following the revolution in America, t1m tbat 
Parliament consider means tor stopping the slave trade and the insti-
tution itself, and prove that- it is a vortlJ1' legislature to rule over 
a ·world eJll)ire. 
Paley then advocates what he calla a Christian approach to 
the aatter. Slaver., ex1 steel when Christiani t7 came into the world 
, and was a part ot the ci Til constitutions ot wt coma tries. Yet 
the Scriptures nei tiler prohibit nor condemn it. There was a purpo1e 
1n th:\s, Paler says, that of allOlling Christianit7 to proceed·~-
illpeded by a frontal aaault on an institution so imbecldecl in the ciTll 
and economic strw:tura of society. But the silence of the Scriptures 
doe• not •a tbat •laft17 waa right, Pal97 u111'q,or 14111' ot tbe other 
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ciTil illetitutioaa tbat an not •ntioned. It was a matter ~t •-
pediency that withheld the ad'IOC&cy ot illl18diate freedom tor thoae 
in such bondage, for it tnuould have had no better effeQt than to let 
loose one half of mankind upon :t}1e other., 11 Slaves would have been 
tempted to embrace a religion that taught that th91 should be set 
tree, masters could bardJ7 have consented to such advocacy, and the 
chances of slave uprisings and terrible bloodshed would have been 
ve17 great. Had this happened Christiani t1 :would certainly have been 
~--- - ·-·· - . . ---··---------~. ···~- --·-- ., """ --------------------- - --
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set back, it not altogether exterminated. Gradual emancipation took 
place in the Roman Empire, and gradual emancipation should take place 
now, under the provisions and protection ot the law. Christiani t7 
can only' act as a leaven, spreading its light and influence into the 
Id nda or men who can then be ready to under1tand and accept the 
reasons .tor the elimination of "what remains of this odious insti tu-
tion. "14 / 
There can be ~o doubt that Paley took a strong position 
aga1nst slavery- and anything that fostered it. The mor8:3- issue, 
aggravated by cruel and inhuman treatment or the slaves, was ver, 
clear to those who could stand aside and take an obj eeti ve look. 
Paley justified property, ar,d even slavery under certain conditions 
vbieh he felt were consisunt with the law or nature, but the whole-
sale slaver, of negroes which was prevalent when he lived he could not 
. ) 
justify. Actually, the slavery which Paley approved can better be 
described a, imprisonment. 
Works, P• k9. 
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Prison conditions were ve:ey bad in the eighteenth eant1117, 
a.4· the cmdition ot the prisoners akin to that ot slave17. Pmd.ah-
111m.ta were severe and vere meted out tor all Jdnds ot petty ottencea. 
Paley was shortrmsighted as a moral leader in fail.ing to see the in-
juatices and cruel ties or the penal. qstem as did Bentham, and tor th:111 
he can justly be critieized. U he saw imprlsomnent as a Jdnd ot 
slaver,-, then he should have attacked both it as well as negro slave17 , 
rather than justify contemporary pnni 1bmants on the grounds ot pabl.:Lc 
order. 
:POPULATiat 
u 
1l'rom the subjects ot property and 1lava17 let u tmn to 
aether subject which held great interest for Paley, that of popula-;, ~ 
tion. Paley approached the discussion ot population from the point ot 
v.Lew ot the happiness ot those people who made up the m,plJJ ation. The 
strength of a government rested in the happiness of its people, and 
ao it behooved govemment to adopt and pursue such policies as would 
contribute to this end. · He stated his view in th:l a way: 
J 
TJie final view of ill rational poll tics is, to 
produce the greatest ~.d. ty of happiness in 
a given t~act et @@mtey o b ri@hes, strength, 
and gl@ey @t n~tions; th@ topics which _histoJ.7 
celeb~~tes9 and iihi@h alone alm@st qqe the 
praise~ and pesse8S tba ~r~ti@n @t. ra~nd; 
have n@ value farth.0~ thmA as I they @CID.tr-ibute 
to thia ®D.de tfl!m thG!y interfere with it, they 
are evils, and not the _J.ess real tor the splendour 
that nrrounds them. 15/ 
. 
U Works,, P• l.h7. 
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Wbll.\ ve speak ot happiness, he gou .. on to 88.J, ve mat 
· r1n1wb1r that it tie ~ the happiness ot 1ncl1 vi.duals that exists. 
We 11113" speak of groups and crmnmiti.es all!08t as persona, but hap-
piness can only be measared in terms ot individuals o It follows 
then, that the __ general happiness can be in~~-~~~----~~-l __ by increuing 
the number of indi. viduals, or by increasing the amount of pleasure 
that they experience in lite. In spite ot the tact that varying 
conditions of plenty, ti eedom and securi v cause differences in the 
quantity or happiness in people, notably in the countries of Europe, 
Pal9T believes that the happiness produced in 8'lJ7 given district 
, 
depends mostly on the nmnber ot inhabitants _in that district. Coa- . 
pare two consecuti w periods ot time in a countr7, he sa,.a, and you 
vill find that the collective amount ot happi ne~s will be in alJnoat 
' ' 
anot prpportion to the number et inhabitants. That is, twice tbe 
mmber of people will produce twice the qwm:UtJ of happiness. 
lot onl1' is this true.,c he says, but i~ is also trlle that more hap-
piness is enjoyed by ten persons who have a healt!v" 1188118 of sub-
aistence; than by :ti ve persons who have an overabmldance ot power 
and ilteworld•s goods. A go~emlllllt ahmald keep these tacts in 
ldnd and pass laws that will assist ,more people to have a healt!JT 
,, 
' .. 
atanclard ot li v1ng and to increase in numbers. 
Helvetius had dtd, ''a nation is onJ1 the coJJectim ot the 
citizens which cOl'llpOse it. 11 16/ Paley applies tbis teaching to a 
utiJ1 tarian conception o:t national happiness. Proa this principle 
' 16 ,, • ' i Bl :J e . Ba.levy, The. Growth ~ PbS l.O!loPhic Ratti eaJ 1811 (law York, 
1928), p. ;oo. . ····~~. 
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ftl'S.ou ••· drar ditterant ocmoluions. Paley conclude~ that in order 
to inoreaae :bappf neaa the numbers· ot indi victuals capable ot happ:Lneae · · 
mat be increased. This is not at all the ccnol118ion ot Malthul. lie 
tb1nka ~at popuJ aticn 1118t be controlled, or else it will increase so 
1111ch that there will not be enough food produced .from the land to teed 
the people0 The result of a too rapid increase in population v.Ul bring 
unhappiness, not. happiness •. Bentham cmcluded that the state ought to 
watch over the interests or the greatest possible number.of individual.•• 
'···1 
The id.ea which logically follows is equalitarianism., and it can be 
stated that all utilitarians had a tendency toward equalitarianism. 
This tendency was not very pronounced, however, in Paley tlho was alwap 
thoroughly conservative, accepting the status quo when it came to 
' claeaes in society. He not only accepted SU.Ch class distinctions but 
also defended them as moral.17 right, saying that happiness clid not 
c1epend on whether one were rich or poor, great or small. This hardq 
lllke• bill an equalitarian. 
Plley:1 s reasoning brought b1 m to actncate an increase in 
popnlatian. Although he ccmcedad tbat it was possible that the hap-
piness ot a district cO\lld be increased it the population rewai ned 
a 
the eaae, the chief and ~st natural way was to build up the number ot · 
inhabitants. It follows, also, that a decrease in population ia one 
of the greatest evils that a country could sutler, and it is to pre-
-
vent tbis that gove~ts should work in preference to all other OGD-
a14erations. Too often, Paley thinks, national pride and false 
. 
estimates of national granclnr lead _.gofl.tl'IDl8Dt8 to negl act popql attGD. . . .,J . 
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iwportmce of ~~atd.·m to the naticmal strength and well being •. 
Seldom does· any- centliet arise betiJSoo au adve.n@t:mmt in ~atian 
"' 
and measures 11.hich ~ use and utili ~an, tor e.der @~ar, 
oircmnstencea whatever contributes toward the general happiness ot 
a people tends to cause them to increase in numbers. 
SJ. 
It is natural for the human species to increase in numbers. 
1Jnder favorable concti tions some comtries have doubled their popula-
tian over a period ot twenty years, according to Paley. What c~cks 
then operate to hold down the number ot people? One answer lies in 
the ability ot a country to sustaj n, its inhabi tents. The populaticm 
o,· 
1111st stop when the soil can no longer produce enough to teed arr 
more., ll though an insuperable bar, this eon.di tion will seldom be 
the one which actually binders populatian growth, tor in almost no 
country' baa the population reached such a limit, or even approached 
it. The potential of the land to produce food ia 11Dknmm, and in 
Vngland· alone, he says, .it moN land were reclaimed and better 
C' 
11Bthods 0£ agriculture were used., the increase could be five-told. 
11The two principles, therefore, upon which population seems prilnarll.7 
Q.. 
to depend, the tecundj ty of the species and the capaci t7 ot the soil, 
VOllld in most, perhaps all countries, enable it to proceed mu.ch 
farther than it has 7et advancec1.n17/ 
Paley givas a proposition from which he deftlopa his dia-
Oll8aion about marriage and population. This proposition says that 
.,r 
~ever relations between the aa:es is reg,1lated DJ mrriage, am,1 
17 Works, p. l.li8. 
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a atandnd ot 11 Ting ia pro,icled to which each ol••• in societJ' ia 
aooutomad, the m1mber of people will .increase in direct proportim 
to the degree in which these causes exist. We note from this that 
C 
aa:ual relations between the sans nmst· be confined to marriage. It 
ia anl.7 here that it ·is ntticiently prolitic. Moreover, the children 
ot a marriage are most likely to be properly' cared tor, and in their 
turn, provide and care for their chlldren in generations to come. 
Nature hu provided the atinnilns ot attraction between the emcee 
which results inevitably in marriage and children. This stimulWJ 
will overcome almost every impediment to mar1~ age in proportion to 
the difficulty, expense and sense of guilt that comes with smaud. 
· gratification outside' ot marriage. In countries where the means of 
subsistence is scarce, the temptation to avoid the responsibilities 
of marriage will be greater, and it is in01mbent upon the state then 
to watch over the morals ot its people more close]Jr. Malthus takes 
~ ' ' ~ 
issue with Paley on this point. Ha agzees that govarmnant should be 
caicemed about vice and licentiousness and use eTery mellls legiti• 
. 111.tel.T to promote virtue. But the encl is what he criticizes as 
"absoluteq criminal.• "We wish to force people into marrying vhKm 
tzcom the acknowledged scarcity of.subsistence ths,y will have little 
chance of being able to support their children. We might as well 
force people into the water vho are unable to sw1m.nl8/ 
In addjtion., Paley8s proposition states that population in-
/ 
,, 
area1e clapands upon the ease and certai nt:r w1 th which people can procure 
. 
· · 18 Robert Mal thus, !!!!I. !!. f!,pnl !tion ( ed. by Ernest mvs.J Lcmdcn 
and Har York, n.d.), II, 1n. _ 
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TIils will varJ' according to the class ot society to which ditterent·t 
indiv.l..duals belong. It means mre than just supplying their natural 
wants; luxuries tend to be-. necessities when t~ can be obtld ned 
babituaJ'.q, opinions and fashions chmge su.pertluities into wants. I ~ 
Han cannot be <mtpected to marry into a lower station of life. In-
stead, they 'Will postpone marriage, and this is trt1.e not only of tho•• 
in the higher ranks of society, but also of those of lesser means. 
The increase of population depends, then, upon how eaq it is to 
wi ntain a standard of li v.Lng at least equal to that which people are 
aocuatmnad. 
Palq saw three checks on popu] atian. 'l'he t.Lrat 11 the acle 8 
ot living which actuaJJy exists in a coantey. In China, for azample, 
the population is very- great not because of superior government, but 
11DSt likely because the food to which the people have become accustomed 
ia abundant and easy to prepare. From this can be seen the evil and 
danger of l11XU17. Lux:ur.v assists population when it wpplies exaployment-------------
and promotes indust17. But when it makes life so a.pensi:ve and elaborate __ ~ 
tbat 11t11 shrink from marriage tor fear that they cannot ma1 nta1 n the 
proper standard ot living, then it is wrong. There are two sides to the 
coin. There is a point up to which luxury is beneficial to the com-
n•rai ty, and after that gradualJ.1' to di Dd ni sh. Paley concludes tbat ot. 
tbe different kinds ot l1m117,. those are beneficial which bring emplo., .. 
-mt to the greatest number of artisans and manutaoturera. He also 
COllcludea tbat the ;reatest-- danger ot 1111m'7 is not its a:Letenoe •IINII 
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late. The imped:JJIEl.Dts to 111rriage which luxu:ry causes W'OUld not be 
alarllLng when it atfecta onl7 a few, but when people in general demand 
luxuries to the extent that man-iagea are affected among' thaJ vi th 
the consequent impediment to population, then there is genuine cauae 
tor alarll. Hence, 
>' That ccmdi tion most favourable to population is that of a laborious, frugal people, mi m stering to the demands of an opulent, l~oos ution; because this sit~tioo, ~:rml~t it leaves them. 
every advantage @f lmcu.ry, mcempts them from the 
evils tmieh0 m;t-mo~ ace~ its admission · into mzy camit17 e / 
· 
.-
Mal thus did not think that such a torm ot societ7 was a '9817 
invitjng prospect. In bis Essay ~ Population he quoted this passage 
fNm Paley, and said 'that onl7 absolute necessity would reconcile 111• 
•to the idea of ten mi.llions of people conclemed to incessant toil 
and to the privation of eve11 thing but absolute necessaries, in order 
to minister to the axcessi ve luxuries of the other million. n 20 / 
Actually, however, no such society is necessary, Malthus goes Oil to 
saJ• An excessively rich class is nt,t needful to provide demand for 
nanutacturing, nor 11111st the poo~ be deprived of all luxuries in order 
to make them sufficient in quanti t7. Those manufactures which a:re the 
best for society_ are those which are consumed by the mass ot people. 
Those which are contined ax:clusivel.1' to the.rich are superfluous, and 
ca\111 ~ch mis6ij to those emplo3 eel ~.in their makl ng becnse of frequent 
19 Works, p. 1SO. 
20 Malthus, !?l• cit., II. 2S3. 
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ohange ot fuhiona. It voald aeem, then, that. the clittuion ot 11IDl'J' 
among the mass is the most advantageous, both to the naticmal wealth 
and to the general happiness,· "and what Paley considers as the tru 
evil and proper danger of luxury., I should be disposed to consider as 
21 its Me good and peculiar advantage"" / Mal.thus also thought 
< that Paley had probabl.7 altered his views on population in later years. 
He states that in a passage ·in his Natural ~he~J.oq Paley justly holds 
I that manJd nd will breed up to a certain point of distress. It tbis 11 
true, then that population in a c01mtry will be the happiest where 
· the point of distress is the least severe. Consequentl.y", it the dit-
tuion ot luxuries tends to bring on the check sooner and thereby lower 
the degree of distress, this is certainly a desirable thing. 
The second cause, after the mode ot living, which Paley 
discusses, is the quantit7 of provision that.either is raised in a 
country or is imported into it. He maintains that it is best to have 
. 
' 
the land in tillage rather than in pasturage, £or the former provides 
much more food in the forms of roots and grain than the latter does in 
the flesh ot animals. The result would be the ability of a country_ to 
sustain a larger populationo England., he says, has increase'll its land 
productivity but not its poP\J.ation in recent years. The reason that 
the population has lagged is because it is aonsumlng greater amounts 
ot meat which requires that soma or the richest land be held tor 
J 
., pasturage and is iot cultivated. The total amoant of food is therefore 
21 . lbid. 
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not greater tban before, an4 aa a consequence a larger number ot 
people cannot be ted. . In ad.d:1.tion, tillage provides more emplo,1unt. 
and is a mark of a higher. civilization than pasturage, which goes 
hand ~ hand with more bac;kward countries, such as in central Asia., 
or of declining countries, such as Spain, where there is too much 
C 
luxury and inactivity. 
The third cause tor maintaining or illprov.l.ng the level ot 
liT.Lng to which the people are accustomed is distribution. It does 
not matter what or how mu.ch is produced in a country, it it is not 
distributed anong those who need and want ·it, it is produced in vain. 
Production an:cy, advances population in proportion to its distribution, 
and distribution has but one principle· that is universal,: and that is 
the principle or exchange. Everyone nmst have- something to give in 
exchange tor what he wants. Bounty can never b~_~ome that principle, 
I however 11111ch it nvq soften the hardships ot lite, tor m.en will not 
work to give the produce of their labor awa7. Palq sqa also that 
the only equivalents that can be offered in exchange tor provision 
are power and labor. Property is power and money is the representative 
~'f power, since it can be used to b"V" power over things and persons. 
But power that ,¢ses from fortune or property can of necessity~ reside 
in a tew, whereas the capacity to labor is the natural poqsession ot 
' every man, constant and renewable. The produce ot personal. labor, 
. ' 
then, is what must be brought to the market by the bulk ot those in 
I 
- commonity in exchange tor the means ot subsi~tence. In other words, 
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9111Ploy118Dt nm1t be the •an• ot dietri.blltion and the 10lll'Ce ot suppl.7 
to individuals. We na1st remember, though, that even it we speak of 
,,-
. production and distribution as separate things, this is contrary to 
reality. They have a very definite reciprocal relationship, tor even 
though a thing must be produced before it can be distributed, its 
production depends a very great deal upon· whether it can be tak8Jl to 
,·· those who want it, and ·whether those who want it can afford to buf 
it. The connection between population and emplo,:aemt then beoomas 
apparent. 
\ . 
Paley goes• to say that the public uti]it7 of trade, as it 
relates to population., rests on this basis. When trade ajds all the 
~ 
various arts and industries that contribute to human welfare in the 
torms of food and clothing, then without a doubt it assists population · 
, growth. But perhaps not halt ot the occupations in Europe tall into 
S1lCh a classification, and in England it could be slid that two-,thirds 
ot the ·manufacturers are engaged in supplying lumries, most of which 
have little or no basic value. He asks how the production of silks, ,. 1 I 
lace and tobacco contribute to the increase of the number of people. 
,. 
What about foreign trade? It is certainly" valuable it toodstutfs 
·), 
and other necessities nmst be brought into a country,·- tDt this u is not 
true in Engl and where so little is brought in that it could sa(ely' be. 
said tha:t this country is practically sell' sustaining. J How does trade 
in other than the basic ttdngs necessary for lite promote the multipli-
ca\ion ot people? Paley amnrera in this 1'&1'• The soil gives emplqJ11111t, ' 
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to ••DY people, perhaps hilt those in the coantry. The other .halt · 
llOllld.rnain idle and dapm)dant upon the good will an.cl oharit7 of 
thole who were uorking. This could not continue, tor it would cause 
1111ch unrest and trouble. The cm.i, vq to · answer the problem is · to 
. 
. give employment to those who cannot work on the land through the man-
ufacture or articles that will supp~ the wants ot the other half. 
Tims a balance is achievedo Those worlcl.ng in agriculture can suppJ.T 
food and raw materials to those world ng in industry in ex:change tor 
'· articles that they need or have a desire tor. Each group stimulates 
the other and keeps it at work. It means notb:1 ng, 10 tar as the 
purpose ot trade is concerned, whether the articles mcchanged are 
superfluous or necessary; it is enough that they are wanted and 
sought for. People are supplied with employment, towns flourish, 
and even tobacco contributes to the raising cf and trade in corn. 
But what if the worker in agriculture finds that he baa 
moagh of the articles that the manutacturer.suppliaa? He has enoagh 
cloth, but he would gladly exchange grain tor tea or wine. The weaver 
DlllSt then turn and trade abroad for these items which he can then 
exchange for grain from the farmer. Circulation can then continue and 
all are benefited. This is the principle of toreign trade. The whole 
transaction m&y' become large and complex: . and the basic principla __ ~l.ost 
.-
. ·;. I 
or obscured, but it remains the same in essence. Observation Wva 
that where manutact~ and COldnerce are lival.7, it supports a 
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Let it be remembered then, that. agriculture 
_ is the itrmisdiat® source of human provision; 
· that trade @ond\lces to .the producti® of 
. provision @ruy as it pNmctss agrl@ult~; 
that th® -c-:rh@l® syst<Sm of commerce» w.st 
and vari@us as it is, hath no. other public 
!:t~~ca than its subservlency t~ this 
- ·---·-- ... •' ·-------· . . 
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Returning to the proposition •that ewplGJ119Dt uninraall.7 
' .. promotes population., 11 it follows that the utility of the different 
branches ot trade depends upon the number of people each employs. 
Pale7 draws up a scale, and g.lvas first place to the exchange or aanu .. 
tadtured goods for rawmaterials, for ~le, broadcloth for raw 
silk, watches for iron, nax for furs, etc. Its importance lies in 
the fact that such co•maerce provides a market tor labor alreadf mc-
, 
Pended, and at the same time provides needed materials tor new in-
dustry. Where such trade occurs population always fiour.Lshes. The 
second place belongs to,that traffic which ax:changes unutacturecl 
good.a for other manufactured goods, such as leather for paper, or 
srnufaotured goods tor things that require no other preparation, 
as tor tea, wine,, or oil. This kind of trade assists emplo3111JDt, 
but is inferior to the former since it promotes only one side, 
that of manuf'acturing. The last and least advantageous branch of 
trade is the exportation of raw materials for manufactured goods, 
as when wool is traded tor velvet, or hides and furs for shoes or 
hats. such commerce is unfavorable to population because it create• 
no demand tor empl011191lt. By its exports it takes awq the Tery 
•teriala that coal.d be used to employ- people; by its i~rts it 
22 Works, p. 1.$4. 
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d:L•ooanc•• TU'ioa1 inda1trie1 to the depee that toreip prodaota 
· on the. clolle1tic market represent~ foreign labor. The produce of tbl 
gro1md is never the best article tor .foreign commerce. Paley 81111-
· 11111"1••• the three types ot trade with these words: 
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Under a pertect state ot public econo117, the 
soil ot the cO\mtry should be applied solely-
to the rd.sing ot proviei@na t@r th®~-
tan.ts, and i t9 trade be ~pliedi by t~ir 
industey o IA nati@n mll neV®r r®aeh its 
proper ~tmt of p@p111lati®n, so lcmg as its 
principle ~@JmffW)rc® em1~i~ts m the ~@rtation 
ot c@m @:r @&ttle, ·or even @f iline, @il, tobacco, 
madder, indigo, timber; because these last 
articles tak@ ,mp that surface which ought to 
be covered with the materials ot Jmman aub-
eistenee o 23/ 
Palq, as he sa.37s, has confined his ~scudi.on to a comitr, 
where it is considered that the_ inhabitants are mainta:ined b7 the 
produce of its land, and, strictly speaking, his reasoning can be 
applied onJ7 there. But the reasoning can be adapted to a different 
oaae where the provision is not grown but imported, and what has been 
said about provision will be to a great extent true ot whatever article·, 
whether it be mon97, labor or produce, is mcohanged tor provision. 
Thu, when the Dutch raise madder and mcchange it for grain, or when 
the Americans raise tobacco and exchange it for cloth from Europe, 
the cultivation of madder and tobacco become as necessary to them-
a:Lsten.ce·ot the inhabitants of those countries, and ~sequentq 
affect the state or population, as would the cultivation of tood.stutta 
or the manufacture of clothing. Likewise, .the increase qr decline ot 
·shipping, b7 119ans of which the peopltt ot a cOID'ltry earn money to 
_,, 
--· ·-~ provisions irhich cannot be supplied adequatel.1' at home, will 
23 l?id. 
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~11911ce the gl'OWth rate ot popaJ atian aa nreJ,-, u ·tbe t1110aat1•• 
ot agricultural production. 
In the concluding porti.an ot hie treatllant on popnl ation, 
Pal.97 diecussea tlve factors that are related to population. 24/ 
They are emigration, c·olonizaticm, money, taxation and industrializa-
tion. He does not liq' great stress on end..gration as seriously attect-
.ing the rise or tall ot population in a country-. Since the increase ot 
people can be indefinite, and the means to support them Ji,mited, it is 
eT.i.clent"that great numbers of people mq leave a country and the popula--
tion ramajn constant. There is nothing here to indicate an, political 
" cle0&7, or to cause any decline in population, and so emigration ought 
not to be d11coaraged. If people leave because of insecurit1 or 
oppression., they Ollght net be stopped. Rather, the evils that oc-
cuion suoh feeling should be remedied, tor these tend to discourage 
pop1lation, and it people were forced to remain there would still be 
no advantage so tar as numbers are concerned. Other people •7 udgrate 
to improve their way ot lite, seekl ng weal th and lUXUl'T. This is the 
anq class which can be controlled to advantage by law, but, Paley tb:\nke, 
there never will be ma:rq- of this kind. Most people are too·attaohecl to 
their homes and country. 
Colonization is aclvantag80IIS to a c011111.ry' when the aolODT 
· tencla to augment the population of the parent state. Thia ia clone ._ 
the colony has rich land which is cultivated, and exchanges its excess 
. .. 
· ot agricultural products tor tha mnutaotu.red goods ot the aother 
I 
' 
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oeantrr. .la long u tb11 coatima there 1• an increase of proY.l.aion 
~ ~ 
and a,aplo,mmt9 Gd the two chi.et requisites which facilitate prori.sion 
and thereto~ population are met, nz., production and di1tributi~. 
lo.more. advantageous a aituat1on·cou1d be thought ot than that ot a 
oountry which makes goods tor others, 1:1ho in turn cultivate new lands 
to auppl.7 food and raw materials in exchange. Whatever cr1tic1na 
l 111ght be raised agadnst such a s1stem, it is clear that the qste11· 
i tselt is founded in national utili t7, and on principles favorable to 
the colon1 es, tor there seems to be no other wq to de~lop and protect 
newly discovered and sparcely populated lands. In Paley-1 s view the 
obi.et error to be lamented is not the original tor•tion at coloniea, 
. . 
but the nbsequent nd..amanagement, tied to too strong restrictiOlll •net 
tailing to adapt to changing situations. 
Where monq ab011Dds the people are c••rallT n11111~. Bat 
the effect ot monqCBpop\l]ation is not upla1ned without I0118 dit-
ticult7. In his u:planation, Paley goes back to his former proposi-
•. ' o\ 
tion "that popal ation is chiefly promoted b7 emplo.7mant. a Honer ia 
partl;r the indication and partly the cause ot employ•nt. The ~ 
wa7 tbat money nows into a country is in return £or goods which are 
1ant oat or tor labor pertorasd in it, and the cm.17 va7 that IIOD97 ia 
retained. in a country is by that country supplying its OIID conauptian _, 
ot •m1factured goods. As a consequence, the quauti ty of money in a 
oountrr indicates the amomit ot labor amt ,en,ploya.ant. Yet empl07.G111t 
and not· lll>D87 is the cause of population, the ac0111ml1ticm ot MUT 
·• ·.',~ 
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t.ion ot the cause. This is true ot money only while it is acquired 
bJ" the industry ot a people. The treasures· ga1ned by a state from its 
ml nes or from tribute £rm foreign dependencies are no indication of 
its population, tor the income from such source~ may be immense, and 
still the country remain poor and sparsely populated. In the second 
place, money 11181' be a real cause of population by acting as a &inmlue 
to indust17 and facilitating the means or subsistence. But tlleee 
depend neither upon the price or labor, nor upon the price of provision,. 
but upon their .relation to each other. When money comes into a coantey 
it raises first the price of labor, and then the price of provision • 
. .,. 
Whoever receives it first does not spend it to buy provisions, but 
applies it to the pa,ment of labor. Its effect, therefore, upon the 
price or labor will precede its effect upon the price ot provision, 
and during the interval the means ot subsistence will be increased 
and industry stimulated. When this increased amo1mt of money has 
C. 
' 
also brought about a correspond:Jng rise in the price ot provision, 
1 ta effect ceases. The worker no longer has any advantage ~ 
hie increased wages. We can see, then, that it is not the amount ot 
IIOJley in a eomitry which brings advantages, but the continual increase 
of that amount. And the increase ot that aunmt c~s only by a con-
~~ . = 
tinned influx of specie from abroad. It 111&7 also be said that when 
, 
lllOD.8Y flows out ot a country, an apposite and detrimental effect takes 
place. Hence the importance ot nrlntaining a favorable balance ot 
trade. 
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Ta:es take nothing and gi wa nothing avq troa a C0111lti,r, 
am therefore. affect onJ1 the distribution of public wealth. .la 
nch, tc:ation is not necessarily harm.fu1 to population. If taxes 
take away money from ce:rrtain members ot society, they· are afterward 
dispensed to the benefit ot other members, with the result that the 
COIIIDDD f\lnd is not altered in amount e But if it is true that the 
amarant ot lllOJley taken by a govenunent must alwaJs be equal to the 
111D1m.t that it dispenses, yet the ga:tn and loss to the means ot 
nbsietenoe may be very unequal • The balance "trill be on the right 
~ wrong side ot the account according as the money from ta:ation 
passes :from the industrious to the idle, from the IIIID7 to the tw, 
from. those in need to those living in luxury, or vice versa. The 
'• effect, therefore, ot tua tion upon 'the means ot subsistence depends 
not .so IIUCh upon the amount as upon the uses to which it is put. 
Taxes mq .. also be used 1;o provide restraint upon luxury and correc-
tion upon vice; also tor the encouragement ot industry, trade, 
agriculture and marriage. SU.ch taxes become instruments ot police 
u well as a means of revenue. Taxes should also be levied in pro-
portion as people are able to pa7 them. A man earning one thousand 
,· r 
66. 
__ pounds a year could more afford to part with one hundred pounds than 
.. 
a man earr.a,ng one hundred pounds could part with ten. But whatever 
proportion should. be agreed upon as betng the most expedi ent tor the 
public welfare, there never should be a single taxo ·Taxation should 
be di ftraitied, ao- that there is a balancing and counter.;.baJ acing 
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,tteot tbat does not 1&7 undue huuhip upon 8117 person or group. 
Paley then em:amines the question otvhether industrial im-
proyement by the invention and use ot labor-saving machines is detri-
amtal or not to population. His answer stems trom his previous ideas 
GD employment: do such achines raise or lower the number of those 
emp1oyed? Eq,erimce shows that in general, over the long rm, emplo,-
11111t is increased. There often is a temporary loss of jobs for some, 
but the iq,rovement both in amount and quality of the goods produced, 
soon make up tor the loss by creating more demand which gives more 
IIIIJ)1o,ment. This being true, there are three things to be observed. 
One is -that vhen a mechanical invention succeeds in one place, it 11118t 
be ind. tated in other similar industries, or else the advantage ga:J ned 
vlll enable tl!e first industry to undersell the others and so lessen 
competition. It is also true, secondly, that whoever first adopts a 
•chanical improvement will for a while draw an increase in till>loy-
ment, P.erhaps even after the improvement has become general. Thirdly, 
even. after every advantage that derives from tb:e hold~ng or a secret bu 
ceased, it is doubtful whether there is any loss of employmant. 'l'he 
article vll1 be an improved one, which will need additional slcl.lls 
applied to it, or it will be cheaper in price and therefore more eaai]J' 
.afforded by more people, ·with the result that more workers will be 
hired to meet the increased demand. 
Fl'Olll al J tb:I s Paley concludes w1 th a judgell8Dt on holr fl 
•regulations of law are in their nature capable ot contributing to 
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the nppol"t and "adftllC81D8llt ot population." 2S / More is often •-
peoted from laws than lawa can clo,, Laws can cmJ7 imperfectly regulate 
C> 
11Dr8lity in respect to marriage; laws cannot regulate the desires ot 
118D for certain things; laws cannot force men to marry when they feel 
they cannot afford it. Laws can protect and en~age those who labor, 
but they cannot provide subsistence or eq>loyment when there is no 
J 
~tr,. The natural basis ot trade is competition, and eve?7 law 
vld.ch attempts to force trade, that is, to compel .people to b1J1' at 
certain markets when there are others that have bett,er. and cheaper 
good.a, will be circumvented or frustrated by retaliation. Next to 
lava which contribute to international peace and stability, the'' clxl.et 
advantage to population which the in~erterence ot law can prond.e is 
in the encouragement or agriculture. This is the direct means ot 
advancing population; all others help as they contribute to thia. 
The principal way to promote agriculture is to adjust the laws ot 
property as nearly as possible to two rules: (1) "to give to the 
occupier all the power over the soil, which is necessary tor i ta per-
fect cultivation.,n and (2) '!to assign the whole profit of every ill--
26,. · provement to the persons by whose activity it is carried on.11 'It, It 
• does not really" matter who oms the land, or how D111ch land one person 
Oll'Da. What does matter is hew the land is used and haw many people 
are employed in the working ot the land. Wise use would a:clude l•11d1 
held in collwlon and the interference ot manorial claiJM where one 
owner holds -title to the surface and another the soil. Short tera 
lea••• are alao 1uuri1e. In such oa~es the owner does not h&Ye nt-
2S Works, p. 1,9. 
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ticient power over his own land to perfect its- cultivati.on. This 
power ought to be gi van to him through some easy and general law of . 
•entranchisement, partition, and enclosure. 11 Regarding the second 
nle, agriculture is discouraged-~1hen tines are imposed on proprietors 
tor improvements when the lord or tenant dies. But nothing,Pale:r says, 
J.,inders cultivation and improvement as nmch as the tithe. The husband-
! man nmst share his harvest with a stranger when he shou1d/&e enjoying J 
the traits of his improvements o This is a tax '1J>OD a basic industry 
that feeds a na1iion, and falls hardest upon tillage, which should be 
most encouraged, and only to a lesser extent upon pasturage, which 
does not contribute at all to the increase ot population. 
In his social philosophy Paley shows a great interest in 
population, ~stemming from his utilitarian application of happiness. 
This application is made from a strictly' individualistic approach. 
Individuals have a certa1 n amo1mt of happiness; therefore, it is 
ver, simple to increase the total amount of happiness in a gi van 
' area by. increasing the number · or individuals. This is a ver:, limi tad ( 
concept, logical perhaps, but based on a talse premlse.. Certainl.J 
t.here is more to happiness than the breeding or numbers of people. 
In tact, Paley does recognize that other factors are relevant when 
he advocates a basic standard of living for the poor which is at 
least a step above misel'7 and an ecODOJI\Y which will provide work tor / 
all men. But his main thrust is from the wrong direction, and rather 
than work ror happiness from the angle of numbers ot peop1e he should 
ban sought happiness first tor them in their living conditions and ..tin1 
:"' 
I 
,1 •• 
, 
-
oondi tions. In other word.a, a quali tati va approach rather than a 
quantitative one would be more logical and humane. For this reason 
Paley did not measure up to Godwin, tor e,.µmple, who' also believed 
i\' 
10. 
that the total amount of happiness was increased by a larger number \ 
or peop1e, but who nevertheless had a strong desire to litt the 
general populace out of its ml.ser.,. Indeed, Godwin's ideas were 
,,. 
definitely utopian, and it is to Paley's credit that at least he did 
not dream impossible dreams~ 
Paley was no disciple of Adam Smith and his teaching ot tree 
trade. Paley was a mercantilist who did see the value of competition 
w1 thin his own country, but who upheld the monopolies of the mercantile 
system in foreign trade, e~cial ly in the colonies. Paley never 
ceased to stress the importance of agriculture, believing it to be 
basic to any economic system. Manufacturing is to be encouraged by" 
laws which regulate and help its progress. Together, agrlcul ture 
and manufacturing are mutual 1y beneficial and provide the proper 
setting for the increase ot population. 
Paley was not an original thinker about population, but 
nimarized well the generally accepted thought about it in his da.7 
and .titted this thought into the mercantile economtc doctrines. He 
did not try to see beyond his contemporary social system to a more 
equi tab1e distribution ot land and goods. He was more concemed to 
'"justify English society rathe;r than to reform it, and as a result 
his infiuence, though considerable tor many ,ears, did not take a 
~. , 
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lasting place 1n history u wk' ng an original oontributicm. 
I 
POVER'l'r 
~ 
The problem ot the poor was a very important one 1n Palq' a 
da7, just as it ws in the centuries previous. As was seen in the 
discussion about population, Paley's approach to this problem was 
chiefiy an econond.c one, in which he advocated that there must be 
employment tor all men tor the benefit of populationc It would fol-
low that if people are empl07ed, either in agriculture or manutactur-
.. ing, they would be able to support themselves and their families, and 
· not be the objects of charity o But the ideal of such full employment 
was not attainable in Paley's day any more than it is today, and so 
there were many who were in need ot public assistance. It was his 
1 
nature to look upon the work1 ng class people as his interiors, and 
"promoting the happiness ot our interiors" was what he called cbarit7. 
11Charity, in this sense, I take to be the principal province ot 
·~~-
virtue and religion: tor, whilst worldly- prudence will direct our 
behaviour towards our superiors, and J)Oliteness towards our eq11als, 
there is little beside the consideration of duty, or an habitual 
humanity which comes into the place of consideration, to produce a 
proper conduct towards those who are beneath us, ,and dependant ·upon 
~ 
us.• 27/ 
It therefore tall• to those in the proteasions to exercise 
tbia dut7 ot benevolence. Paley goes so ·tar-as to say that the care 
of the poor ought to be the chief object of all the laws, for the 
· rich are well able to take care of themsel ws. There are abuses and 
27 Works, p. 47 •. 
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iucKDrtections in the poor-laws, and the man who studi es these and 
makes strong efforts to have these remedied, either through his ·own ·. 
. act10DS in Parliament or b7 making hie. wishes known to those who are 
in Parliament, tdll be performing acts of the greatest charitye The 
justices ot the peace have charge ot local relief to the _poor, and 
these man can do mch good in the manner in which they perform this 
duty. A country gentleman., though perhaps only modestly educated and 
without much wealth, can learn much about the poor-laws and the prices 
ot goods and labor, and in this wa7 perform a c ....... ty service highly 
beneficial to the welfare of all. Ot all the p tessional men, it is 
perhaps the pbJsician who can do the most good for those in need. 
Health is valued by everyone, and by no one more than by the poor. 
Medicine and advice given to them costs little or nothing and the 
rewards are great. The legal profession can render great service to 
those who cannot af'ford the high costs of going to law. Out or court 
he can handle and help to settle ma.ny problems, and if he has.the 
conf'idence of people he can act as an arbitrator of disputes. And 
when it comes to the directing of peoples thoughts and the regulation 
ot their conduct, it is the clergy who can do the most g~. This ia 
especially true of the regular parish nd n1 stera, who, being on much 
the same level as their parishoners, can better mid· atand them and 
gm n their confidence through closer contact than can their superiors. 
Paley accepts as tact that there will alwa79 be those who 
. . \ 
, ... , J' are poor and in need ot assistance from those· more f'ortu.n.ateo Those 
who put pit7 u a basic i411ul.ae rightll" contend that when thia extends-
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to the reliet ot thoae in nd.a817, this is God 1 • intention and our 
dut1. It i~-- one vay ot compensati.ng tor the inequalities and dis-
. tNaaee which God foresaw would come to man.r under the general rule• 
tor the distribution of prcpert:,o In ~dition., the poor have a 
claim from the law o~ nature. At first, all things were held in 
I 
'· 
rm; no one had arr, more claim than any one else to u,th:Lng • 
.,, . 
But when distrib'1tion was agreed upon, it was also agreed that 
. / 
eftryone should have enough of tlds world I s goods, and especial~ 
property, so that he would be able to subsist. Since no F1'9"'1 
l • 
- , __ ) 
lava could be so contrived as to proYide tor the relief ot all cases 
" 
of distress when their right and share of the common stock was g.L van 
up or taken away from them it was supposed to be left to the good · 
vlll of those who were acqua1nted with the situation to adnd.nister 
help. To withhold such assistance is therefore wrong, because it 
. ' i 
nouts the intention of God and the law of nature. Paley reenforces 
-:, r 
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his argument with a numbert) .. of quotations from the Bw Testament, .,. 
-~-
' 
which urg~ men to be merciful to those in need and to share what 
they have in a spirit of humi.li ty. 28 / 
Paler lists three kinda or char1 v. The beat 111thod ia that 
of giving a pension or annuit7 to a particular person or tam:1,17. Thia 
,should be done so that the amount recei vad is considerable, i.e., 
enough so that it can buy helpful quantities of necessary th1 nga, 
rather than bi ts that ~ seem vorthlfhile and could easily be wasted 
on oclcl pleasures. Giving in this way adequate relief to several fam:llies~ 
28 Matthew 2S:31 tt; Acta 4:32; 0 Hatthew 6:3-4; Jaaaa 2:lS-16. 
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1• tar better, &1lCl giwa. greater bappine1a, than thlmd1ng out the 
UIDUnt of relief among mmiy t•lies. This is also an excellent 
11ethod because a certain amount ot money can be regularly u.pectecl., 
and aa a result elind.natea the dread ot poverty. Thia .first kind of 
obari t:, presupposes lmfflfledge of in.di vidual cases. But since this 
I ( 
' . is not alwa7& possible, the next best ki.nd ia the support ot pllblio 
I 
obari ties. Monq given in thi!.s way goes farther than MIT other 
1111thod in providing food., lodging and medical attention to manJ' in 
need. The third kind of charlty is that given to beggars. There 
are abuses, but nevertheless one should not indiscrilllnatel.T neglect 
aach poor. Men sometimes are reall.1" in distress and have no other 
recourse than to beg, at least tor a while. To refuse altogether to 
he1p such cases would violate that natural humane impulse within us 
which responds to human need, and in time mi.ght stifie it altogether, 
certain:cy' a serious consideration. 
\. 
· The proprietors of large estates, have addi tional means to 
proYl.cle tor and encourage families. Thay can build cottages, split 
tarms,· establish factories, cultivate wasteland, drain marshes, and 
''\ 
do·· whatever else might seem expedient tor the promotion of agriculture 
and manufacturing. Such work can only benefit the coummnit7 by provid-
ing mre tood.·and emplo.,mnt tor a grov:tng population, and where the 
profits d~ not meet the eacpenses, let them charge it up to charity. C, 
Tbe public good is still enhanced.· Works ot charit7 of whatever kind ~ 
. Ii • 
should not be done oatentatioaa;l1', tor the praise ot man. Sor1pt1l1'e .,. 
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••• oat strongq aga1nst. this. (Matthew 6:3,4). Bat the light 
of tood works is also to shine out to the glo1'7 of God, and so, when 
clone in the right spirit, benevolence shoald be made kDOIID as an 
Simple tor others to follow suit. (Matthew S:lh-16). Pride and 
'\ 
1elfialmess cause men to offer many ucuses for not helping those 
who are povertyastricken. Natural sympa IV' and the Christian acrl.p-
tarea both refute auch excuses and tell · those who have the means to 
ahare it w1 th those in need. 
.. 
1s. 
In his acceptance of poverty Paley does not believe that it 
leada to vice and unhappiness, even though idleness does. According 
to Plamenatz, Pal97 does not C8lT7 this way ot thinking to its logical 
oonclusion. 11He justifies inequaJ i t7; but he does not sa1, what on 
bis mm prellli.ses he should Say', that ···the greater the ineqaali t7 the 
better tor mankind. n 29 / Paley showed a gen1a:J ne concern tor the poor 
and went to great lengths to expl~ how they' could and shou.1.d be 
helped by those who bad more ot this world's goods. But his concern 
did not question the general economic qatem., nor 41.d he seem to 
... 
ooaq,rebancl verr deap:cy, the effects of the industrial revolution 
vbioh was progressing at a rapid pace. Again we see that bis basic 
conservatism was not able to break thl'oagh to new ground. That vaa 
left tor the utilitarians ot the na1 t, century who would follow in 
the tootatepa ot Bentham • 
. ,I 
' ' 
29 JoJm PJ.amanatz, The Rngliah Utilitarians (Oxford, 1949), P• ·SS. 
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·,w, POLITICAL TIDDBT 
Proa Pala,'• social thoagbt let 118 tum to••• ot·tbe ideas 
vJd.ch ha expounded in hi.a poli tioal. thoag!m. In tb1 s chapter we abal J 
examine civil government, civil liberty, religious liberty, the British. 
Constitution and the administration ot justice. 'l'hese subjects are 
treated in Book VI ot his Moral and Political Philosopb.[. 
CIVIL OOVERNMBNT 
On the origin ot ciT.Ll government, Palq did not tollOlr 
John Locke's theory" ot a compact between the people and society, and 
between society- and the state. This theoey presupposes a state of 
natU1'8 in which eveey person was equal, no one having any more right 
than.another to the tb1nge found in nature. Locke did not envision 
this condition as a state of war where every man struggled against 
hie aeighbor for what he wanted, as did Thomas Hobbes. It was a peace-
tal condition, and yet one imich did not last because human nature , 
cheated their neighbors. Since the ~ght or retaliation resided in 
each i.nd1vlclual, the result could~ lead to general disorder and 
tear. Order and security had to be provided, and the answer lq in 
',. 
a compact to form a societ7. 
• 
Locke was not clear u to vhe\her thi1 social COl('tact in- · 
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olwtecl cmq the fol'll&tiOD of govel'DIIIDt to l'll1e aocsiety, or also 
society itselt. Sa1111el Patendort made a clear distinction between 
the social COJIJ>aot and a aubaequant poll tical compact which created 
the state and formed a government. Locke assumed a stmlar position, 
bat nowhere explicitly stated it. The edence ot the theory lq in 
the tact that each individual surrendered a certain amount of his 
.treedomvhich he bad in the state ct natve to the state in J?®turn tor . ' . 
protection. This theory ot Locke's also stated that the will of the 
llljority constituted the will of the whole colllllllDity, and all deciaiona 
by the majority were to be obeyed b7 eveeyone. Further, there is the 
implied compact, by all the succeeding members ot the state, that 
theJ'will consent to abide by the lava enacted by the goffJ1'D118Dt1 u 
did their predecessors. 1 / 
Such a two .. fold C0198ct Paley tinda dangel'OIIII and not baaed 
on the tacts. Here he follews Hwne, who argued that a lJod1 of -con-
ventions or rough general rill.es grew up by ex:perience and have served 
human needs. For the sake ot stabili t7 men have to know that there 
are reliable rales that eau be enforced. Paley goes on to sq that no 
suoh arrangement was ever entered to in real1t7. To believe so is 
to say that 1mlettered aaTagea were capable of civilized political 
deliberation. Some imi tation or a social· e0Ir4Pact mq have taken plaoe 
tollowl.ng a revolution, as iD the United States of America, bat tbia 
was all based on inherited institutions and prior lm.Olfledge. SOIII 
117 that such a theory is proposed as a fiction, not a tact, and so 
ottera ·• rational a1,planation of goV8J.'Dll8nt. But tb1 a M not HD-~ . 
I 
1 George H. Sabine, ! JD.storz . !!, Political Theory, 3~. eel. (New York, 1961), p. 003. 
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Ullcing to Pal.91, tor unless it is a tact, it is nothing. Appe1·11 
aq be made to the ori~ nal convention and the dut7 to abide by what 
vu there transacted, but the ordinarf subject todaf is not conact·ow, . 
• 
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ot any agreements n1ade with the sovereign., nor of aey election in 
which he gave his consent to abide by the acts ot the legislature. 
Ba is not aware of azq liberty ot assent or rei"llaal. Modem states 
are not either, as sh.own by their refusal to allow their citizens 
to move freely outside the country except by permission. And .when · 
,, it is asserted that the gaining and holcti ng or l.and is an acknow-
V ledgement ot the sovereign and a promise to obey his Jal.rs, it is 
necessary to prove that the first ones who made the compact colleot-
i vely possessed a right to the land. Does a vote to that effect 
canter .the right? Does enclosure, or arri other method? Palq thinlµI 
not. 2/ 
Bllt in spite of i ta weaknesses, Paley would not object to . 
the theory of the social COlll)act, if to bi m it did not lead to con-
clusions vntavorable to the improvement and peace of societ1. A 
blind adherence to the status quo is one. If it is assumed that a 
government was formed by and derives its author:l·ty from an original 
. 
convention., then it can be presmned that ma:ny points were settled 
then and should not be changed by any subsequent legislature. SUch 
reason1ng led D'l8-JV to doubt whether an act of Parliament could alter the 
succession ot the Crown at the times of Charles n. Another objection 
11 that no matter how absurd· a torm of government DlB1' be, a citizen 
2 William Paley, "Moral. and Political Pbilo1opli,, 11 in Work1 (Edinburgh, 1830), P. 102. . 
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..,, reuon that he atill •ea obedience becaue ot the origjul 
compact. He must keep the bargain. And so ha mq resist •-
croachments on the part ot the sovereign, _but he could never take------------:-----------~---------------------.:. 
up arms to secure a change in the constitution. No matter how 
despotic a govemm.ent might be, the theory of the compact~~ 
allow it to remain, and~ there would ·seem to be no wq out of the 
impasse. Finally, every violation or the compact on the part of 
tbe ruler, releases the subject .from his allegiance and dissolves 
the govemment. This conclusion cannot be avoided., Paley sqa., ao 
long as the social compact is considered to be like other contracts, 
where the non .. pertormance ot the conditions of the contract. on the 
part ot one_or the contractors releases the obligation ot the other 
party. With all the rights and duties that a sovereign has, and 
these not always clearly defined, it is easy- to see how some might 
teel that he has overstepped the boundaries ot his office and so 
lead the- people to believe that they can ~break their allegiance his.:ld.a. 
SUch b~et end&llgers the stability ot government and otten_has fed 
the Id nda of the sedi tioas. 
Where, then, did civil govemment originate? Pale, ·states it 
ft17 aimpq: "Government, at first, was either patriarchal or rrd.li-
tar.,: that of a parent over his family, or ot a commander over his 
tellow-warriors.".3/patemal authority has laid the foundation ot civil 
govemment. , If men were bom mature and independen~., it would per-
,- ; 
haps be impossible to exercise authori.t7bover them. But ·they are not 
3 Works, P_• 98. 
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80 born. Instead, they are breaght into the world •• helpl••• 
1ntants and must g:row and mature under the authority and guidance ot 
-' 
parents e The tarii.ly-, theretore, contains the •racH ments of an empire.• 
- 0 
0 The authority ct one over msmy, and the disposition to goven1 and I 
to be govuned, are in this way incidental to the very nature, and 
coeval no doubt with the existence, of the human speeias .. 61 lifBut not 
only is the disposition to govem and be governed planted in this wq, 
but the first steps ~ the formation ot governments and states are 
taken. Families po, into cl.ans, into tribes, into nations, and 
domim on exercised by the various heads, from father to chiettan to 
king. Habits of rule and obedience are formed and passed on troll 
generation to generation. Those who come to positions of leader- . 
ship come to recognize one chief a.uthori ty as head of the nation, 
because it is necess81'7 tor peace and order and strength. succession 
ia passed on to a newl,- elected ruler, or to one ot the ruling tandliea, 
tJJrough conquest or through treaty, and so great nations are welded 
into states with the authority of govermnent ruting in a sovereign. 
In this way Paley follows a utilitarian theory which says that gov-
emnent arose more or less spontaneously because of practical nee .. 
essity and developed along the pattern previousl.1" existing in the 
tami.ly" w:L~ its paternal head • 
Another source ot peraonal author! t7 which often utends 
... 
troll or npercedea the patriarchal ia that which oomaa through 
. ~· 
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ld.lit&r7' means. In times ot wartare leaders mast be chosen, 1114 it 
11 easy to see boll such leaders could extend their authority be7an.d 
the timeaot crisis. And it military prowness is combined with the . I 
patriarchal position or family distinction, it is· certain that such a 
li-i., ,, 
IIU'l could become .the absolute director of a conammi ty ~r nation. li>w 
did such rllle become hereditary, p&ssing on this authority even W 
those who never displayed the qualities which raised their ancesWra 
to positions ot rule? Paley explajns it this way. The influence of r 
' association g1 ves to the son someth.i ng of the respect which his father ~ 
had; the mutual jealousy of others who aspire to the throne; the -
greater reluctance to raise an equal than to continue an acknowledged 
superior; a reigning prince leaving behind 1ll8D1 ac9lerents who can 
preserve their own importance by supporting the son ot the prince; 
all of these foster hereditary rule. In add1 tion, elections ot rulers 
Ci7 
have given rise to so many serious rivalries which rock the ship of 
atate, that JNPl1' states, wishing to avoid such repetitions., take ref-
uge in a rule ot succession, and no type of succession is more "obvioas, 
certai~ and intelligible, as consanguinity ot birth." S / Palet adds 
that the kJnd of society found in most ancient countries bears out 
his theory. 
' 
Although one general.17 thin~ ot piJTsical strength as bm ng 
dolllinant, this is not tru.e in civil government. The plJ3,sical strength 
lies in the masses of the governed, 79t they will1ngly submit to the 
rale of a few. Paley discusses three reasons wb1" this occura, upla1n1ng 
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the tanctianSng ot gonn+NDt. The f'irlt 1a prejudice, and those who 
. 
. obey ·tor· this reason do ao because they believe that those who rule 
have the right to do see Such an opinion is based on prescription, 
and this prssc:r.:1.ption operates differently in different countries. ID 
IIDJlarehies it favors particular tand.liesJ in repu.blics it -favors a 
oertmn .form or constitutiono Plamenat1 observes that Hume says the 
11118 in his Treatise ot lmmm Nature where be writes that most men, it 
. 
- cm::=:==:= ~~-
asked, whether "they had eV®r promised to obey their ruler., VOllld think 
the question strange and say they were bom to obey. 6 / . The secmd 
is reason, and the minority in this . category obey because they have 
thought through the matter and conclude that government is necessary 
and that it 1111st remain -stable. The th:J rd group are those who obey 
from sel.f1tlterest; that is, they are too busy with their private 
pleasures, cares and engagements, they are contented and are enjoying 
.J) 
the ease, plenty and safety which are theirs, or 1ihe1" are afraid to 
otfer 8lf9' resistance. PaJ..91 then otters some cautions. Civil gov-
emors should learn to respect their subjects, tor in them resides the 
ph7sical power that can rise up in rebellion. Since people generall7 
tollow1 what is customar.,, innovati~s tend to d1 mi n1 sh the sta,bili t7 ot 
' government. Therefore great care shOW..d be exercised in respect to 
changes. On the other hand, governments can become too secure. Tyrant• L 
thr1 ve in this securl. ty, and when the following of the custom becomes 
intolerable, then it should be broken. In this way Paley justifies 
/ 
tba Revolution of 1688 which broke the custom ot succession and moderated 
John Plamenatz, The Eng]:1 sh Utilitarians (Ol:tord, 1949), p. $4. 
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its lott7 notioa• ot hereditar,- right. In another caution Palq sap-
~· laws against associations and combinations, holding that they 
aaJ7 contribute toward civil disobedience by' allowing men to con,11•1d-
cate with one anoiiher. 7/ · 
With the r6jection, then, ot any social compact as the basis 
ot ciT.f.l government or ot the subjects• obligation to obey that gov-
ernment, Paley claims only one ground tor obedience, 1'"The will ot God 
as'· collected from expec11.ency •11 8 / Hls argument proceeds this way: 
It is God's will that men should be happy; civil soct.ety is a J1181DB to 
,.· 
tbat end; m. vil society cannot be maintained unless the interest of 
the whole society be binding upon each member of it; therefore, as 
' . long as the general well being· of society demands it, as long u 
the established government cannot be resisted or changed without 
11pablic inconveniency11 , it is the will of God that each citizen be 
>. subject to that government - ''and no longer." , 
This principle being admitted, the justice ot 
every partieular ease cf resistance is reduced 
to a. eom.puitation @f the quantity ot the danger 
and grievance on the one aide, and ot the .Pro-
babili t7 and expense ot redressing it on the 
othero / 
... 
'· 
Who shall be the judge? Paler sqs that every man mat answer tor 
b:I mself. Where there is disagreement between sovereign and subject,, 
.. no human arbitrator can be aclmowledgedo The danger of error and 
abuse is present, to be sure, but no more so than in other rules 
which apply to the subject and likewise depend on private judguent.. 
\ 
'8 
., 
Paley was no democrat. He teared and distrusted the coamn man•a 
ability -to be politically responsible, as did the··· others; ot the . 
ruling class in tha eighteenth centtlry o t'le can see here prior ap-proval @f Pitt 0s Combination Aets!' @f 1799~1800, the reaw.t ,1argel.J 
ot mtic:Jaeobin sentiment in England bJ the ruling class which fearrad the mccesses of the French Revolution. 
Works9 P• 1a,.. 
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i,'a191 then goes on to· point ODt some 1nterencea ·-to. be drawn 
Aea this rul.e of public expediencyo One is that at a c;ertain time it 
-, be as nmch the dut7 of one to · resist government as at another tia 
to obey it, whenever morerradvantage comes to the comunm1 ty than harm 
·J-
' by such action. Another is that the laW'fulness of resistance does not 
~d alone upon the grievance but also upon the probable expense 
and upheaval to the country. A third is that resistance is not juti-
.J 
. < 
AM once a gowmmen"t has become peaceably settled, no matter 11bat 
I .. irregular, fraudulent or violent means had been used to gain control. 
A fourth states that not every abuse or violation ot a citizen's rights 
j11Stifies resistance, but onlJ when these become so large an e~l as 
to outweigh the evil or··aoc1a1 upheaval. An additional one says that 
no law, custom or authority sho~~ be continued it a change will be 
for the betterment of the community. 
Paley discusses the teacb1 ng of scripture on the d.ut7 ot 
civil obedience; quoting Romans 13:1-7 and 1 Peter 2:1.3-18, he sees no 
support there tor a blind obedience to state authority. His view mq 
i be sunmted up in this : "They inculcate the duty, they do not describe 
the extent of it. 11il<>/ This distinction in itself' is enough to dis-
oredi t a,,rr interpretation which would favor an unlimi. ted passive obed-
ience. 
Paley' a utili tarian1 sm would not let him accept a compact 
tbeor, ot the origin ot government. He took a pragmatic, historical 
approach which found that government grew out of the needs and 
~l.O Works, p. 107. 
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ar.periencea ot human society-. The author! t7 wated in ·the head of 
the family became the seed of government, and thi s author! t7 came ti) 
~ > 1 
:rest on one person to whom others looked tor leadership. Men submlt 
to goftrhment by habit, reason and self-interest. It is the will ot 
God that men obey government because·a stabl.e government brings general 
· ,ihappiness • 
. ' 
CIVIL I,JBERTI 
Ot primary importance in poll tical theOl') is the subject of 
civil liberty. Paley describes civil liberty in his usual utilitari.an 
vq. ''Civil liberty is the not being restrained by any law, but what 
conduces in a greater degree to the public welfare.nll/ Natural liberty 
is lo do what one pleases; civil liberty is to ~o~what one pleases so 
long as it is consistent with the best interests of the whole community. 
Only the latter is desirable. I mtght like to be allowed to follow 
only 1f\Y own will, but when I renect on this I realize that all others 
IJOUld be allowed the same. The result could onl7 be chaos, and I 
would meet so many obstacles to 11\1 own will that the result· would 
certainly be less happiness and freedom than undei;. a system ot re.;. 
atrai ned freedom 1Dlder law. Only in solitude could ·there be the 
liberty- of a state ot nature. Yet i\ is possible that in social in-
tercourse one can have his liberty increased by- the very laws which 
reatrain·him, because he otten'st_.ss to gain more by the limitation 
·I . .,·;• 
ot other 11Em 1s freedom than he himself loses. "Natural. libert7·ia 
U WorkaJ P• 109. 
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the right ot conwm upon a waste; civil liberty is the sate, •ola:lft, 
UD110lested enjoy,uent of a cultivated enclosure.'' 'J2./ 
Liberty s.o defined; ·Paley goes on to sq, imposes on a tree 
,. 
_people only restraints which do not advance the general happiness ot 
all, Whatever evil there is in restraint., it should be overbalanced 
by the good that comes to the general public, and the burden or proof 
of this good lies with the legislature. It follows then that laws which 
are not advantageous to the public ought ·to be revi~ed or repealed, as 
being infringements on the rights of free citizens, even it no bad 
effect~ can be demonstrated. On this basis, Paley contends that many' 
of the laws ot England should be revised, numbering among them the 
game laws, the poor laws, and laws against Roman Catholics and Dis-
senters. 
Since the degree of liberty varies inversely as the laws 
impose restrictions which are either useless or whose utility does not 
\ 
outwe~_gh the evil of restraint, it follaws that no country possesses 
~~i:C:t liberty, but all possess some. It follows also C.t this 
liberty can be enjoyed 1mder any form or government. Freedom can be 
, increased or lessened, but it cannot be taken away by any single re .. 
gulation, change or event. Therefore, absolute phrases, such as 11a 
tree people", or 11a nation of slaves" or which speak · of a revolution 
as "the era of liberty" or the opposite, are understandable and ,true 
only in a relative sense. 
.d ... 
) 
11 Ibid. 
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Paley ax:plains the distinctinn between personal and ciTil 
libert1. A person mq live in a country where civil liberty i·s en-
87. 
' j078(1 to a V8'r'f ·high degree, and yet have his personal freedom taken 
from him because of some act which has broken the law. If his free-
dom is restrained in full compliance with the law, then his confinement 
is in the public interest, and his civil liberty-· has not been infringed 
upon • . The same would be true if a person were put in quarantine upon 
his retum to his home country after a visit abroad, for this temporary-
invasion of personal liberty would be in the public interest, as de-
termined by the national legislature. And if such instances of the 
extreme iI?-yasion of personal liberty are consonant with the highest 
degree of civ.i.l liberty, then smaller and less serious invasions are 
) even more justified if they are beneficial to the welfare of the com-
nm1 ty, to its peace and happiness. 11It is not the rigour, but the 
inexpediency or laws and acts or authority-, which makes them tyrannical.1~ 
There is another idea of liberty which Paley discusses, that \ 
......... 
which has to do with security. In this sense, civil liberty has not 
only to do with the absence of obnoxious and harmful restraints, but 
also with being tree from the threat of such laws in the future. He 
gives the ex:ample of SWeden in his own dq, where there had been a 
revolution. The cla:i m was made by those in pwsr that the people were 
governed by" the same laws as before, and by others wiser and more 
equ1.table. lrlhat then has been lost? A great deal, says Paley; the7 
have lost .iteir liberty. In the loss of their legislature, and in 
- . 
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the loss or deliberation upon pablic iasuea, the people haft lost the 
.. security that they tomerly had to restrain any attempts of the crown 
to harass and opress them. The loss ot such security is the loss· of 
liberty., "and this we pronounce a change trom the condition of treell8D 
to that of slaves." lh/ The same was true in the time of Henry VIII 
in England, when the Parliament-gave the king's proclamation the force 
ot law. This has properly been called 11a c01apl.ete and .formal surrender :1,· 
of the liberty ot the nation; and would have been so, although no 
proclamation.were issued in pursuance of these new powers, or none but 
what was recommended by the highest wisdom and utili t7. The security 
was gone •11 lL.5 / I! it could be expected that the welfare ot the people 
would be as studiously considered in the edicts or an absolute prince 
as in the laws passed by a popular legislature, then one could say 
that an absolute government guaranteed as much freedom as any democratic 
one. The implication, or course, is that a legislature, being closer \ 
to the people, has a higher degree of interest in the public welfare 
than does a despot, and ther~tore offers a greater security in respect 
to civil liberty. 
Paley rejects lesser definitions or liberty as not describing 
liberty itself, but only certain safeguards. Among these are the .fol-
lowing: that the essence of a person's freedom lies in being .governed 
only by those laws to which he has given his consent, or his virtual 
consent; the separation or the legislative and the executive departments 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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ot government; in being governed OJU.T by law; ,in being taxed onl7 by 
one's own representatives; in tree and honest election or represent&-
' 
ti Y88; and in d~ratic control over the nd.li tary forces. These 
datini tions really agree and do not contradict ~• another. Liberty 
'1181' be fenced in and protected by IIIBDY difterent forms, each consis-
tent with the truth and with each other. But too often definitions 
/ 
are framed which make essential to freedom that which is unattainable 
in actual experience, and only serve to infiama the expectations or 
the people, expectations whieh cannot be fulfilled. It is to be ex-
pected that a subject like liberty, vith its many and varied meanings, 
cannot be embraced in a single de.tinltion that will be in accord with 
social lite as it exists o Paley concludes w.1. th_ this statement: "That 
people, go.vernment, and constitution, is the freest, which makes the 
'-"~st provision for the enacting or ax:pedient and salutary laws." 161 
Paley shm1s a. high regard tor the liberty of the indi.vid1,a1, 
but it mst be a libert~ under law. Man in this world can experience 
greater freedom by virtue or the restraints.of the law. He also 
demonstrates the value of the security of man's personal liberty, a 
security guaranteed to bim through a representative legislature. He 
still holds to the right of revolution taught by JoJ:m Locke, but ~ 
when the advantages or such an upheaval outweigh the disadvantages. 
Tai.a will happen very seldom and oblt when the final plea tor justice 
nmst be made to a power beyond this world, i.e., to heaven. Pal91 
' 
in his discussion or civil liberty- shovs an insight into the laws ot 
.. 
" 
/ 
Works, p. 111. 
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hi1 ck;;, IIIUl7 of whl.ah ha termed uelaaa and obncn:Jou. Be advocated 
reform so that greater libert7 could be given to the Roman Catholids 
and Dissenters. Paley sometimes seems liberal and advanced in certa1n 
•tters that detirdtely' needed reform, and yet in others he lacked ( ... 
vision and foresight. For example, in regards to parliamentary electiona 
or I.D1' tampering with class privileges, he was thoroughcy' conservative. 
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY 
Paley's teaching concerning religious liberty must, be ap-
proached with an understanding ot the society in which he lived in 
lmgland. Since the dalfS of the Protestant Reformation the particular 
· form of Christiani ty taught by the Church of England had been the 
religion of the state. Btlara were ••ressed or merely tolerated. 
There had been persecution., torture and warfare. The toleration of 
Dissenters and Roman Catholics had grown, __ but fUl1 religious freedom /'-\ 
. . 
"-I was unknown in England in the eighteenth centU1'1 • t 
Paley favored the establishment of the Church of England, 
not on any distinctive mer-its of that particular church body, but on 
the ground of utility. 17 / Be says that when we compare the merits 
or the various religious establishments, we should consider them with 
oal.7 one view in ml.nd; whether th91 preserve and communicate religious 
I knowledge. An;, other ideas which would make the C~h an instrwnent 
or all,-.or the state, for its own benefit and prestige or for the 
npport of a particular torm or poliq of government, · OlLcy" debases it 
17 Works, P• 139. 
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f 
end leads to corruptiODS.anct.abases. 
"' 
This distinction of the Church from the secular state stems 
tl10ii the nature or Christianity i tselt, he goes on to say. An establish-
ment is not part of Christiani t,", but "OIU.7 the means ot inculcating ii.''. 
In ancient Israel a theocracy was established, but there is nothing in ,, 
the Christian scriptures to justify such a claim. for the Christian 
religion. No form of church govemmsnt was Ja:id down by Jesus or the 
earq apostles. Rather the offices of bishop~ presbyter and deacon d, ' 
were begun, to meet the needs of the time and for good order, with no 
thought that in the future they would necessarily" be the same. Who, 
could know what the constitution of the Church should be when Chris-p''·~·~ 
ti~ty moved from its primitive state to that or a national religion? 
And further, to give so~e authority to the mi.Dieters of a new religion 
might have so interfered with civil poliq that in' some countries its 
spread mi.ght have been severely" haq,ered. Therefore, the author-it,- t 
a ohurch established lies in nothi.ng else but its utility • 
"\ 
Such an establishment includes three things: a clergr that is ".,,.,-" 
separate trom other professions so that it can attend to matters 
... 
religious; a legal provision tor maintaining the clergy; and the limit-
ing of that provision. to a particular sect of Christiam t7. ,- It 8D1" 
one of these is lacld.ng, then there is no establilibmant in the norma:J \ 
sense. The defence of such an establiahmant rests on showing the utilit,-
ot each or the three parts. 
\ Can Christiauit7 be·wintaimcl in a ooantrT when t1iare is no 
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_ olero aet apart by pa.blio authorit7 to stwl7 and teaoh this relig:l.OD 
and to conduct its public worship? And tor this purpose mst tbe7 be 
allowed to perform their ministry as a Ml.c:,time profession to the 
a:clusion ot other ell)loyment? Paley gives an affirmative answer and 
tor the following reasons. Christianity is a historical religion, 
founded upon certain facts that occurred a long time ago in a distant 
'--.... 
country. Much of its authority rests upon its sacred writings col-
lected into the Bible, originally written in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. 
These languages must be learned. The maJ\Y' books and commentaries 
about C_hris~ianit1 IIIUSt be studied; the Bible, its theology, the histor.r 
or the Church must all be s't.udied. All this presupposes a specially 
educated clergy. Not aJJ, of course, will have the leisure and abilit," 
to pursue the scholarship necessal'Y' to maintajn and augment the great 
boct, ot learning that is a #t)>t Christi arri ty. Opportunity must be 
. ' ( ': 
given to mallf so that some· can qua, 1 fy tor such study, and their con-
clusions can then sately be _ accepted by the Christian co11111111Di ty. It 
there is no such clergy, educated tor their profession and allowed the 
leisure to stud;r, it is to be questioned whether the leaming i tse Jt 
wolll.d not have been lost, by which the records and writings of the 
faith are interpretedQ In addition, the public ~eaobing ot religion 
and the conduct of public worship caJl for qualifications other tben 
those ni table for other vocations in society. 
. . 
Paley is a stout defender ot the church poli t7 ax1 ,tent in 
Bngland. the country into districts or parishes with 
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a priest stationed there to teach religion and lead the people in 
worship is a substantial part or every establishment. The other , 
93. 
· varleties found in other churches are interior in comparison. He 
upholds the distinction of orders fomid in the Church ot England as 
· over against those churches which have all mi.nisters on the same level. 
He gives these reasons; that it keeps peace and brings subordination 
among the clergy themsel fts; that it corresponds ~nth the ex:i sting 
,. 
gradations in society, and brings among the different ranks a person 
f)f their own "class and q11al1ty;" and, in the last place, such a 
qstem attracts more men ot talent and offers inducements to those 
serving in the mnistry, because there are higher positions to· be at-
r, 
tmned. In a sermon preached in Dublin at the consecration ot his 
friend, John Law, as the bishop of Clonfert and Kilmacduagh, Paley 
defended tals distinction of orders into bishops, priests and deacons 
on the same basis or utility. When considering the Christian tai th 
as a whole, he said., one mst distinguish between the personal rela-
\. 
tionship which each Christian has vi th God and which acknowledges no 
subjection to mv human authority, and the society or believers, the 
Church, which requires the cooperation or many persons and so nn1st 
have rules tor its order and well being. Paley is concerned here 
primarily with the latter. In the former, the precepts of Christian 
morality and the basic articles of faith are, tor the most part, precise 
and absolute, and are of perpetual, 1miversal and unaJ.terabla obliga-
tion. On the other band, the laws governing the discipll ne, instnction · 
. .•· . 
... "1 
·,," 
:. ·., 
9ta. 
' . 
,. 
and government ot the co1111UD1t7 ot believers are so general and in-
detin:Jte that they allow adaptation to the situations in which the 
Church finds i tselt from time to time. Episcopal order is not de-
• 
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creed by the apostles in the New Testament as necessary, but rather, 
the apostles seem to allow tor ar,,y kind or constitution which the 
Church should find expedient to adopt. He concedes to other churches 
the legality of their systems as long as Christianity is truly taught, 
but on the gromlds of public utility maintains the advantage ot the 
English system. 
It an order of clergy is necessar,, and if they must be al-
lowed the freedom necessary to pursue their profession, it follows, 
than, that they ought to be provided with a livipg·trom their pro-
i· 
tession. Their maintenance can come only from two sources; voluntary 
contributions from the faithi'ul, or revenue raised by the provision 
of law. Paley cannot see any value or benefit from the tormer. It 
·, 
left on their own hardly any people would give any money to the 
Church. Even the zeal of a new sect would event11ally die down so tha\ .. 
few would contribute anything, and so such a method could not be relied 
upon. Ollher interests would encroach upon the duty of religion, or 
' 
reasons ot conscience would be found as excuses to be relieved of a 
public burden. If staying away from church would relieve their pocket-
books, or di$senting ~ the national religion would relieve them ot 
their share in its support, surely many would take advantage ot such 
an option, and thi.s liberty eventually would resul} in the decline ot 
11Dral1 ty and the forgettulness or religion. Only with difficulty 
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ooald Christian congregations be eetabliahed, and these, no 
· VOUld be tar apart. Preaching, in time, would become a tn,e of 
·· : .. , begging, with a subsequent loss or sincerity and dignit on the part 
,,-··;.~ 
~ 
of the clergy, who al_ 1 _ too often would become the victims of the wb5 ma 
ot their people or the trr~ ot 1q directors e Paley can see little 
or no good in such a system, and so it ·1.s axiomatic tor him that 
mim sters or religion should be supported ticom the public treasury. 
It such a course is expedient·, the next question to be con-
sidered is whether one sect or di vision of Christiani ty should be estab-
lished as the religion or the state and supported by it. This question, 
ot course, would not arise if- all were of the same religious persua.sion, 
and it o~t not arise if a religion broad enough to embrace the various 
disagreements could be agreed upon. When this is true, the comprehen-
sive religion should be made that of the state e When this is impossible 
because agreement cannot be reached concemi:ng doctrine, discipline, 
tQP-1-9 ot worship,· etc., then what to do becomes a matter of great im-
portance. The answer to the question is related to and really dependent 
upon how another question is answered: "In what way, or by whom, ought 
the ministers ot religion to be appointed?•• 18 / f the method ot 
patronage appointments coimn.on in England is to be c tinued, whereby , 
private j ndj vi.duals nominate ministers to districts and congregations 
where they are entirely unknown, some test must be given to such can-
didates, or else congregation ~' pastor mi.ght well hold discordant 
,.., 
18 WorksJ p. J.40. 
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opinicna and belieta. ·. Paley provides thla quotation. ot the laws 
Ot those whom we have previous1y pronounced 
to be fitly qualified to teach ~eligion., we 
allow you t@ sslect· @ne; but t1e d@ net allow 
10ll to deci4ia ~1hat rsligioo shall be estab-
lished in 0J. p~iffillar district @f the cmmtr.,; 
tor 1;1hich d@@ision yomt are no trl..ee .fi tt®d. by 
any qaalifications ~rYhi@h9 l1S a pri vs.ta patron, 
···;you may· Happari to possesso If it be neee~sary 
that the point be determined for the inhabi-
tants by any other 1,r.l.ll than their @vm., it is 
surely better· that it should be detefflned. by 
a deliberate resolution of the legislat1.Jllre, 
than by the ea~ in©linatian ot an indivi-
dual., by i1hon1 the right i~ purchased, or to 
whom it .. devolves as a mere secular. inheri-
tance., 19; 
Wherever such a," system of patronage is adopted, Paley- states, a 
national«religion,' or the legal preference for one sect over all 
others, nmst almost of necessity go along with it. 
'~ 
I 
.. 
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If the matter of the selection ot a pastor were lett to the 
people of the congregation, the_results would be no better, according 
to · . Paley. The va:eying opj.m ons ot the majorities would only bring 
in a succession of men or divergent persuasions - Baptists, Moravi.ana, 
\ 
Presbyterians, Catholics, Methodists would like]Jr f'ollow one another 
in• heterogeni ous parade that would arouse am mosi ties and cause con-
flicts to the detr9nt of the people's Christian faith and the good:. 
of the Church. On the1 other hand, ~t the appointment of ministers is ( 
\ 
' 
left to tr..a state, this differs very little from the establishment ot 
a national religion, tor the s~te will appoint ODlJ" those men whose 
religious persuasion is the same as i ta own. And so, b7 this logical 
1, Works, P• l.U • 
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' reaaon1 ng, . Paley inev.l. tabl.T concludes that a coantrT. must have a state 
religion o A clergy is necessary, 1 t cannot be supported properly except 
' I 
·by legal provision, and such legal provision cannot be constituted 1m-
leas one Christian sect is-preferred a~ove all othars • 
It such a national religion is to be established in preference 
' to all others, then soma test, by which the teachers of that religion 
can be distinguished from the others, would seem to be the logical con-
sequence. Earlier in his Moral !P,-d Political fkd,i?sop&, 20 / Pale;, 
has a brief article on subscription to ~ieles of religion, in which 
he states that the ':rai.rty=nine Articles of the Church of England are 
" 
not really ~cles of faith, but articles of peace. The bishop who 
receives the subscription is not the imposer, nor are the composers 
ot the Thirty-nine Articles. The imposer is the legislature of the 
13th Elizabeth, and it is this body's intention that the subscriber 
mst satisfy. The articles are di verse and open to interpretation, 
and there was no intention that thousands of men in perpetual. succes-, 
sion should agree on each and every separate proposition. The in-
tention of the authors was to exclude from offices in the Church 
(1) Roman Catholics, (2) Anabaptists., then powerful on the continent, 
and (3) the Puritans, who were hostile to the episcopal constitution 
,\ ! 
of the Church, and other sects which threatened the English es1;abliah-
mant~ Whoever fits into these categories should. not subscribe, nor 
8ZJ10D8 else who is not first convinced ·that he is satisty.Lng the.in-
tention ot the framers ot the Articles, 
ti) Works., P• 4S. 
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_ Bllt eYIID it such a teat 11 ·a necessar.r part of ·a state . 
. , 
.. 
·religion,··~it is also true that it has tumished such clmrche~ a.pre-.· 
tense to mctend, multiply and continue tests beyond the bounds of 
justii'ication. Creeds and confessions mar serve to bring peace and 
order, but they al.ways a:re· accompanied with. serious inconvemencies: 
"they check inquiry; they violate liberty; they insnare the consciences 
ot the clel"Q, by holding out tenq,tations to prevarication. 11 21; It 
does not matter ·h0l1 needed they were at the time of their formulation, 
,, C. 
0 
· as time changes the opinions of men on religious subjects, they become 
outdated and come to contradict the actual opinions ot the church whose 
' 
doctrine they 'pro.fess to elaborate. Often they proscribe sects and 
doctrines which have long ceased to be dangerous. such objections are 
not cause for the elimination of tests and subscriptions, but from them 
it follows tbat_ such tests and subscriptions ought to be made as simple 
and easy- as possible, that they should be modified from time to time, 
and that they. should go no farther than necessity requires • . ' 
B~ey1s approach to the controversial. test of contorDd.ty to 
the Chardh of ~land ,:,ms nmch more conservative and ireni c in his 
, 
Horal and Poli tieal Philosopk{ ~ his earlier one in "A Defence ot the . 
~auiderations on the Propriety ot Requiring a Subscription to Articles 
ot Faith." This writing was in reply to Thomas Randolph's pamphlet 
// 
/ ori tici.sing Bishop ~' s critique on the necessity of having qo aub-,., 
./' 
acription. 11:1 this po1emt4 work, Paley comes out very directl.7 ~ 
U Works, P• l.42 • 
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oppoai,~ion to su.bscription as oppresai va to religious liberty, the 
Thirty-nine Articles containing many 0 obacure and.dubious propositions' 
conrposed by several men over two centuries ago. The Articles are not 
· taken serioual,1' by most, he says, fmd do not serve to prevent heretical 
... 
· teaching anyway. He takes a liberal· view ot the whole matter,. feeJ:ing 
that truth will trl.n out over falsehood it left to have tree course 
vitlrln the Church. 
( 
,./ 
But let the church pare down her mccrescenciea till she comes to · this question; let her dis- " 
charge from her liturgy controversies ~connected with devotion; let her tlfJ' lrhat may be done tor 
all sides by i:rorshi.pping God in that generality~· -ot expression in irhieh he himself has left some points; let her dismiss many of her articles, 
and eonvert those tihich she. :retains into terms 
ot peace; let her recall the terrors she has 
suspended over freedom of enquiley'J let the tol-
eration she al.lffl'rs to dissenters be made abso-lute; let her invi. te men to search the scriptures; let her governors enCotirage the studious and learned of all persuasio.ns: = let her do this -and she tdll be secure of the thanks ot her mm 
clergy, and what is more, of their sineerl ty. A greater consent may grow out ot enquiry than 
many at present are aware of, and the fet,11 who, . after all, sha.JJ think it neeessaey to recede 
... from our eommamion., inll aekno1fledge the nec-
essity to be inevitable;~tdll ~espect the equity' and moderation of the established church, and 11 ve in peace with all its members. 12.,/ 
Once a state has established a national religion, how to treat 
those who dissent from it becomes an important question. To answer tbi a, 
Paley first brings up another question, whether the magistrate has any 
right at al J to interfere in •tters of religion. The right to provide 
? • Pale1, " ;,. Defence ot the Considerations on the Prop~ety ot -· Requiring a Subscription to Articles ot Faith,'' in WiJ Ji am Mead) f!J1, Memoirs 2£.·William Pal,x (Sunderland, 1809), Appenclix, PP• 40-41. 
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'I 
• 
public instruction may not be questioned, but the right to inflict 
penalties and restrain individuals on account ot religious differences 
most likely will be. Those who derive civil govemment from the soci~ 
compact are tree to say that r:,religion was excepted tihen the compact 
was made, which leaves these ·matters to one•s relation to God and his 
own conscience, since no commission or authority was ever handed over 
to the govemment or its magistrates. Paley does not accept the theory 
ot the social compact and this accompanying distinction of obligations. 
For him civil authority is derived from the will or God, and that will 
collected into actions of general expediency tor the public good. From 
this he concludes that the jurisdiction of the magistrate is limlted 
only by the considerations of public utility. In other words., he ~ 
interfere in any matter which is conducive to the common interest. 
There is nothing in the nature or religion which exempts it from gov-
ernmental interference when the safety and welfare of the cormmmi ty 
are at stake. To those who argue that since religion is concemed 
with the life to come and so lies beyond civil jurisdiction, Paley says 
that such jurisdiction only pertains to temporal affairs. Legislative 
action and judicial sentences cannot attect one's salvation. They can 
, depriWJ~; one of liberty, of property, or even of life i tao.t because 
or his religion, but in so doing one still cannot say that they have 
acted outside their proper jurisdiction, because what has been done has 
been done in the best interests or the common welfare according to the 
judgement of the legislature in passing·· the-4aws. Since the precepts 
_ot religion mq enter all the walks of lite, exemption troa the law on 
" 
... 
r, 
f'. 
f. 
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I 
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,, 
. " . 
' the baeie ot religious conviction could break down all civil 
11, .. 1 authority over the conduct 0£ the people. '*Religious liberty is,. 
like civil liberty, not an inmnmi ty from restraint, but the being 
restrained by no iaw, but what in a greater degree conduces to ~ 
" public welfare o 11 23; 
This still does not 1et aside the biblical injunction "to 
obey- God rather than man." The ri.ght of the government to enact 
101 • 
laws, and the duty of the citizen to obey, in matters or religion, 
might be very different, and will be so whenever they come from dif• 
terent understandings of what is the divine will. In civil matters 
this difference seldom occurs • But when human laws regulate religious 
matters, such as the method of worship or l;he prohibition of certain 
articles of faith, they are liable to clash with what some ·believe 
. has already been set fort)! by God in his revelation. In such cases, 
a person cannot excuse himself from obedience ibe God, no matter on 
which side a mistake has been made. And this applies no less to 
\ 
\ 
matters of a temporal nature than of a spiritual, where there is 
found to be an inconsistency between the commands ot the magistrate 
, . 
' 
. and what is felt clearly to be the will of God. Paley admits that 
one .mlght deduce from his maxim that the ~gistrate has the right to 
interfere in religious matters whenever it appears to him to promote 
the general happiness., that it would be the dut1 ot the highest mag-
istrate, i.e. the prince, to enforce his own religion upon his sub-
jects. But this is noho. 
2J Works, p. 143. 
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The magistrate.must renect whether what he does proaot11b1ppine1a 
generally and generally tends to that end. If he exercises his 
right to enforce his_religion on his subjects, he. must. not only 
consider whether this religion best promotes their eternal welfare, 
J 
not only whether his methods will lead to state establishment ot 
that religion, but also whetber what he does· will set a general pat-
tern which will induce other princes to follow S'IJi t. Will such 
policies on the whole and in the mass of instances further human 
salvation? It the magistrate feels that under him the exercise ot 
this right leads to the general salvation and happiness of his sub-
jects, and yet feels that unde'r another ruler the exercise of this 
right might lead to opposite results, then he would be bound by 
• 
the rule to retrain from exercising his authority. What might in 
hts hands be an instrument ·for promoting the general happiness, 
might, if accepted as a general practice, become dangerous and 
harmful. It is the submission of one general rule to one which is 
·' 
more general. 
• I . • 
;.. 
To what degree should the secular laws interfere with• 
matters of religion, and what form should they take if the results are 
to be beneficial? Paley enunciates two maxims. The first is that 
any form of Christianity is better than none at all, and secondly, 
~ 
that that system is best whi.ch is the tru~sto As to the first, he 
. r 
., 
'feels that there can be no dispute, for all types of Christianity 
teach that there is a lite after death wln.ch rewards and punishes 
according to the faith and life lived .here on earth, and that de-
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i . 
. t.l.nitions ot virtue ftr7 little. A persbn who lives according to auch 
" 
teachings, even though oombined with many errors and vsuperstitions, 
will better be able to advance his own happiness and that of societ1 
\_ 
. 
than by any other way. As to the second, the important thing is 
whether a religion will lead to salvation in a future lite, and onlJ" 
.. -.--; 
a religion coming from God can do that. Other religions can be framed., 
but where will the:, lead? No matter what other quali~~s a religion 
, 111&1 possess, it must have authority, and that can come only trom God. 
The true religion has the truth, which is or God. 
l 
·The inference trom the first maxim is that when the state, 
enables its people to learn some form of Christianity, provides teache•• 
: tor that purpose and pays the cost, i.e., when the state establishes 
a national religion, it exercises a power and an interference which, in 
1 ts general tendency, will pro~te the best interests of its citizens. 
Even i.t the particular brand or Christianity which the state espouses 
is erroneous and cornipt, this state of affairs is better than the 
? 
other altemative, no religion at all. A.lid Paley goes on to ex:press his 
opinion that the ruling magistrate should not impose his religion upon 
the people, but allow the religion ot the people to remain established, 
since this will bring better results in the long run, other factors 
being equal. 
Paley determines the case tor dissenters by the above prin-
ciples. Toleration., he says, is of two lclnds, allowing them to prac-
7 
tice their religion unmolested but excluding them from offices in the 
. . 
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' 
gowrmnmt ot the· state, and complete toleration which allows them to , 
- -hold ottice. The allowance_ of. -each man to practice the religion which 
he feels in conscience bound to do ia deducted from the~ second proposi-
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tion which speaks of truth in religion. All religion ought to seek and 
' teach the truth. Intolerance and supression only seek to subvert the 
truth, since they try to standardize that . which has been decided b7 a 
~ 
... tew men. Greater succ~ss most likely would be attained it tree enquiry 
, .. were lett to separate indifi.duals. 
Truth results from discussion and from controverq; is investigated by the labours and researches of 
prl va te persons o lrfuatever ~ therefore, prohi.bi ts 
these, obstructs that industry and. that liberty, 
which it is the common interest of mankind to pro-
mote e I:n re)-1.;gion., as in other subjects, truth, it 
left to i tsf)lt, will almost alwqs obtain the as-
cendency. 24 / 
" 
Paley goes on to say that in a country where there are different religions, 
it there is full freedom, that which is the most reasonable and credible 
will gain over the others. Not that men will renounce their beliefs, but 
that gradually they will adopt into it the more rational doctrines, the 
improvements and discoveries ot the neighboring sect, and 10 bit by bit 
the worse religion will die away. 
In the admission of dissenters to public oftice, Palq holds 
to certain limitations. If religious opinion are held which are utterl.1' 
incompatible with the proper functioning ot the government, then ~he 
government has no choice but to exclude them. There have been certain 
Christian enthusuasts, he says, which have deni ed the right ot private 
\ 
'• 
2h Works, P• ~S. 
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property. Holl could such a one hold the office ot magistrate, where 
decision est be made concerning this . right? Or one who is a pact~· 
ticist., how could he be entrusted with a military connand and be 
• - •• •••- ___ ....... _ ..... ---~~--••••-•••" ___ ..,_ ..... H,R••-·-·--- • 
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• 
·' 
a general rule that religion, by its nature, should have no bearing 
upon whether a man holds a public trust or not. 
___ 
. r 
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.. 
~ey asserts that there are two cases where teat laws c~ ( ) 
. be justiti~d. One is where two or more religions are contend:ing tor \ 
the supremacy, and there seems to be_ no way to settle the matter., 
, except by gi vilig the one a decided superiorl ty in the legislature and 
government. He admits that he assents to this with 111any- scruples. 
. ' It the dissenters should become a majority of the people, then the 
establishment ought to be changed in their favor. If the various 
sects continue equally strong and no settlement is possible, then 
' perhaps some plan could be worked out in which the state favored and 
assisted all groups on an equal basis. This method, he admits, bas 
enormous difficulties. (In mentioning such an altemative, Pale, 
seems to be bacld.ng away inconsistently from his position that there 
J111Jst by all means be a state establishment.) In all ot~r cases, the 
established religion will be able to maintain i tselt. But if a test 
be applied tor this reason, it ought first ot all to be applied to 
the ruler, the chief magistrate, himself., 
The second case, and more easily vindicated, is that in 
which a desire to overthrow the government is connected with a certa:J n 
( \ 
,; ,; 
, ... l 
':,, 
. . 
-religion. The state has •Yel7 right to mcclude trom its .government 
' ;. 
w ~.~ 
::; 
' ·;~ 
those who desire its destruction. And it there is no other wa7 to-
I :t lmow _ its enemies than b7 their religion, then the exclusion or thos~ -----~-------·---.. ·--~ ... --1. - •.. --- ......... ____ ,, ............. ·-· ·--- .• " - ............................ '.. .. -··· .. - - - - ---· ............. ,._ .. _ - .. - ..... - - -- . ' •. '···- ············--··-·"•"•'···-·· .......... ,_ ................ --
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.. r who profess that religion is perfectly justified. But it mu.st be 
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·--- ------------------- --- .. -~:-··:"'.'.·--~---:-··--------- · remambered .. tnat· 1·t ··:1. s not against the -religion itself that such a 
.., 
,, , ..... 
test is directed., bu.t against the political principles that happeD 
to coincide with the religious ones. If another means becomes 
possible to determine who the enemies or the state are, then an• 
test should be .applied and the· religious one dropped. Paley here 
is th:l.nking primarily of Roman Catholicism and jacobitiam. It ia 
' 
. not again11t 11popery" that the law is directed, but against that reli-
gion as a mark of jacobi tism; "an equivocal indeed an.d ta.llacious 
mark., but the best and. perhaps the only one., that can be "devised. 2? / 
This connection was accidental in origin, and so will be temporaey, 
' Paley thinks. When this connection no longer is real and the danger 
no longer visible, the test should be abolished immediately. 
Paley summarizes governmental interference in matters ot 
religion thus : 
-·· 
... 
-
That a comprehensive national religion, guarded ,·, 
by a,few articles of peace and contormit7, to-
-gather with a legal provision for the clergy 
of that religion; and mth a complete tole~ation 
of all dissenters fflm the sstablished e~ch., ·. 
without any other limitation or exception, than 
what arlses from the eoajuneti~ @f dang@r@US 
poll ti cal disp-osi ticns id th @e1ftain !feligious 
tenets; appears to be, net only the InOat just 
and liberal, but the wisest and safest system, ~ , ~h:Lch a state can adopt; inas1111ch as it md.tea 
./ 
2': Works, P• 147•· 
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·· · the aaveral perfections which a religious 
constitution ought to aim at: - liberty or 
an,1science, with means of instruction; the 
progress or truth, m th the peace of societ7J 
~ t~g=b~ep:!;:~;. j-.,ement, with .~ ~~ ___________ _ 
" 
-····-·-·-.. ----·----~- _____ ..... -····--·- ._ ···----·---··--·----·-···-···-··---·Palq __ shows __ himself __ to _be __ rather ____ liberal __ in_._ hia ___ religiou ___ Ti~-·-------------------·----
. . 
.. 
' 
' ' 
. Be holds ·to the orthodox Christan doctrines, bUt his iJlterpretation of 
·' 
them is rationalist and utilitarian. He is verr broad in his interpreta-
tion of the Thirty-"'.Nine Articles of the Church of England, regarding 
them as articles of peace rather than as a confession of faith. Palq's 
lati tudinarianism finds room for those who hold a different view from 
' his own, and so in the matter ot ·toleration he does advocate retora. 
'ti 
However, he holds that the state should support an established religion 
tor the general welfare of the public. In t'act, he saw little to 
I 
criticize in the established Church or his day, defending it as it ,ras 
' 
as· one of the chief bulwarks of English society. This \mCritical 
acceptance of the Church was one ot the primary weaknesses ot Palq I a 
thought. \. 
THE BRITISH CONSTI'l'OTION 
-
or priinary interest to &n7 British writer of poll tical 
theories is the British constitution. This constitution is -one ot 
marvels of modern government and has served as a model for the con--
sti tutions of many other countries. Paley discusses the gradual growth 
;.. 
of the British Constitution, and then turns to the subject ot reform, 
26 Ibid • 
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a h1gh]7 conJovasial •tter in his dq. He discusses the purpose ot 
a constitution, and why he thinks the British one of his day so adnd.rabl.7 
suits the needs ot its subjects and is worth preserving. ·Finally, he 
outlines the places which the ·crown and the two houses ot Par~ament 
hold in the .i--amework of the constit••t.a ftft 
__ ......... ---- ----- ·-··· .. ·---... ··---............. , .. ·--·------·-· · , --,-
.,.. ,... ·.L~··· .... . ......... -·· -· -·· -. . ...... . .... -- - ·-··-· --· ·•"'"' -· ---..-~ .... -~. . - -.. ·-·-- ··-·-· ....... ·······- --.. _. .. -~-- . . ... . .. .. ·-. ~ -· . . ... .. .. . .. . . . . -- . . . . . .. ......... -.. ,, - _, ... ··-. ""·. ..... . -
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Paley begins this discussion b7 defining what a constitution 
1·a. He says it is that part or the l.air of a country which designates 
the form ot the legislature, the rights and functions ot the legislature 
and the :form, work and jurisdiction of the courts of justice. The 
constitution is the one, maj:0r section or the whole body of 1•, dis-
tinguished from the rest only by the greater importance of the subj-
ects that it covers. "Therefore the terms constitutional and un-
-constitutional mean legal and illegal." ;',": 
In England, the system of public jurisprudence is made up o;f acts of parliament., of decisions of courts of law, and of iIDmemorial usages; conse-quently s these are the principles of t-uhieh the F.nglish constitution itself eop.sists, the sources from which all o-u.:r knoi..-1ledge of its nature and limL tations is to be deduced, and the authorl ties to which all appeal ought to be made, and by which every constiiutional doubt and question can alone be decidedo J/ 
. 
Some writers confuse what is constitutional with what is expedient, 
saying a certain measure is unconstitutional if it is, in their opinion~ 
dangerous or harm!ul. On the other hand, others hold the constitution 
to be a transcendant, JI\V'&tical authori t,y that came into being in some 
·: manner other than· that of ordinary laws. In England an act ot Parlia~ 
ment, strictly speaking, can never be unconstitutional. But in a 
._ , "lover sense" an act 1111,1 be when it works against, contrad1 eta or 
rt Works, P• llh. 
•. 
\ 
\ 
.. 
. ,, . 
tencls to ·defeat \he provisions ot other laws which regulate the form ot ~<; 
. -,; ;_ 
govermnent. Even lfhen the Parliament of Henry VIII· nd.sused its trust 
and gave to ihe king o s proclamation the torce ot law, tJ.ds act was . , 
-- - ------- . . -------~-------"'! unconsti tutionaJ only in this · 1atter sense. 
According to. Palq most writers on the subject ot the 
- . ' p' 
· British constitution treat it as a scheme ot govemment that in prev-
ious years was planned and set up formally according to that plan. This 
, 
results in. phrases such as "first principles•• and "original puri.t7." 
But such is not the casee Never in the history of England was its con-
stitution framed by any man or assembly and adopted as the binding law 
. ot the land tor posteri t7 to obey. Between the reigns ot Charles I and 
I 
Charles II projects of this sort were attempted but never executed. The 
.. Great Charter and the Bill of Rights were efforts to secure indi vi.dual 
rights against abuses by the crown, but were onlT~modif'J.cations ot the 
(J\ 
existing constitution. The constitution or England grew out of the needs 
ot the country at various times, from national policy and from the in-
terests, successes, failures and struggles or the different/ classes and 
parties ot society. It resembles an old ~sion that has been altered 
C 
'~ 
and added to from time to time according to the tastes and fortunes of 
the various owners. Here we look in vain- tor elegance and proportion., 
but instead see a structure which perhaps atm1Ses the oxµ.ooker more than 
'-
~ ---· 11_ 
it aocomodates the one who lives within. 
When it comes to matters ot reform, Paley has tb:La to 
-,. We shoald not look to ideal forms that cannot be attained, but to 
the ·pruent constitution with the idea in mind "that perhaps a better 
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ene can be obtmned. Whan _this iir done there is ·a greater likl1hood 
that a conservative person will be more willing to change existing 
institutions. Also the person ot iurpatient ndnd will not rash to -
hasty and false conciusions. Political innovations comonJ7 bring 
after effects that were never intended. In fact, these cons.equeDces .-
- otten turn out to be the most important and tarcareaching, whether tot 
~,-, •. .,~ • .•• '1 
good or ill, even though they had never even been thought of. It is 
. from such silent and unobserved operations progressing in subtle ways 
. \ that the greatest revolutions rise. For example, when Queen Elizabeth 
encouraged and regulated trade by many wise laws, she did not realize 
that along with weal th and industry she was building up an inner 
strength and independent spirit in the people that would not long 
tolerate, within the form of a mixed government., an arbitrary and 
despotic prince. The same is true in regards to a standing arll\V'• 
laittle else occurred to the minds ot those who advocated an annual bill 
to ma1nta1n and govern a standing army than the fact that temporaJ7 ·1aws 
. . 
' would ettecti vely ma:J ntain a control over the most dangerous prer~gati ve 
which the cro,m possessed. In effect, however, this single measure has 
altered the whole frame and qua11t7 of the British constitution. In a 
world in which both internal contingencies and foreign relations make 
the existence 0£ a standing army imperative, Parliament, by withdrawing 
such support, can enforce its will on any other subject, because it 
now becomes too dangerous and impracticable tor the king not to give 
bis assent to any bill that has received the approval of both houses. 
• A head-on clash between the crown and. Parli81181lt can only result in the 
·-·' 
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dissolution ot the govarwnent. Another -.mple is the granting to 
the crown the privilege ot appointing people to public service. Ho 
doubt those who gave this constitutional grant had no more in mind t~ 
all owing the master the choice ot his servants. Thq did not realize 
that with the growth and increased responsibility of government this 
grant would add great influence to the regal office to the extent of 
' 
changing the character of the constitution. The modem world realizes 
~ an extent not dreamed or by our ancestors that patronage is power, 
and . that he who has a sufficient amount to give to those seeking weal th 
and infiuence, will direct the_ management of public affairs, in spite 
o( various limi. tations to his authority. The most important an~ per-
manent effects in politics, Paley concludes, are those which are inci-
. ~ dental and untorseen. He states this in order to te~ch that changes 
ought not to be entered into 1'Wi thout a comprehensive d.i~cemment of 
. 
- 28/ ' .. . 1 . 
r . 
the consequence9t" - . · b9th immediate and remote. 
Paley goes on to say · that a godd constitution has one 
end, the happiness of its subjects. But there is another, end that 
either a good or bad constitution has, and that is its own preservation. 
J.rrr form of government ¥0U].d be detective if it· did not provide tor 
its own preservation. Any form of government would be defective it it 
did not provide tor its own permanenc7, and such provision to Paley is 
a:pedient, and he accepts any law which is necessary or is conducive 
' 
I, ~ . - - ~-. - --
to the preservation of the constitution. But this reWns true only 
so loiig as the constitution is worth preserving, that is, until a. 
,. 
better one can be substituted. There are JD8.JV tb1ngs in the British .,.,·' 
28 Works, p. 116. 
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oansti tution, as in all others~ that can be accounted tor and Tlnd:1-
.. . 
cated solely because they tend to keep the gove~t in its present 
state and provide certain powers for its various divisions. Such a 
consideration, however, mst be kept subordinated to another - 0 the 
value and usefulness of the conati tution i tselt •" 29 / . 
Paley then enumerates a n11mber of things which, 
. the British constitution, he thinks provide tor the best interests of 
;. 
its subjects. As was his habit, Paley idealizes the constitutional 
frame ot his t~. Every citizen is capable of being elected to the 
Parliament and there discuss the issues before it; every district can 
- / 
elect representatives to bring to the attention ot the legislature 
the desires and problems of that district; by setting up different 
qualifications in different places in order to vote -tor the members , 
of the House of Commons, each order and profession in society becomes 
virtually represented; the elections are so connected with the in-
fiuence of landed p~operty, that it is a certainty that men with great 
wealth and estates will in considerable numbers be returried to Par-
liame!lt; the number, interests, quality and variety or such 'men, and 
their temporary tenure, are a security to the public of good govern-
\ 
ment; such represen~tives ~ so dependent upon public favor that 
they can only rise to prominence if they work for laws that are in 
the public interest; their own interests are so intertwined with those 
or their constituents that laws that favor the one do the same tor the 
other. In add1tion, to provide tor a stable and peaceful societ7, 
the executive branch of the government has been entl'UBted to a hereditar, \ 
• Ibid. 
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' ' k1ng with J·1mted power. In the promtiOD ot the beet interests ot 
-· .. 
· the country· and the empire, Paley- say~, the inclinations ot the 
people and the king usually coincide, and as a ~esult, the constitu-
tion··entrusts the regal office ·wlth a gr8at deal ot power. There 
are two chiei'1 ·dangers, taxation and punishment. To safeguard the 
former, the constitution provides that tax laws must originate in 
the House of Coinmons, the assumption being that this p pular assemb:cy-
will not tax themselves nor their constituents mmeces arily. To 
safeguard the latter, the p0t1er · ot the crown and the ap~~d mag-
istrates is restricted by definite limitations. Among these are the 
right of trial by jury where the crime was committed, the existence 
ot impersonal laws which det'ine the lintl. ts of punishment, the writ 
ot habeas corpus to protect against unjust confinement, and the 
special protection of the accused in cases of treason. 
Looking _then, secondly, at the manner in which· the 
' 
c~sti tution has provided tor its own preservati-on, we find this set 
up in tvro things, a balance of power and a balance of interest. By 
~ 
a balance of power is meant that there is no power granted to one 
part of the government that cannot be checked by the action ot another 
part if there is excess or abuse o Thus the power ot the twcrhOUSes 
of Parliament to frame · 1aws is balance by the veto power of the klng • 
' . .._ 
On the o~per hand, this negative power is checked by Parliament's 
privilege of refusing to supply money £or the king's admi.nistration. 
The m,arlm, ~'the ldng can do no wrong,'' is balanc~d by·· the maxim that 
the king I s ml.nisters are liable to pmlishment according to law when 
' 
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thq CarTf 011t illegal acts ot the crown, and also b7 a subsidiary rule 
which states that the. acts of the crown have no legal force until they 
are authenticated by certain of the .highest officials. The balance ot 
interest, i;-rhich goes along with and g:tves efficacy to the balance of 
power, lies among the three estates of society, any two uniting to 
resist any encroachment on the part of one. If the 1d ng should try to 
?:) 
.... i 
extend his own authority by lessening the power and privileges of the 
House of Commons, the House or Lords would recognize the danger inherent 
in such an action so far as the independency of Parliament were concerned •. 
Arbitrary pmier is no ·less destructive to the prestige and position of 
the aristocracy than to the liberty ot,the general populace, and in order 
to prevent their becoming merely part of the. court pageantry the nobles 
would resist the crmm if it sought to unbalance the constitution in 
this way. On the other hand, if the House of Commons should move against 
·' the crown to take from it its distinc~ prerogatives, the House· or Lords 
would resist such undue exercise .gr popul~ patfer. There is &:natural 
at.tini ty between the nobili t7 and the monarchy, from which they receive 
their own distinction. For noblemen there is the a:llure ot court life 
and a conunon hatred of equal1 ty and all levelling processes. Last or 
all, if the nobility sough:t, to raise itself to the ancient, feudal super-
iorities, both the king and. the people woul.d recall how the former had 
been insulted and the latter enslaved, and would unite to suppress such 
a mvement. 
Paley looks further, now, into the use of the House ot 
Lords, as part of the c~titution. He gives three: the giving ot 
' •I' 
. . -
peerages as rewards tor public service, to secure the stabili t7 ot regal 
"· 
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us. 
government by perpetuating a class that is naturally al J ied to its 
interests, and to hold back_popular feeling when it becomes too ad-,, 
vanced. Opinions and passions are easily circulated and aroused among 
,' the masses or the people, and to control them they 11111St be divided. 
A means to this end is a hereditary nobility, the D1Smbers ot·-whtch ·are·---·· 
, ,. 
s 
- f not so subject to popular prejudices and who will resist the claims 
.. - ' 
and ci,esires of their "inferiors in rank. 11 If the voice of the people 
were always the result of reasonable renection:Jon the part ot even a 
' 
small percentage, or if they would hold fast to tlfeir judgements once 
formed, then a superior order woul~ not only be unnecessary.but wrong. 
But such is not the case. The generalr1populace has too easi:cy- been 
aroused by crafty leaders, and wise counsel has too often been re-
pudiated. The time might come, Paley thinks, wl1en the commonwealth 
. will be saved by the reluctance of the nobility to yield to the cap-
rices and tumult of the common people. This is not to say that the 
nobility does not have prejudices of its own. It only says that their 
prejudices are different from, and tend to counteract,'' those ot others. 
" 
The need tor re.form in the manner of sending represen-
tatives to the H~se of Commons was well recognized in the latter part 
• of the eighteenth century. Paley was no exception. He called it a 
t 
"flagrant incongruity in the constitution." 
The House of Comm.ans consists ot five hundred 
and ... fiftyc::ieight members, of i1hom two hundred 
are elected by sevcen thousand constituents; 
so that a majority of these seven thousand, 
without~ reasonable title to superior weight 
or infiuenee in the state,_ nmy» under certain 
circumstances' decide a questisn against the 
~- .,. 
opinion of as IDa-ey Dti.llions. 'J / · 
Works, p. 120. 
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Bllt he hat reaer,ations about reform when he looked .turthar. Ie the 
evil so great as to justify the danger of experimental changes? 
' 
-
~rst of all he makes it pla1 n that in speaking ot reform, he is not 
' 
. ' 
dealing with those who want to change the .form ot government, ~t onlT 
I 
s,. 
with those who wish to alter the form of ·representation and still re-
tain the present form ot the constitution. Those who ~vocate a re-
. public have· a very strong case to support their claim tor more equitable 
representation, tor if the monarch;y and House or Lords were done away 
with, "the present disproportionate representat~on would produce nothing 
but a confused and ill-digested oligarchy'. 1131/ In addition, Paley 
ftft'Pli,\.ses those who insist that representation is a natural right. It 
·> 
_;;,, 
ght, he says, oi1ly· in so far as it contributes to public utilit7, 
leading to the passing of _good laws and ·their just_ administration. 
Therefore, if men are returned to the legislature, who by their q11aJi-
•' 
tications are the most likel.7 to produce such laws, what does it matter 
·fl 
who sent them there? Will better representatives be sent to Parliament 
it the &y"stem is changed? ~o, says_.~aley, and therefore we should ex-
amine well what we have and the r~ts that are being produced, before 
we hasten to make reforms that may be unwise and unnecessary. Whatever 
t.b:9 present defects may be, it secures seats withou~ tail to men of 
. great weal th. From the boroughs mixed types · of men with conJJpi.cuous ~.-
abilities from. the professions and other walks of lite are returned. 
This is to be expected, tor when boroughs are sold they- are moat like]T 
to be bought by men who can make the, best of the bargain; or when t~ 
the proprietor will find that he is 
31 Ibid. 
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consulted about his own interests. If the nobility make certain ap-
. ' 
pointments to seats in the House ot Commons, this onJ.T serves to build 
up an alliance between the two houses, yet keeping the governing power 
• 
in the Co111nons where it mt.ght not long stay if so powerf)ll and wealtq 
' 
a group as the peerage were denied means of making their infiuence felt. 
A tew boroughs that· ,lie at the disposal of the crown can be tolerated 4 . 
without any danger. When examined in this way, parliamentary repre-
sentation, in spite or its faults and .contusion, is still to a large 
degree popular. "The representatives are so connected with the mass ot 
( 
the conmnmi ty by a society of interests and passions, that the will of 
•:%-.:· 
.. \!I,,; ' 
the 'people, when it is deternd.ned, ,cpermanent, and general, almst alwqs 
at length prevails.,, 32 / 
-
The desire or those who want to retorm the British constitu-
' ~ tion center chiefly in ways to lessen the infiuence of the crown. 
Paley thinks that the best and quietest method would be to reduce 
directly the patronage of the crown. Br law the nwuber and value ot 
the offices lett to the disposal of the king could. be held within cer-
tain limits. But even here caution must be exercised. Men elected to 
popular assemblies can become subject to many desires which tend to 
obstruct the conduct of public affairs, including the love of power,env, 
' ' 
faction, impatience ot control and the secret pleasure of mortifying· 
great men or ot dispossessing them. In government there rmist be some 
.. 
means of counterbalancing this. No one, not even the friends ot regal 
government, want to see a retum to the times when,the king ruled by 
force and intimidation, but neither do we want to see unlindted par-
liamentary control that could rather easily- swing the country over to 
... 
32 Works, p.· 121. • I 
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Pal97 g1 vea as an example ot this the attitude and 
" 
actions of the colonial assemblies in North America., which possessed 
naich of the same kind of powers as the House of Commons. However, 
.,~ere was no corresponding patronage ot the king and government in 
', 
the colonies i-1hich could build up attachment to the mother. country and 
counterbalance the restless and separatist spirit or these assemblies. 
\ ' 
As the result of c~ppro~cations, the tide ot this spirit could not 
be stenned, and so the colonies declared. their 1n4epend.ence and were ,lost. \ 
' . 
Such an example will have great weight with those who are satisfied with 
the present frame of the British constitution and who count stability 
°''.., 
as a cardinal virtue of any government. 
• 
-~:;., 
Paley brings out clearly the .fact that the British Constitution 
~ 
:\.._ 
grew gradually out or, th~ needs of the country and was not formally 
written and adopted at a definite time in history. He shows a strong 
' interest in preserving the basic institutions of govemment as set ~P 
bf the eonsti tution in his day, believing that the checks each one has 
upon the other are good and preserve the liberties of the people. But 
in his eagerness to uphold the British ~onsti tution Pal~ slips into 
' the error of believing that reforms which even he admits are desirable 
, 
will not help make better government. He leans over backward to applaud 
the political sagacity or the landowners who wield the power and jus-
tifies their election from the rotten boroughs. In this he is at one 
. -\ 
with Edmund Burke, who also had little regard tor representation on 
a .:Ji'Dilerical. ,basis. The important th:ing to Barke was that the class ot 
property owners be represented, and this public-spirited minority cpuld 
. 
. 
. 
,I 
conduct parliamantarr govermnent, which the people were generalq willing 
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to tollow, with parliament .. ma:inly a place where the leaders ot t~s 
l • ·) 
ld.norit7 could be criticized and held to account b7 their part,r in 
the interest of the comitr., as a whole. Burke and· Paley both were 
- I 
' 
apostles. of political conservatism. such conservatism did not always 
rule out change, but it did make change ~m.e:cy difficult when it 
disrupted the comfort.able position of the vested interests. For-
\ 
tunately there were others who believed dii'terent:cy, and who eventually 
_____________ ~- _________ ~~t abclut the needed parliamentary reforms. 
'· . 
THE Anm:NISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
We now look to Paley's teachings about the dispensing ot jUQc . 
t:i.ce under British law. The discussion centers upon the separation or 
the legislative and judicial functions or government, the independence 
. -
of the judges, the number of judges on a court panel and the matter ot 
0 
publicity. Finally, he takes up the matter of -concurrent courts and 
a supreme court, trial by jury, circuit courts and legal precedents. 
"The first maim of a tree state is, that the laws be made 
by one set of men., and administered by another; in other words, that 
the legislative and judicial characters be kept separate." 33/ If 
l'· 
, 
this is not done, Pale7 explains, and these offices are united in either 
one man or one assembl.1', particular laws are made for particular cases, 
• r 
.~J. 
\ 
otten with partial lmowledge and tor the benefit of pri.vate interests. 
As a result, justice is not served. But if the two branches are kept 
separate, general laws are made, with no partic1il,ar person or case in 
mind. Impartial application or justice is than possible. In Eng]end1 
3J. Works, p. 123. 
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• .f 
he aq1, the aaparation or the legislative and judicial functions ia 
ettectively provided tor. Parliament does not lmow the individuals upon 
whom the .lat1s it enacts will operate, and therefore it is able to con-
aider the general etf'ects of its actions. The result is impartial 
am. coJllllODly advantageous :a.a,;s ~· Once laws are passea/ the courts mast 
~ ,' 
a.bide by, them, tor the leg:i.slati ve· 'br~ch is by necessity the supreme 
, 
. 
power in the state, and will jealously see that its laws are carried 
out. This fundamental rule of jurlspru.dence is violated when t,here is 
. . . 
• 
an act ot attainder or confiscation, a bill ot pains· and penalties and 
in all e:x: post facto laws. Here Parliament acts as both legislature 
and judge. When reviewed and the results seen, Paley is convinced that 
it would have been wiser never to have deviated from the maxim. At 
least nothing but a clear and immediate danger to the state could 
justify a repetition. It is far better to ·1et a man go unpunished it 
' the law does not provide tor his punishment, than to break a fundamental 
rw.e that helps to guarantee the purit:y or public justice and the con-
tinuance .. of civil liberty. 
Another fundamental rule of justice, especially where the 
.. · 
govemrnent is a party, is the independ~ce ot the judges. Since the 
courts are a protection ror the subject against any illegal attack by 
the servants o:r the government~ his constitu;ional rights, the 
·> 
judges often become the arbiters b~tveen the Jdng and the people, and 
therefore ought to be independent of either or, what amounts to the same 
thing, equally dependent. upon both. If appointed by the on,, they 
should be removable only by the other. ~- This_ was the· poliey- which ~ 
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·~:possible the iq,rovement in the Br.I. tish constitution,/ by which the juda8f, 
. 
~ . ~· 
who before the Revolution served at the pleasure of the king, can nm, be· 
removed only by the concurrence or both houses of Parliament. To com-
. '\ 
. plete this independency ot the judges, their salaries ought to be fix 
and certain, and, in addjtion, so liberal in amount that they are abo 
' 
··bribes. SUcf .salaries will also hel~ to give their office and person 
a high degree of integrity and will provide an attraction £or men or 
J . . 
eminence in the profession or the law. 
A third precaution~uwhich Paley discusses is the number of judges. 
It 111st be small, he says, because a large group cannot deliberate with 
patience and attention •. In addition, outside :Lnnuences and prejudices· 
.'/'1•1 
' 
can 'tiork to a larger degree upon a larger group. And if there happens 
to be an unjust verdict given, each one in a large panel can divide the 
shame and shelter himself in them:ldst of the others. For this reason 
the judges ought al~1ays to be so f etv that they are conspie'tt(Q)Us to the · · 
public view and plainly accountable for their decisions. Paley prefers 
an even number to an odd number or judges, and four as the best. , Not 
only does this allow tor separate responsibility, but all cases .. must be 
decided by a majority of three to one. When it is remembered that each 
decision establishes a perpetual precedent, it can be understood why 
there should be such a strong majority. 
"' 
A fourth important rule, and one which ta equal to ~ other 
checks upon the judges, is that courts of justice be conducted in public, 
, J not only before the· people in general,. but also in the eyes o:t the whole 
ll protession of the law. The .opinion ot the bar will be impartial and 
will act as a guide to the public. , ·The most corrupt judge will fear the 
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.. 
censure ot bis peers· together vi.th the diasatiafaction d critiaiaa 
ot the people. 
It is better it there are . two or three courts ot concurrent -
jur.Lsdiction, Paley feels, for then a suitor can make a choice. This 
could be especially- ~uable when it is suspected that certain judges· 
are ignorant or corrupt. But when there are several coordinate and--- - · '·•. 
"' . ·r·· -:_} 
independent courts, . there should also be one supreme one to which al l . 
: 1'~~- I 
· \ ~ii 
' q-,..'t,., 
appeals can be made and whose decisions cannot be superseded. This is· 
' necessary for two reasons: to keep a uni.foml ty in the decisions of 
inferior courts, and to maintain to each a necessar.r limi. t to its jur-
isdiction. I£ there were no supreQDe authority, different courts might 
.t>;.::. 
make contradictory decisions which would be final and impossible to / 
. 
remedy. Such eon.t'asion is eliminated with a common appellate court. 
In addition, the interior courts from which the appeal.a are made will 
tend toward greater consisteney· with one another as they rely upon 
the decisions of the highest tribunal. Moreover, if' two independent~ 
courts cannot agree . upon the extent and boundaries ot t.heir jurisdic-
~ 
I tion, only an authori t,y which they both aclmowledge can settle the 
, 
matter. 
. . , I . Paley likes very ·,amch the system of trial by jury in English 
law. In this system *8 combined two kinds ot judicatures, one where the 
office of the judge is permanent in the same person and so known to all 
before th$ trial, and the other where the judge is chosen at the time 
of the trial and for then . only. The former is leamed in the law and 
chosen because ot his qual-J fications. But because he is known beforehand 
.. ~ t 
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and accesaable ~ both parties, there is ·the possibilit7 ot_ undue in• 
nuence or briber.,, and also the possibility that in cases-between 
----··-..__ 
- ' the crown and a subject he nd.ght be suspected of partiality tacmrd the 
_ .side which appointed him. The latter has the advantage of being in-\ 
• 
- - ---------·-·----"'···----··-··· ---·--·'-······· d:Ltterent as to the outcome of the trial, but,the disadvantage of being 
1ml earned in the la't·r. The English courts combine the two judj cature~ 
by forming a jury to try cases, assisted and presided over by a judge. 
••This admirable contrl. vance unites the llisdom 0£ a I fixed vi th the inte-,; 
gr:Lty of a casual judicature; and avoids, in a great measurie, the~-
conveniencies of both. 11 lb.; By this . method justice is most likel.7 . to 
be had, to the best interests of the individual and society. 
Because of the excellence or this method of trial, any devia~ 
tion i'rom. it ought to be watched over carefully and sanct~oned with 
caution and reluctance by the legislature. 
Summary convictions before justices ot the peace, 
especially tor offences against the game laws; 
courts of conscience; extending the jurisdiction 
ot courts of equity; urging toe tar the d.istinction between questions of latrl a.n.d matters of fact; -
are all so many infringements upon this great 
charter of public safety o 35 / . 
. . ' 
' I . 
~ I 
'However this may be, trial by j,iry is sometines found to be inadequate 
in the administration of impartial. justice. This happens chiefly in 
_cases where some popular desire or prejudice is likely to- interfere, as t 
.. where a certain order or gi,oup advances c~ against the rest of the 
. c9mmuni ty ( the clergy contending tor tithes, for example); or where a -
. 
certain group or men is disliked because of their profession (tax col-
lectors and bailiffs); or where one of the parties bas an interest in 
..i,,.• 
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1 1 t ( contests between landlords and tenants, or between lords ot manors 
· ·.-~··and .. holders ot their estates); or where the minds of men are inflanmed_ ' ~ 
I 
• 
.b7 political. dissention and religious hatred. Such feelings are most 
easily. aroused among the co1umon people, and it is from them that juries 
(t\are chosen. There is further dangeL;r in having the tria~ in the- county 
' 
\ ~ . 
where . the crime was conmi. ttetl, for it is easy for the people to have a 
prejudgement about the case. }-1:ore adequate justice could no doubt be 
obtained if the verdict were left up to the judges in such instances, 
it they could be . depended upon .to handle such enlarged powers with the 
same restraint as they have been accustomed to in the mixed courts. But 
I 
this, Paley feels, is too great a danger to be risked. The ·ei'tects ot 
\ 
local prejudice could be prevented., however, if the trial were al J owed 
to be moved· to a distant county upon ~~pplication. 
There is a distinct advantage in the use of circuit courts. 
"-• Having one or two central courts for the whole country makes the whole 
business· of dispensing justice t expensive and far too time consuming. 
On the other hand, local courts are cheaper to run and speedier, but 
subject ti&> ignorance and partial j ty. · The circuit courts help to keep 
justice impartial and yet inexpensive and quick by moving at regular 
intervals into the various parts or. the country-, and having preside ovwr 
'. 
them judges from the major courts who are unconnected with local feel-
1-ings and prejudices. such judges will naturally conduct themselves 
as they do in' the highest tribunals, and help to ma;jntaln a most im-
. 
. portant principle 0£ civil govemment, one law of the land in ever,. part. 
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Following this discussion ot ~1- make-up of the ·o~,. Palay~ 
.. 
" . ' . - ' . 
continues with his thoughts .on the rules that ought tQ. govem their pro-
·Ceedings. The main thing in this is whether or not former judicial 
decisions should be a factor in making current decisions, ;r-or whether 
such preced9JJ&ts should have· ·no place in jurisprudence, the court making 
•I ~ ' 
its decision purely on the ~asis or the facts of the case before it. 
,, 
Paley admits that to allow precedents once established to stand gives to 
) 
· the courts an authority that is equal to the acts of the legislature. 
But this is necessary for .. the protection of private rights, especially 
if such precedents have been confirmed by repeated adjudications, and 
Gt.:, 
should be set aside only if there was a clear error or an act of dis-
,,. 
,-
honesty on the part of the court where the case was first decided. He } 
gives two reasons for this allowance of precedents. The first is that 
' judges will be bound by positive rules; the second is that a person ma.y-
.. 
know beforehand how to act and what to expect when"his legal interest 
is involved. If judges were so free that they did not have to conform 
in any way with the decisions that their fellow jurors had made, it··~ 
would aJJow them a latitude of .judgement that would be highly dangerous. (.J • 
Everyone has concealed partialities and prejudices that need to be cir-
cumscribed. There is no use in saying that Parliament can always over-
see and correct abuses. How can Parliament proceed when it has no 
acknowledged standard by which to judge what is right or wrong? 
But adhering to precedents so as to reduce the danger of par-
tiality, important as it is, is not the main thing.. Even more important 
is the tact that under any system ot law a citizen must expect that 
1. 
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' 
_- decision in · his oase which others have recei vecl in theirs when. the . 
·· oases are sind.lar. ·· There is no other way by which he can have some 
idea of how the court will decide his -case. To remove the authority 
. 
. -~- .. ' 
_ c,_t ____ precedents __ and. so ..... remoYe .... the----of .thj s .. ax:pectation----''-is--W--------~ 
entai 1 upon the subject the worst property or slavery, - to have no 
assurance ot his right, or knowledge ot his duty.,, 31> / The peace of 
' . fl 
the ·'cbuntey as well as the confidence of each indiv.i.dual requires uni-
,, ",> 
C, 
tormi.ty in court procedures. 
•• ·-lo 
.Nothing quells a spirit of litigation, like 
despair of success: therefore nothing so . 
completely puts an and to lalr-suits, as a 
rigid adherence to kn.mm rues of adjudication'. l 
Whilst the event is tm.ce:rtain, iv-hi.ch it ever T 
J1Ust be t'7hilst it is tm.c.®rtain i1hether former 
determinations upon the same subj eet idll be 
follat·jed ®Mtgl.avrcosui ts tdll be endless and 
innum.erable o o o lrfuen justice is rendered to 
the parties' only half the business of a court 
of justice is done: the more important pa.rt or 
its office remains; = to put an end, .for the 
future, to every fear, and quarrel, and expense, 
upon the same point; and so to :regulate its pro-
ceedings, that not only a doubt once decid~d may 
be stirred no more, but that the whole train or 
law-suits, which issue from one un~@rtainty, 
may die with the parent question. J!/:/ 
In concluding his discussion of judj cial precedents, Palay 
mentions two consequences that some often think regrettable. One is 
that in certain cases severe hardships result. In answer to this Palq 
sticks to his belief that the general good nm.st be upheld, saying that 
unitornti.ty in the courts is more important than occasional unfairness, 
in the same proportion as general uncertainty as to court procedures is 
a greater evil than certain injustices. The second· regret is the in-
q 
tricacy of the la't'1 as a science. To this Paley answers that the solution 
]6: Works, Po 126. 
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lieac in making the practice ot law a separate profession. . It prece-
dents mat be used then they must be ·known, and this is possible .ODJ1' 
.,, 
atter long and laborious study. 
'f 
Paley shows his concern tor individ~ rights under-the law ~ I 
. 
in condemning acts of attainder and ex post facto·laws, and he upholds 
the wisdom or an independent judiciary with trained judges· ·411d .. trial 
' I 
by jury. The justification of judicial precedents forms a large and 
/ important part or ~s thought on justice. In all, .·f~ey shows a c~e-
,· tal anaJ.ysis of the judicial patterns of his day, recogr4zing its 
merits but offering no criticisms. 
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CONCLUSION 
In th:ls th.esis we have looked at the· lite of William Pal97, 
·.his writings,. and some or his principle thoughts about, society and politics.· 
We have seem am.an who was a teacher,. scholar and author who wielded 
r 
considerable influence in his own d.q and for · a generation o~ more there-
after. He lived in a time of social and political ferment that brought 
forth revolutions or warfare and industry. Where did Paley fit in and 
what did he really accomplish?- We mi.ght say that he was one of the last 
leaders of an age that was fading and giving way to a new age or industry 
and politics. This is not to say that he was not aware of the ~hanges 
ij 
that were tald.ng place, but he did not fit into them very- well. His 
conservatism would not let go of those things that were holdovers .from 
. the past and let his mind grasp the spirit of the new age. Paley did 
break through to some extent and work for ·reform, for example in the 
matter of slavery, and he di4. speak in his writings 0£ the need to be 
open to change and so not allow the institutions of society and govemment 
to be so rigid that men are deprived of their freedom to the extent that 
_, 
open revolution is the only answer. Nevertheless, Paley still remained 
a man of his age and his thought for ~he most part sought to justify 
I 
eDsting conditions. Paley's thought was greatly .influenced by Locke 
and Tucker, and to some extent by Hmne. He was a rational utilitarian 
who upheld .:the Christian concept of God against deism and atheism and 
who used this utilitarianism to develop his system of ethics .and political 
. 
~cience. But he was shortsighted in his approach to the proble~ of his 
day an.d so did not bring ou~ any fresh ideas that could be picked up by' 
his contemporaries and applied to the problems. Rewarded with valuable .. . 
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livings and sinecures in 'the Church, he<5 possibly lived too oomtortab]J 
to let his genuine concern £or the poor bother him enough to see the 
failures and, injustices in the economtc system and speak out against 
~m. -He was content with the Church as it was, and so it remained tor 
othe~s to try to stir up the relig;tous :ferver of the people. A new group 
· .. 
. 
,, 
of rad1 cal utilitarians under the tutelage or Bentham was rising, and 
"\ 
it would be they who would spur on the country to reform. __ . 
But if' we adm:t t that Paley lacked the vision and zeal to become 
a part of the new age that began to develop as the nineteenth century opened, 
we should also adntl.t, that he had much to offer that was of great ~ue. 
/ 
~s was recognized by his contemporaries who bC>Ught his books and read 
his pamphlets and sermons. Paley was a serious churchman \who sought to 
... 
communicate the love of God as he saw it to his listeners and readers. ;:-
He helped to uphold high moral standards, stable government and justice 
for the people. Paley has been described as a systematizer rather than 
~ 
--~ 
.':----~ as an original thinker. This is 1argely true. But if Paley falls short 
.... '." 
in this respect, he ~pea help to make up for it in the clear exposition 
.. 
-
-· 
and well ordered presention of-ihi.s writings. He was a· great man who in-
nuenced other great men. .·His i1ea.knesses and inconsistencies are not 
/ 
~:• hard to see, but he had strengths that proved to be 0£ great value to 
the society in which he lived. We are aJ 1 prone to be unduly harsh in 
our criticisms because hindsight 'gives us, an advantage e vlilliam Paley 
. 
served( his Church and country well, but it remained for others to provide 
the kind of lea.dershi.p that would strengthen and revi.t.alize the British 
· nation. 
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APPENDIX. 
VARIOUS EDITIONS OF "PALEI' s wmmos 
The Principles 2£. Moral. and Political Philosoph,y was first 
ij 
,·,·\ published in 17850 A second edition appear,ed the tollmAtlng year, a 
.. .. .. .•.•.• .....! •• :..·:.-~....:.:C.:~ . ....:~..:.....:...;~ 
tifth in 1788, a seventh in 1790. The fifth edition corrected wa:,~ 
. ~ published in Dublin, .:Ireland, in 1793. By 1799 twelve. editions had 
been published in London, and during Paley's lifetime fifteen editions . 
. in all had come from. the press. Several editions. were published afte~-.: 
his death, a seventeenth in 1809, others in 1817, 1822, and 1824. In 
· 1852 there was a new puq~cation, with an additional dissertation and 
. ', . 
notes ~ Alexander Bain. There was anoth~~ edition in 1859 with an-
notations·by Richard Whately, Archbishop or Dublin. Th~ Moral and 
. -
Political Philos?PBY:was used.as a textbook in many private schools, 
' (/i' . -
. 
. -~ 
and for this purpose was usually condensed. One such shortened 
edi tio:D was edited by A.-~· Valpy in 1831. Another came out in New 
York the follatdng year, edited by B. Judd. 
·~ " f , . 
• 
Publications of the Moral- and Political PhilosopPY were issued 
not onl;r in England and Irelandj but also in tlie United States. By 
1801 there -was a fourtJ} American edition, published in Boston from the 
Twelfth British edition. The tenth American edition came out in 1822. 
Following that tpere were editions in 1824, 1825, and 1827. In 1832 
\ 
an edition "adapted for female seminaries, td th questions, i·ras published •. 
The condensation by A. J. Valpy appeared in 1835, published in Philadel• ~ , I 
phia. This edition by Richard w. Green was ;int~~ded tor schools for 
bO)'S or girls, and tor this purpose contained notes from "popular . authors" 
,and questions. There was another edition in 184S. Some indication or 
• 
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( 
41111 widespread use of ~s and other editions ot Moral and Political 
Ph:Llosopb,v can be gathered from a notation in the frontpiece: "Por. 
sale by the principal booksellers ~hout the United States." The 
same type of _book wa.s again publi.shed in 1860. As late as 1888, in 
t 
. ,Philadelphia, a republication of· the seventh American edition was is-· : .. ,.,,,~c,.•,a:c,,c.r_ .. ,.=,:~,-,.~·~,ccccc.c·· 
' sued. 
! • • .,: 
.. 
.1 
. 
' Paley's work was lmown also on the continent. A French 
translation appeared in 1817, ·translated from the nineteenth English 
edition. This is the only one listed in the Livre~ Impremes. ~ !! 
' . .
Bibliqthegue NatiCJnale. Also listed here is an 1841 edition in F.nglish, 
published in London. In 1788 a German translation was published in 
Frankfurt and Leipzig, entitled Grundsatze der moral und politik. 
' ,'.r 
Moral and Political Philosoph.y was widely read and brought·· 
about studies and comments on various subjects by others. A French 
. translation from the fourth edition was made· on the subject of the . 
., 
British Constitution, and published in Paris in 1789. ,.It was called·. 
Des Differentes Formes ~ Gouvernement ~ ~e Leurs A~tM!! 2!. 
Desavant!:Ses Respectif's, ~ !! Constitution ~W.~e !l ~~- !l Liberte 
Civileo The same year another translation ~ras entitled Reflexions sur ~ 
- G ~ 
. . 
1~1Establissement des Jures et sur 11Administration de la. Justice Civile 
--
· !! Crimlnel;}.e, from the same edition. In English R. Go Arr0v1sff.d.th lmote 
Doubts yPcn the Reasog ~ P.!:.• Paley Relative 12, the Criminal Law 
(n.d.). 
In 1796 was published Letters ~ Pal§', wlttch wa"' about his 
object!ons to a reform ,in the representation of the House of Commons 
. 
'\ 
and on his apology tor the influence ot the Crown in Parliament. Pal971s 
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arguments were in the chapter on the British Constitution. An 
-\ 
C 
!P!lz~i!;l_ 2£ Pt4!Y-'s Moral ~<! ~olit~~!£. Phil?.~£P.Jlt came out in a third 
edition in 1799, an4 subsequently t·Yent through six more editions in -
. 
the next tlfenty-fi ve years o A i-rork entitled Remarks 2!!. the Theory 2! 
' , ........................ ,. " ' . 
Morals appeared in 1800, whi.ch was an examl.nation of the theoretical 
parts of ?-feral .an~. Political Phi~~~ophz. Tpe following year E. Pearson 
wrote Annotatio~s ~ the Practical Part 5i!: Paley's, Moral and Political 
Philos*o In 1810 Basil l!ontagu published a work called !!1 Examination 
ot Some Observations (made in the House· of Cormt10ns). This was eon-
earning a passage in::·~oral and Po,li tical Philo:sC>phy on the punishment 
... .... , ·=~ ... , c:i::e::=a~~,=:o c::======~--
ot death. The same year a latter in reply 1-1as published under a 
,_.--,,£.,···" 
' pseudonym. In 1813 and 1816 the Pamphleteer published an article on 
the Insolvent Debtor's Bill, with the opinions of Paley on imprisonment 
tor debt. Paley0! s teachings about the Sabbath were used in several . 
works. w. Cooper, in 1814, wrote !!l Inguir,y Into the Antigui.ty 2!. the 
.. 
Sabbath, ·using as ~s reference·' Paley's opinions on the subject. !. 
Brief !g>osition ·2!. the Origin, Design and Fulfillment 2!_ the Jewish 
Sabbath "v1as an abridgement from Paley's 1irltings, published by P. 
' 
.. 
Heylyn in 18~2. William Thorpe purports to show the fallacy of. Paley's ~ 
theory ot the Sabbath in hif 1856 work, call~. !a. A~t !!!_ Behalf ~ 
, I 
the Christian Sabbath. ·In 1827 there was a small .work tdth the title 
!. Consideration 2£ ~e, Palq's Remarks Respecting Forms 2! frayer. L. 
Wainevrlight published~ J{indication 2£, ~o Paley's Theor, 2!, r'LOrals in 
1830. A view of the British Constitution was published in 18.31s l·rhich 
was aimpl.7 an ~traction from Moral and Political· Phi,losopby. There 
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"' 
1181'8 two piblioati~a in. 1841. One vaa a Series !?!.Erudnation 
qpeations 2!!. Moral and Political Philosopp:r_, the other, Lectures !!!_ 
. . . 
' 
\ 
Pal.q ~ the Pli.n¢.Pl!, 2£ ~jorali1f!o In 18SS H. Christmas bad publi.1bed · 
~a Christian Po;µ_t;cs&. an essay on the text of Palq. . ·r. . 
r-· 
Paley9s nm major t~1orlt ,ms called Horae Pa11Jinae or The 
in 17900 Another edition came out in Dublin the same year, .followed · 
4 
by- the· third in London in 1796.,. Interest i"Yas shm-m in this work in 
Germany, for in 1797 a German translation was published in Helmstadt, c 
with remarks by Dr. C~ad Henke. By 1809 a sixth edition· had appeared 
in Bngland, and in 1822 and 1823 there 'H·ere two more. Evidently there 
mst have been ten editions by- 1821, for in that year a French transla-
. tion was published in Paris translated from the tenth English edition. 
There were further editions in 1840, 1846, 1850, i8SS and ·1877. About 
this· time the Horae Paul inae appeared as part or Ward and Locke's 
Christian Knc,wledge Series... An edition by Thomas R. Bi~ks was pub-
lished in 18SO, wi-th notes and a treatise~ In 1887 it again appeared 
in thc:i Ancient, and Modem 1Ai.br!!7 2!, 'l'heolog!cal;, Liter~ture~ Earlier 
~ ' 1. . •. • "'. '.. • 4~~..: • .Jl 
, .p 
in New York ttio editions had appeared, one in 1824 together ldth the 
,.., 
ClergyumnVs c~m2anion~ and the other· in 18,6. Several analys~s or ~he 
Horae Paulinaa i1are published. One came out in 1837. by c. Woodward, 
- ' 
with a second edition in 1850. J. Gorle published one ,dth questions 
iil 1867. A Synopsis of Paley's Horae Pa~e came out in London in 
1872.with portions prescribed for the Cambridge Middle Class au.mi.na-
tions. There wa,s another edition in 1879. The third major work. to 
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OOIII from the pen ot Paley was entitled, A View ot the Evidenoea 
. 
- - ' /1,> 
9! Chris~;~ty. It was published early in 1794 in three volumes, 
and again the sanie year in two, volumes. Five editions had coma 
. ' 
out by 1796, nine by 1803. Six yeus after Dr. Paley's death in 
180S a fifteenth edition -had been published.in London-and Edinburgh. 
:, 
A new edition appeared in 1817, one in 1820, another in 1822. By 
+831 another new edition was published in Cambridge with examination_ 
quest.ions and a tun_ analysis-.·- ,A new edition came out in 1848 
~l. 
1; ! 
with notes and a supplement by T. R. Birks. Two years later Evidences, /"1 ' -' 
together with Horae Pa~!? 1 nae, appeared in the same volume with notes, 
.. 
an analysis and a selection or questions_ from the Senate-House and 
College Examination Papers. There i-1a.s- an edition in 1851. In 1859 
an edition with annotations by- R. Whately, Archbishop 'of Dublin, .was 
"'-·.:>' ' 
~ -
published. Another new edition with notes, appendix and preface bJ ~ 
/ ~ 
E. A. Sitton came out in 1872. An edited edition with a fife ot 
Paley, notes and introduction by F. A. Malleson was published in 
IDndon in 1878 as part of Ward and Locke's ·Chris~ian Knowledge Seri.es~ 
In 1890 there was a republication. or the ninth edition, with examina-
tion. ~questions. 
A numb~r ot analyses of Evidences 2f Christianity (:a.me out -5' 
' -
troa t1me to time. The first was in 1795 in·Oambridge,· which went . 
through six editions by -1823. In 1824 there was !!!_ Analysis m: !I[. 
2!, Questions~ ~ Answers. Two years later a new ~ition appeared. 
In 1830 an analysis or Evidences by Jo~ Bainbridge came out as part 
of !_ Manual !?£_ the Rudiments !f?! Theology by J. B. Smi.th., tor st.ts. 
A fourth edition 0£ 'this l-York t1as published in 1846.. 1830 also saw a 
(., 
piblication with questions on EvidencesJ with a -collection ot ~enate-
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lblse aamination papen. other 9'ti.Ol18 were published in 18.34, 18.36, 
·18S.5, ia10, 1879, 1887 and 1892, aeveral*th Senate-House examinatiOJl 
, ' i . 
,,, 
papers. 
There were alao aome conclen8ations mde. The tirat we have. 
record of w. s published in 1824, called !!!. Epitome 2! Paley'~ Evidences J"' 
. . 2£. Chr"is~i ,_0 tz, and contained the substance of the arguments from that 
work in eateehetical form. A second edition came out four years later. 
·~ 
. Under ·the direction or A. J. Valpy in Lond~ there was published in 
- A 
1831 a three volwne edition entitled ··Epito~ 2f ;Epglish Li.terat~, 
·,----·-
• ,·
a conc~ntration of the matter or standard English authors. Included ·· · ·· 
in this work i-ras Paley's Evidences. A second edition came -out in 1846. 
!!!. outline 2£. Evidences· 2£ Christiani=ty_ appeared in 1881, a wt>rk pre-
pared for the use of students for examinations. 
A 
Evidences 't-ras published in the United States, too. The first I 
American edition came off the pre·ss in Philadelphia in 179S. There was 
-
. another in New York in 1817, and another in 1824 with a lite of the 
author. There were editions in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in 18h!l 
and 18h5. There was an edition arrang~ as a textbook, published in 
1847 in Boston and Bnmswick, Maine, with a reissue in 1860. A new 
edi~on appeSI'ed in 1852 in :Philadelphia., and in 1860 and 1872 in New 
York. Evidendias del 9hri;stianismo, .. a Spanish transl~ion was publi~ed. · 
in 1893 · in Nashville, Tennessee. ~- Some rev.i. val of interest in Evidences -
2£. Cptj.stianity in certain circles is shown by. the republication of _the_ 
. 
. 
1859 edition by vlhately as recentl.7 as 19$2, ,r.tth a preface by James 
Bales of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas. 
There were other miscellaneous works. In 1812 J. Hollis,- a. 
. 
. 
•Skeptic", ~te a book ~titled Free Thoy!lts, which contained r~ks 
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. oocae:Loned bJ'. Palq' a reply (in View 2£ the Evidences g! Cprl!Jtiani ty) 
- . 
~""' 
to David Hume. L .• Atthill wrote an abstract ·or part of Paley's first 
' 
·proposition on the truth of Christi¢t:r Yl ~v:idencf:JJ3rnes> in 1820. The 
.. same ye~ F. wrqham wrote The Internal ~~9-~n~~ 2f Cb£!s:t~anitz, 
an abridgement from Dr. _ Paley and l1r. s. Jenynso Published in 1839 
was a course ot lectures by T. Chalmers ·on Paley's Evidences of. 
-~=--
Christianity, given at the University of Edinburgh. ~es for all 
(' 
~ Authors gµoted g[ Paley !B. the First Eight Cha;e:ters 2£ Evidences 
' 2£ Christ~~!,z was published in 1872. Remarks 2!!. P~le¥;9 ~0 Evidences 
by an Old Graduate was published the following yearo This ,:v-as 8'a letter 
to the younger members of the University or Cambridge11 o In 1898 John 
P. Taylor wrote a work called A Consideration of Some Recent Strtctnmea+ 
.· ~· - . 
--.- . 
.,_ 
- . 
The last major 1r1ork of William Paley was that entitled Natural 
C\ 
Theology. It was published in 1802, ju.st several y-ears before his death. 
~ 
By~1804 there were seven editions in England. F.ditions kept appearing 
. 
. 
year by year until by 182~ there were twenty-two. In 1826 a two volume ' 
. ., 
· edition came out in Oxford with notes by James Paxton. This one· ·ap- .. 
,.~ I 
peared again in 18.30. An edition-with notes by Henry· Lord Brougham. and 
Sir C. Bell was published in 1836-39. O@e with a supplementary d;.sserta-
. tion and a· treatise on animal mechanics by Sir c. Bell was published in 
1845. There were other editions in 1846 and 1848" National Theolog,y, ~ 
revised to harmonize with modem science, ·by F. Le G. Clark, was pub-
-. 
~ ~ 
- ', ~ . 
· lished by the Christian Knowledge Society in 1875. The C~stian Know-
ledge Serl.es contained Natural Theology., edited by F. Young, and pub-
. ... 
liahed in 1879. . . ~-.. 
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In America an early edition appeared in 1803 in Alb&DT, 
H• ·York. There were editions in 1824 and 1826, t-1hile in 1829 the 
edition with notes by James Paxton was published in Boston. This 
( 
,,·, ... 
-was reissued in 1831 and 1B38. The follmdng year one came out edited 
by Elisha Bartlett, with a lite ot the author., in Boston • ::i \j There were 
. tvo ·others in 1840 and 1842. Three editions with a seleciFion or the 
notes · 0£ Jam~'s Paxton plus additional notes were· published from 1848 
,. 
. 0 
·to 18S4.. In 1859 1an edition for the blind was published, printed in 
embossed type, by the Perki.ns Institute for the Blind in Boston. 
' - ;,.. 
In France there were two editions ot Natural TheOf9Sl in 
French, one in 180h, the other a few years later. Teol9gia Naturale 
appeared in Rome in1808; TeologJ_a Natural in Landres, 
There were other works. 
two editions, 180h and 1807. G. Clark wrote Further Evidence ot the __ ,_ _____ _ 
El:isten~e 2£ the pe}-tl. which was intended as a supplement~,to· Paley's· 
Natural :i'}leolOg'[g, This. was, published in 18o6. An abridgement by 
L. A •. appeared in 1820. In 1835 AoC.G. Jobert wrote Two Words !?!!. Lord 
'•. 11.h 
!!:<?!!Shamis and P.t• Paley's Natural Theolq~" The nexjt year T. Martin 
•-:~ 
had published,· with illustrations, Remarks Occasioned g[ Lord Br2?:1Shamis 
' ,, . 
I • 
and. Paj.eY'.~- Natural Theology. A refuta~ion came out a few years later~· 
written by Go Jo Holyoake, and calJ.ed Pal§: (i.e. his Natural ,Theology) 
Refuted in R;.s Cnm. Words (1847). This 1·ras published again in 1851 and ,. -
' 
1n·.1866. A work in Fren9h was written by Chastel de Boinvill~, of/the 
. 
·•.:..,-:.:.:..:,'I' 
University·of France, .in 1857 entitled P.! la,.Theolo(P-e Natu.relle au . 
.. POint ~ V~e !!!_ Paley. Paley's quite thorough lmm1ledge and deser-ip-·· ·:/ 
• ''. • ~ 
4 
.., • 
' 
. 
~i tion of animal and plant forms was used by some in the medical field. , 
~ , ~ 
. . In 180.3 a work by Al~er Ranter, M.D., F.R.s., was published on ins8cta ··. 
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and on the elements, with parts extracted from Natural Theology. That 
same year Hunter also wrote ~ Na~wal !f?..s~o!Z. !! ~li~ ~ the Proof 
~ 
. -~ 
I . 
. / 
I 
g! s Intelligent Creator - ~ P.ro~~ti ve, Contrl vances = ~ AP.:;~~~nct 
(extracted from Natural Theology)o At Oxfo:rd in 1824 a lecture by Jolm l A :: ..... vi ._ . ..__;:;? 
· 
Kidd., F.R~S. was published entitled, !!! ¥1t~9dµcto!X ~e~t~~. ~ LCourse 
!! Co9arative AnatoD\V', illustrative 2£ P~le;[9S J!at1J?:al _Theclogx,o 
J 
A number ot the sermons of William Paley received public noti.ce 
• [-_.,I '---
and were published, both sepa,r.ately and as parts of collections ot his 
works. The first was entitled, Caution Recommended !!!_ the Use and ApPli-
cation 2£. Sc:i~ture Lan~o It was published in 1777, and again in 
.... ,, ·~."' 
17820 It i-ras a sermon ~rm.ch sought to shat! that when interpreting Scripture, 
one must take into account the times in which ,.it. was wri. tten, and not 
apply 11 to the personal condition or Christians at : .. this day, those titles, 
phrases, propositions and arguments which belong solely to the situation 
ot Christianity at its first institution." Another sermon with the 
title, Advice Addressed ~ the :roup,fi Cle:re;r 2!, t~e Diocese ~ Q~lislet> 
,,was published in 1781, and lYent through five editions ~- about t11enty 
years. In this sermon Palay informed his young hearers that they should 
be satisfied with their early .station in lite because they are freer to 
exercise their ministey on behalf' ot their people than are those in 
higher s~tions. They can get···'closer to their'parishioners because theJ 
are OD. about tp.e same level. They mu.st be on their guard against vani ty, 
and the seeking or, tame by- atfectat1<»tJmd hypocracy. Quall ties which 
would seem _to be best in attaining the true stature of a priest are tmt-
1&:li•, sobriety, chastity, ret~rement, i.e., learnirig to live alone, 
and lastly, seriousness of manner. In 1782 the_ sermon, ! Distinction g! 
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, Orders !!!, ~ Church Defended YB Principles !! 'Public Utility, 
was published. Paley's point is that the fundamental precepts ot 
Christianity are precise and absolute tor the mo.st part, but that the. 
laws which regulate the discipline, instruction and government ot the 
.Christian community are given in general and indetini te terms so that 
they can be alt~red according to the~needs and circumstances of·the 
Church. In 1790 a charge was delivered to the clergy ot the diocese 
of Carlisle called, The Use and Propri~t,;r 2!. ~~al and Occasional 
preaching, and published the same yearo In this sermon Paley makes a_ 
plea · for what he caJ J s local preaching, preaching adapted to the state ~-
. 
ot thought and opinion t~t prevails in the congregation to which it 
is addressed. The preaching and teaching of Jesus were of this kind • 
Care must be used to hold the attention of the listeners, and to this 
. 
~ 
. 
. end sermons should be telated to tho Prayer Book of the Church, with 
which ·the people are fa.mi.liar. In addition, preaching which makes use . 
o~ the seasons of the Clmrch Year, which enlarge upon the bo1mties ot 
Providence,_ and which are directed to the uncertainties, the ebb and 
now, or life, are b01Jnd · to be timely and to make their impression upon 
' 
the Christian people. 
·r J 
. 
· Paley preached a sermon betor.e the University of ~mbrldge on · 
- &mday, July 5, 1195, a Co1mnencement Sunday. This was given in connection · . . 
' 
. 
. ~/ with his reception of the degree ot Doctor or Divinity. 'l'itled, Dangers 
. 
' Incidental ~ the Clerical Character, it was published··the ·sa~ year. 
Here the author echoes Sajnt Paul in admonishing his hearers to purl.tr 
The_ clerical profession has its own te1uptati0Ds;'"·, 
,,. 
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· · these are an insenaibUi v to reJ+giou impression, caused by 
the·necessary and repeated use ot religi&us subjects and pastoral acts • 
. Repetition has its values in many areas of life, but in matters where~ 
'(·\. . 
. ..', 
things:. are to·be done, the .J.i.11 convinced or the understanding en-
lightened.,~ danger of triteness and tami.~~ ever present. 
A clergy1nan in. the habit of directing arguments to others, nmst make 1 
•.. 
I'.. 
a second and separate effort to direct the same thought to himself' • 
.. We are often apt to overstate our case, he says, and this is self de-
feating. Fur~hermore, theological knowledge and critical studies of 
~ L 
the Bible can ·easi~y make a man self satisfied with his present status 
and dull him to the deeper spiritual realities of God's Word. The 
most important result of religious study' and renection is certainly 
obedience to what the Bible teaches. 
Another published sermon was preached in 179S at the Assizes 
in Dur~, before the bishop and the judges ot the northern circuit. 
Titled, 2a, Our Duty !!_ God and Man, it called to remembrance the great 
Christian max:i ms of loving our neighbor as ourselves, and of doing to 
others as we· would have ~hem do to us. Once these are laid down, the / 
--
,\ . ~
detal 1 of conduct and laws pertaining thereto can be left to itself'. 
We ought to regard our lives, not as mere. instruments for personal gra-
tification, but as means for the service o! God, to do his will so that 
r·"'": -, 
• 
!r . 
our fellowmen may be benefited and find ·happiness. This obligation rests 
especially upon those who hold high offices in society. "Civil govem-
' 
ment is constituted for the happiness· of the governed, and not for the 
gratification of those who· administer it. 11 Gradations of' rank are not 
/ 
. . 
. tor the advantage or those whcr hold high places,· but for the common good • 
. ,
Each member or society rrmst do ·his own appropriate work, and not ask I ,-,., ,. 
--
whether it b~ ireat · or ~little, but whether it be the most which he can 
. 
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do accord1ng to bis Oocl-P1811 abili tr. 
~~·, ' ' ·. 
of his sermons, to _rbe given. free to his. parishoners · as a compensation 
. '. 
tor his inability to serve them during---his ~llness. Unable to do .this 
~ 
before he died, he ·provided tor it in his will, and subsequently i:q, 
. 
. 
. -
.. 1 ) 
1806 the ~~ing was finished and about 500 copies distrlbutede But 
· the general· public desired to have them, also, and so further publications 
~, °'-
were arranged. By 1815 there were seven editions in :Eng-land and one in 
:)· 
the United States. There was anothei\ in New ·York in 1824. The follow-
ing year there was an edition edited by E. Paley in Lond6n. Several 
editions appeared in combination with those on public occasions, as part 
I ~ . \ 
of Dove vs .SP.sh Qlassic;;., ·· in 1817)/ 1823 and 1825. Two edi lions ot 
(' 
Sermons and/Tracts v:rere printed ill 1808 and ·1815. In addition, use was 
(,1 
made 0£ indi vi.dual sermons. In 18.19 a book called Sermon! .. and Extrac:t,, 
< 
' . 
which had selections "from the works or the most eminent divines", con-
.,,.. 
tained one or Paley's sermons entitled, "The KnOlt!ledge of One Another · 
Q 
in a Future Staten' (Sermon XXXIY). Tracts printed bJ,t .. the Society For 
the Promotion of Christian Kndt~ledge used "One the Neglect ot Warnings" 
(Serum m) in 18.33 and 1836, and "The Terrors of the Lord" (Sermon 
XllI) ill 1836. No doubt use was made of other sermon material of 0 
whl.ch there is no record. 
.. , Space doe,s not al J ow a full discussion or Sermons On Several 
' ---------
' SUbjects, but there are thirty-five in all, :;ranging over .a wide area · 
ot the Christian lite. ;Most ot them vex-a preached in the c~se of the • 
author I s parish ministry, and display a pastoral concern for the spiri-
tual lives under his- care, as well as clearness. and brevity. ~s -& 
preacher, P~ey emphasized s~riousness in religion and the necessity 
or keeping near to God tl:)rough wor~lrl.p, prayer and meditation. He was·~. 
I. ' \ 
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a atl'ODg moralist; but hia. moral1 am vu not divorc'4 trom the apir!.t\181 
' need or God's guidance· ~ torg:L veness or sins. . He exhorted his hearers · ..., ,., 
.. 
to Uves of humility, "to think less of our virtues and more o:f our sins." 
.~-He preached upon the efficacy of the death ot Christ upon the Cross for 
the salvation of sinners,; and upon the necessity or conversion from evil 
~- ·i,ays to the path of goodness. The role. of the Holy Spi~t was the subject 
ot a number of sermons, and the concluding ones emphasized God's punish~ 
. 
~ 
ment to unrepentent sinners, of resurrection and , the life to come. The 
style is somewhat stiff, in the mann~r or most sel".MC>ns of that day and · 
in contrast to the freedom and fervor of the -Methodists and Evangelical_s, 
but·, · nevertheless J1 there is warmth combined with a basic evangelical 
and catholic spirit. 
! Defence 2.£. the Considerations 2! the Proprietz 2.£. ReguirJ.ng 
! SUbscrlption ~ Articles 2!_ Faith came out in 1774 1 while Paley was still 
at Cambridge. The position taken is t~t sub.scription to articles 0£ ~ 
religion is neither necessary nor advantageous. The tract was written 
-in answer to another tract by Thomas Randolph, president of Corpus Christi . '' 
·at Oxford University, who had attacR:ed~pamph.let, Considerations on 
'"' 
' 
-
/,.~'~ •;; 
-;.,-·-"~ 
.. ' 
the Propriety 2! Requiring ! SUbsc~etion ~-Articles 2!_ Faith:, ~lritten 
by the bishop of Carlisle. Though published as written. by an anonymous 
... 
author, ! Defense has been universally ascribed to the pen of William 
~ " 
. Paley. The tract is a polemic, ~d attacks its oppone~t with. language 
that is ratlM3r sarcastic in tone. Paley says that_ it is a narrow view 
I . ~ I ~---=-._ . ...-c...-- \__) that sets up-a subscription to articles of .faith on the ground that : ._-. ~ 
.,,.,.._ 
this iriecessaey so that ordained teachers will be sowid in 
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and by this method can show· to their superiors this soundness. BYen 
the pope's church can do that, call !1er creed ·correct and declare that 
it must be adhered to. Scripture can back them up,, as ~mil as ourselves. 
. . 
The imposition~ however, of ,-rticies.of faith w·rallible men cannot· 
' . 
be i-ound to originate 1-rith the apostles •. In the history of the Church r 
.;• 
-
/ . 
such imposition has only succeeded iri causing its many di,tisions. 
.. 
I' • t 
' 
~ 
While the vicar at· Appleby ( sometime tollowirig'--the year 1777) · 
-
Paley compiled a manual. for the use or clergymen in visiting the sick. 
It cOJltained selected ·writings from the Book 0£ Common Pray-er and~ 
several emi.nent churchmen. ~ ~~~l~ ~~ The ClerSl!!!!E:'s Cotr1J2!!D:on 
!!!_ Visiting_ the Sick. It no doul?t found a useful place, for up to 
~809 it went through at least nine editions. A new edition came out/! in 
1817. The first part of the work is made up of in~tJ'Uctions to the 
clergyman on the mariner of visiting the . sick, on methods to awaken re-
- ~ . ·.· 
pentance on the part ofJte sick or hardened, on the application or 
• • 
• 
. 
. . 
spiritual remedies for those who are unreasonably feartu.1 and dejected 
\ 
because of illness and on the exhortation to faith on the part of those 
who are presumptious or God's grace. The second part contains orders of 
devotion and Holy ·communion to be used with the sick and many kinds or 
prayers £or different situations.-·-Some psalms are. included. T~e last 
. 
. 
section includes two orders for Holy Baptism~ one for public use~ the 
, . other for use in private. · 
. The . third irork · or a minor nature to note is Reasons For Con-
tentment Adcmessed to the Labouring Part of the British. Public o It wa~ 
---==.c~==oc::=a-==,,==:=-=i======-c::oi::~c.==»c:::==,c:====i===a.a==:s:a=~ 
-. . 
• 
tirst published as a tract in 1792. Other editions came out in 1793,. 1798 . . 
. 
' 
an\;-_1819. (Seep. 15) 
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The pnblicati.Olll listed so' tar baTe taken into account those ot each 
__.. 
work of Paley printed and issued separate]Jr. After ·his death there 
were ·irJa.n.lr editions or his collected "t-rorks. They usual J y contai.ned most 
-or all of the .. "Writings discussed· here, with a biographical sketch. The 
first or record was a ti ve volume edition pu~shed in Inindon in 1819, 
with a lif~··of the author by Alexander Chalmers. The f'ollqwing year . I \ _,, . - G 
'-'./ there was(/tour volume edition with a life by (J .). The Chalmers . •') ( 
edition came __ out again in 1821. - In 1823 a five volume edition came ott 
the Jtess wl th a life of the author by Robert !qnamo A new edition in I 
. two volumes was published in 1825, with a biogr,aphical sketch by n: ~ · 
. 
. Wayl~"ld. 1825 also saw the Tqnam edition come out again in four volumes, 
then again in five volumes two times, all the same year. Another edition 
' . 
of his works ,ras published in 182S in seven volumes. Other edi.t.i.ons ap-
peared in 1829, 1830., 1831, 1834, · 1838, 1845, and 1877. American 
editions included a five volume one in 1810-12, and others in 1§31, 1836 ·· 
) and 1841. 
The wri tl rigs of William· Paley occasioned such other publica-
. tions as. the · t'ollmdng:. The Yo~~ C;hristian Instructed !!!_ RAAding. and 
~ the ~c~ples 2£ Religion (1790); Recollection 2£ !, . .§E~ecn JlPoµ. the 
Slave lrade; sold by F. Jollie (1792); ~Letter~ i1illiam Paley from!: 
Poor Laboµrer,. in answer to his "Reasons For Contentment" (1!93); Authen 
tiC?-tY 2£. tit"!. Books 2£. the New Testament, extracted from his Evidences 
(1797); The True Churchman Ascertained, occasioned by the \lrltings ot 
Dr. ialeyj) by John Overton (1802); Hints For Revision of the Book ot • J 
. 
. c::=:,, 
-
,· 
-
-r.··· .. . common .Frazer/> afte:r
1 
a p~an recommended by Bishop Porteus and A,r,chdeacoa·· •.J 
. 
Paley (18~8); The Beauties.~ Paler, (seleet~ons £rom his l1orks) by " .,_ 
..._ 
i 
Aared ~..rd (1833); ! C~?~t~! ~ ~o fa~~!.v! :J@r~~ by Re Whately (l~S9); .- ., . 
r 
and ! Lecture ~ the' Character atld Writings 2£ William Pal!t'. by Ohal:'les 
Neaves (1873). 
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"' -'Robert ;rho,apson Zuch, the son ot Barry Adam Zuch and· Luc, 
, I • ~ ' 
.._\· ' .. •, ' ' 
, .... )~ 
Eliz•beth Thompson Zuch, was born in Marietta, Pennsylvania on July. 
. ~ 28, 1921. He was educated i.n the Marietta Public School, -gr~uating'1 
from high school in 1939., That year he · entered . the General Electric 
~ 
._~ --
Company Apprentice School in Lynn, Massachusetts, graduating in 1943 .. 
r 
as a journeyman ironworker. F'rom 1943 to 1946, d\trlng World War II, i~ 
lJ 
he served in the United States Arn\1 • He did his undergraduate work 
at Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, -Pennsylvania, and rec-
eived his Bachelo1"' of Arts degree, cum laud~ in ·1950. In 19.$3 r.e 
'-
race; ved his Bachelor or Divinity degree from the Lutheran Theological. -~ ~ 
·.~ ) ~_, 
/ 
,' ' 
' Seminary at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. That same year he wao !)rdained 
to · the holy ministry by The Lutheran Mi rrl sterium of Pennsyl.vax.d..a and · 
-., the Adjacent States, a 91nod ot ths United Luth6J.•an Church in A.me1·ica. 
He was called to service by_ the Board of Foreign Missions of tr.at 
; 
Church, and was sent to Japan. Ha returned in 19.56, and that year was 
' 
. cal led as the pastor of the Hami.l ton Lutheran Parish in Monroe ColDlty, 
Pennsylvania, where he is ;~sently 'sem.k°'./ He is ~ed to the · 
J' 
..,/ 
', 
f~r Muriel ·Gwendolene Brmlt of Gloucestershire, &]gland, and is- . 
the father ot one son and tour daughters. ,, 
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